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Executive Summary
Statement of the Problem 

Recent scientific reports indicate that the health of the Chesapeake Bay is declining and 
that Bay water quality goals for 2010 will not be achieved. 

Nutrient discharges into the Bay have been identified as the primary cause of Bay water 
quality problems.  However, state/federal partnerships, agreements, and commitments aimed at 
reducing nutrient discharges into the Bay have not been succeeding. 

Population growth in the Bay watershed is expected to further increase nutrient 
discharges and more than offset any small reductions in discharges by existing sources.  Unless 
more effective policies are put in place to reduce nutrient discharges, the health of the Bay will 
most certainly continue to deteriorate. 

Most previous studies of Bay water quality problems stop short of examining economic 
data to address the causes of these problems.  These data are associated with private land and 
water use decisions that result in nutrient discharges into the Bay, government decisions about 
what policies to employ to influence these private land and water use decisions, and how 
effectively they are implemented. 

Focus of Research 

Our research involved collecting and assessing economic data to address the underlying 
causes of Bay water quality problems.  We selected the Patuxent River watershed as our study 
area because the Patuxent River is one of the Bay’s main tributaries, is the largest river wholly 
contained in Maryland, and is often considered a microcosm of the Bay.  We collected data and 
conducted interviews related to economic/water quality links and related government policies in 
each of the seven counties that make up the Patuxent River watershed. 

We used this information to address three general questions: 

1) How are economic sectors in each of the seven Patuxent River watershed counties 
contributing to the regional economy? 

2) How are these same economic sectors contributing to Patuxent River water quality 
problems?  

3) What policy tools and levels of effort are government agencies within each county 
using to deal with water quality problems in the river? 

Purpose of Research 

The purpose of this research was to generate information to improve the basis for 
choosing and assessing Patuxent River water quality policies, not to develop recommendations 
about how those policies should be changed.  Based on our research, however, we do make 
recommendations regarding how the reporting of county and state environmental enforcement 
and compliance information could be improved and standardized to provide a better basis for 
assessing and comparing policy options.   

Because environmental enforcement and compliance data address the causes of water 
quality problems, they provide realistic “leading indicators” of future water quality at the same 
time that they provide a useful basis for determining how the implementation of policies may 
need to change to improve future water quality.  
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Research Approach 

Our research involved the following three tasks: 

Task 1  Use county economic impact models (See Appendix A) to estimate how 
individual commercial, industrial, agricultural, and household sectors within each of the seven 
counties that make up the Patuxent River watershed contribute to county economic well-being 
(e.g., jobs, incomes, taxes) 

Task 2 Link county level nutrient discharge data by land type/land use and other sources 
(Chesapeake Bay Program office) with each of these economic sectors within each county to 
determine their overall contributions to Patuxent River nutrient problems and estimate related 
economic/water quality tradeoffs (e.g., nutrient discharges per county job, per dollar of county 
household income, etc.).  

Task 3 Use state and county budget and financial data, enforcement and compliance 
statistics, and interviews with state and county enforcement staff to measure the level of 
government effort exerted in attempts to control nutrient discharges within each county.  This 
involved examining data related to county environmental spending and enforcement man-power 
allocations, numbers of environmental permit inspectors and inspections per inspector or per 
permit, numbers of prosecutions for environmental violations, sizes of penalties, etc. 

Research Results 

 This section presents summaries and illustrations of the statistics, indicators, and analyses 
that were developed for each county in the Patuxent River watershed. 

Economic/water quality tradeoffs 

Table S-1 and S-2 provide a statistical profile of the Patuxent River watershed that includes: 

• How much each economic sector within the watershed contributes to the 
watershed economy (e.g. dollar sales, household income, jobs, taxes) 

• How much each economic sector contributes to Patuxent River problems (e.g., 
pounds of nutrients discharged per dollar of household income) 

• What economic/water quality tradeoffs to consider when assessing nutrient 
discharge restrictions related to various economic sectors. 

Statistical tables similar to Table S-1 and Table S-2 were prepared for each county in the 
watershed and are included in Appendix A. 

 The economic base and nutrient discharge characteristics of counties differ significantly. 
Since most water quality policies are established, or are at least implemented, at the county 
level the information presented in county-specific economic/water quality profiles in 
Appendix A is more useful than the watershed overview provided in Tables S-1 and S-2.  
Note that county economic statistics were adjusted to account for the fact that only portions 
of these counties are located within the Patuxent River watershed. 

 



 
Table S-1: 2004 Direct Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges by Sectors within the Patuxent River - All Watershed Counties 

Sector

Total $Output    All 
Counties,        All 

Areas a)  

$ Output Based in 
Watershed - All 

Counties a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River- 
All Counties 
(pounds) b) 

$ Household 
Income d)  

$ Business 
Taxes

Jobs 
(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 16,332,000$          5,507,273$               435,631 3,609,432$            134,276$             117 120,692 3,244,284 3,720
Grain farming 19,162,000$          7,760,691$               613,369 4,502,316$            159,475$             262 136,234 3,846,178 2,338
Vegetable and melon farming 14,603,000$          6,187,409$               501,769 4,744,374$            63,897$               57 105,761 7,852,768 8,848
Fruit farming 5,034,000$            1,819,847$               140,323 1,088,213$            47,940$               26 128,948 2,927,076 5,335
Greenhouse and nursery production 122,609,000$        57,122,830$             120,693 42,053,414$          746,844$             735 2,870 161,604 164
Tobacco farming 2,792,000$            733,483$                  73,317 561,920$               14,903$               13 130,476 4,919,674 5,458
All other crop farming 13,622,000$          5,466,454$               399,749 3,209,667$            122,345$             41 124,545 3,267,398 9,783
Cattle ranching and farming 17,512,000$          6,205,800$               177,405 864,036$               165,495$             85 205,321 1,071,967 2,086
Poultry and egg production 669,000$               251,676$                  7,387 125,456$               593$                    3 58,881 12,459,715 2,754
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 17,855,000$          6,102,639$               39,460 621,582$               124,389$             214 63,484 317,234 184
Logging 26,907,000$          5,514,510$               21,222 1,505,102$            47,848$               24 14,100 443,528 877
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 4,719,000$            659,437$                  6,515 165,923$               21,379$               1 39,267 304,756 6,788
Fishing, hunting and trapping 61,636,000$          26,729,603$             0 6,101,677$            1,251,644$          195 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 27,905,000$          5,574,175$               411 3,040,306$            50,827$               206 135 8,083 2

Mining 301,532,000$        182,130,044$           14,590 49,528,893$          4,195,493$          747 295 3,478 20
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 27,585,486,000$   3,815,760,329$        271,149 1,971,983,527$     203,181,273$      20,242 138 1,335 13
Construction 18,499,695,000$   5,391,681,426$        344,443 2,810,489,281$     37,938,031$        42,951 123 9,079 8
Manufacturing 17,437,900,000$   4,568,361,970$        231,593 1,328,160,396$     30,309,364$        13,585 174 7,641 17
Wholesale and Retail Trade 22,883,904,000$   6,945,707,932$        351,918 3,650,308,651$     989,264,820$      68,071 96 356 5
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 24,357,828,000$   4,615,779,457$        234,601 2,676,006,054$     333,679,883$      23,967 88 703 10
Services 61,541,902,000$   14,116,724,200$      786,725 8,226,939,668$     302,998,757$      167,752 96 2,596 5
Federal Government Enterprises 28,398,670,000$   5,332,501,739$        315,881 4,570,985,504$     293,540,534$      22,567 69 1,076 14
State and Local Government Enterprises 9,626,558,000$     2,709,769,111$        159,763 2,549,742,157$     73,934$               43,986 63 2,160,875 4

Total Industrial Sectors 210,984,832,000$ 47,814,052,036$     5,247,914 27,906,337,550$  2,198,133,945$   405,848
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 1,679,037
Septic (Household Only) 536,799
Atmospheric (All Sources) 602,601

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 41,210
Forest 385,673
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 8,493,234

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Watershed Impacts

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River 
per Direct Economic Impact

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

Direct Economic Impacts of Business Activity in 
the Watershed c)

Watershed Direct Impacts
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Table S-2 2004 County Economic Base and Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems Per Unit 
of County Economic Impacts 

Sector

Total $ Output       
All Counties,        
All Areas a)  

$ Output Based in 
Watershed - All 

Counties a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River - 
All Counties 
(pounds) b) $ Output

$ Household 
Income d)  

$ Business 
Taxes

Jobs 
(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds per 

Job
Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 16,332,000$              5,507,273$                435,631 1,426,511$      887,223$         45,569$         26 18,698 30,064 585,342 1,029
Grain farming 19,162,000$              7,760,691$                613,369 1,438,215$      814,074$         41,764$         37 22,257 39,320 766,442 861
Vegetable and melon farming 14,603,000$              6,187,409$                501,769 1,452,164$      1,020,768$      33,089$         13 23,662 33,662 1,038,433 2,584
Fruit farming 5,034,000$                1,819,847$                140,323 1,479,158$      857,737$         49,519$         18 18,845 32,498 562,916 1,509
Greenhouse and nursery production 122,609,000$            57,122,830$              120,693 1,602,949$      1,079,360$      43,092$         17 614 912 22,844 58
Tobacco farming 2,792,000$                733,483$                   73,317 1,406,118$      992,033$         40,572$         22 18,675 26,471 647,237 1,214
All other crop farming 13,622,000$              5,466,454$                399,749 1,467,742$      837,669$         44,668$         11 19,994 35,033 656,977 2,587
Cattle ranching and farming 17,512,000$              6,205,800$                177,405 1,461,891$      377,678$         49,013$         18 6,930 26,823 206,689 571
Poultry and egg production 669,000$                   251,676$                   7,387 1,536,309$      773,579$         27,731$         13 7,187 14,274 398,174 881
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 17,855,000$              6,102,639$                39,460 1,560,852$      380,874$         45,696$         36 1,416 5,803 48,364 61
Logging 26,907,000$              5,514,510$                21,222 1,425,268$      487,188$         27,175$         8 553 1,619 29,024 100
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 4,719,000$                659,437$                   6,515 1,291,858$      402,706$         44,845$         6 1,069 3,428 30,787 250
Fishing, hunting and trapping 61,636,000$              26,729,603$              0 2,394,679$      1,245,266$      114,871$       51 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 27,905,000$              5,574,175$                411 1,961,947$      1,093,168$      54,353$         44 8 13 271 0

Mining 301,532,000$            182,130,044$            14,590 1,679,901$      746,458$         53,943$         10 29 65 897 5
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 27,585,486,000$       3,815,760,329$         271,149 1,720,099$      911,521$         89,045$         9 6 11 110 1
Construction 18,499,695,000$       5,391,681,426$         344,443 1,915,087$      1,023,337$      55,216$         16 10 18 337 1
Manufacturing 17,437,900,000$       4,568,361,970$         231,593 1,809,730$      747,636$         43,959$         9 7 18 302 1
Wholesale and Retail Trade 22,883,904,000$       6,945,707,932$         351,918 1,835,039$      1,001,929$      184,334$       17 8 15 83 1
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 24,357,828,000$       4,615,779,457$         234,601 1,683,902$      968,580$         106,793$       11 6 10 90 1
Services 61,541,902,000$       14,116,724,200$       786,725 1,967,218$      1,145,064$      68,579$         20 6 11 186 1
Federal Government Enterprises 28,398,670,000$       5,332,501,739$         315,881 1,691,162$      1,287,597$      79,146$         11 7 9 141 1
State and Local Government Enterprises 9,626,558,000$         2,709,769,111$         159,763 1,878,615$      1,461,964$      43,615$         24 9 11 381 1

Total Industrial Sectors 210,984,832,000$     47,814,052,036$      5,247,914
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 1,679,037
Septic (Household Only) 536,799
Atmospheric (All Sources) 602,601

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 41,210
Forest 385,673
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 8,493,234

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e)

Table S-2: 2004 County Economic Base and Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems Per Unit of 
County Economic Impacts

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Watershed Multiplier Impacts
Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Business  Impact 

c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained 
by the Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)

Watershed Direct Impacts
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County-level Government Response Indices 

Table S-3 presents summary indices that reflect how much each county contributes to 
Patuxent River water quality problems (e.g., nutrient discharges per acre, per capita, per dollar of 
economic output), and also indices that reflect how much effort each county is putting into 
controlling Patuxent River water quality problems (e.g., spending on environment as a percent of 
county budget, number of inspections per permit, average size of penalties from environmental 
violations).  We believe this is the first attempt to use generally available county data to generate 
county environmental responsiveness indices.  We hope that future research will refine and 
further develop these and other indices, and that improved reporting of county data will allow 
them to be more useful in determining which policies are working and which are not.   

For purposes of comparing across counties all indices are computed using the watershed 
average as the index baseline set equal to 1.  The index value shown for each county reflects 
what percentage above or below the watershed average that county performed with respect to 
that indicator.  A county indicator of 2.5 with respect to “number of inspections per permit,” for 
example, means the county is 150% above the watershed average and performs 2.5 times as 
many inspections per permit as the watershed average. 

In order to be consistent and to allow indices to be added together to show overall levels 
of county water quality “stewardship” or “culpability,” all indices are computed such that being 
above the watershed average is “good” and being below the watershed average is “bad.”  For 
some purposes this can lead to some confusion since it means, for example, that the lower a 
county's nutrient discharge figures are (good), the higher its score for that index, and vice versa. 

The indices address the following questions: 

• How forcefully are county governments enforcing policy decisions (e.g., levels of 
fines and penalties)? 

• What level of financial commitment are counties making to enforce water quality 
restrictions (e.g., budget and manpower allocations)? 

• What level of enforcement effort is being exerted by county governments (e.g., 
numbers of inspectors and inspections, frequency of enforcement actions and 
prosecutions)? 

 v



 
Table S-3: Patuxent Stewardship/Culpability Indicators 
Nutrient Discharges  
(lower discharge = higher score) Howard Montgomery 

Prince 
George's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert 

St. 
Mary's 

  Watershed

N-Equivalent Edge of Stream 0.62 2.03 0.53 0.77 9.58 1.09 1.49 1.0
Nutrients lbs. per Capita in Watershed 1.54 2.86 2.83 1.46 0.98 0.84 0.36 1.0
Nutrients lbs./sq. Miles in Watershed 0.95 0.94 0.99 0.75 2.12 1.30 0.78 1.0
Nutrients per $ Output 3.83 1.90 3.19 1.01 0.64 0.73 0.51 1.0
         
         
2004 County Environmental Spending 
(higher spending = higher score) Howard Montgomery 

Prince 
George's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert 

St. 
Mary's 

  Watershed

Natural Resources (% of Total Spending) 0.35 0.70 0.00 1.05 0.35 3.50 1.05 1.0
Natural Resources $ per Capita 0.52 0.63 0.21 0.84 0.42 3.45 0.94 1.0
Natural Resources $ per County Acre 0.75 1.84 0.40 1.42 0.18 2.06 0.36 1.0
Pax Nat. Resource $/Pax Nutrient lbs. 0.65 1.67 0.39 1.00 0.37 2.62 0.30 1.0
        
        
2005 County Environmental Enforcement Budget 
 (higher budget = higher score) Howard Montgomery 

Prince 
George's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert 

St. 
Mary's 

  Watershed

Inspections/Permits (% of Total Budget) 1.39 1.24 0.73 1.53 0.46 0.77 0.87 1.0
Inspections/Permits Budget per Capita 1.54 1.70 0.78 1.50 0.39 0.59 0.50 1.0
        
        
Sediment/Erosion (SE) Control Enforcement  
(lower number of permits or acres per inspector= higher score) Howard Montgomery 

Prince 
George's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert 

St. 
Mary's 

  Watershed

Total Permits Per Inspector 31.59 18.85 3.36 14.39 0.33 2.47 0.32 1.0
Total Permits per Inspector w/o MDE 5.12 3.05 0.54 2.74 n/a 0.44 n/a 1.0
Active Permits per Inspector 7.63 2.86 1.22 1.32 n/a 0.34 n/a 1.0
Acres per Inspector 8.76 1.42 0.54 0.80 n/a 0.92 n/a 1.0
Inspections per Inspector 0.54 1.41 0.77 1.05 0.57 1.43 1.22 1.0
Complaints Received 0.18 1.58 0.47 3.63 0.08 1.00 0.06 1.0
Violation Notices 0.35 2.14 0.40 0.43 n/a 1.68 n/a 1.0
Stop Work Orders 0.13 1.68 1.64 3.24 0.03 0.26 0.02 1.0
Penalties (Total Fines Levied) 0.00 1.60 1.21 2.78 0.50 0.10 0.81 1.0
Patuxent SE Inspectors per Bare Construction Discharge 1.47 1.33 0.58 0.74 0.76 1.79 0.32 1.0
Patuxent Inspections per Bare Construction Discharge 0.76 1.81 0.43 0.75 0.42 2.45 0.38 1.0
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Table S-3: Patuxent Stewardship/Culpability Indicators (Continued) 

Federal Agricultural Programs Howard Montgomery 
Prince 

George's 
Anne 

Arundel Charles Calvert 
St. 

Mary's   Watershed

Federal Fixed Farm Subsidies 1.06 0.42 2.44 1.94 0.95 2.51 0.76 1.0
Env. Quality Incentive Program $ 0.92 0.76 0.19 2.64 1.07 0.77 0.65 1.0
EQIP # of Contracts 0.44 1.81 0.83 1.62 1.27 0.64 0.39 1.0
Total Agric. Programs (Fed.) Score 0.83 1.06 1.16 1.86 1.15 1.34 0.63 1.0
         
         

State Agricultural Programs  Howard Montgomery 
Prince 

George's 
Anne 

Arundel Charles Calvert 
St. 

Mary's   Watershed

Nutrient Management Plans (#) 0.69 1.23 0.86 1.04 0.93 0.71 1.53 1.0
NMP Acres per Ag. Acre in County 0.87 1.35 0.94 0.90 0.96 0.82 1.16 1.0
Maryland Agricultural Cost-Share Capital $ 1.09 2.79 0.34 0.02 1.47 0.64 0.67 1.0
MACS Cover Crop $ 0.13 2.46 0.65 1.10 1.56 0.43 0.69 1.0
MACS Cover Crop Acres 0.12 2.30 0.63 1.33 1.48 0.44 0.70 1.0
        
          
Soil Conservation District 
(more staff = higher score) Howard Montgomery 

Prince 
George's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert 

St. 
Mary's 

Watershed

SCD Staff (Local Funding) per Household 1.06 0.16 0.39 0.74 1.35 1.80 1.50
1.0

SCD Staff (Local Funding) per Total Permits 2.36 1.10 0.49 2.23 0.15 0.47 0.20 1.0
SCD Staff Budget (Local $) per Total Permits 2.44 1.23 0.51 2.15 0.15 0.43 0.09 1.0
SCD Staff (State Funding)/Ag. Acres in District 0.30 0.38 0.96 0.56 0.84 2.11 1.85 1.0
SCD Staff (Fed. Funding)/Ag. Acres in District 1.05 0.66 1.27 0.73 0.89 1.85 0.54 1.0
SCD Staff (watershed)/N-equiv. bare const. 0.61 0.43 0.47 0.63 1.93 1.86 1.07 1.0
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Interview Results 

Our interviews with county and Soil Conservation District staff covered a range of topics 
related to activities designed to encourage reduction of nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River.  
These included discussion of the current and potential impact of education and outreach, 
monitoring and enforcement, fees and incentives, and political will to protect and restore the 
Patuxent.  Key interview comments include the following: 

Staffing Issues 
Not surprisingly, county and Soil Conservation District staff had strong opinions about 

their ability to reduce nutrient discharges, both in terms of education/outreach and 
monitoring/enforcement. 

Education/Outreach Staffing 

• Both county and Soil Conservation District staff had a range of opinions about whether 
current education/outreach staff levels are an important factor in influencing decisions of 
people to refrain from activities that cause discharge of nutrients to the Patuxent River, 
with six of 17 agreeing with the statement.  But with sufficient funds, 14 of 17 
respondents somewhat or strongly agreed that staff level could be an important factor.  
Eight of these respondents strongly agreed with this statement. 

• For technical assistance, nine of 17 agreed that current staffing levels are an important 
factor in influencing decisions of people to refrain from polluting activities, but with 
sufficient funds, 16 of 17 somewhat or strongly agreed that this would make a difference. 

• However, the range of opinion about the impact of increased technical assistance staffing 
is illustrated by the following two quotes from county staff: 

• “We need to educate people better; a lot of people just don’t understand the impact of 
their activities.”  

• “Some people won’t change behaviors, no matter how much outreach we do.”   

• For agriculture, the staffing challenge is illustrated by the following comment:  “Our 
district is woefully short on agricultural staffing.  Urban staff is paid through fees, so they 
are adequately funded.  Federal and state assistance has gone downhill lately.  Counties 
have picked up assistance, in part because counties need the help (from Soil Conservation 
District personnel) with urban permitting.”   

• Two SCD managers brought up the problems with implementing fully the post-Pfiesteria 
mandate of adding 110 staff in the field.  One said that, by the end of 2005, about 60 to 
83 staff had been added since the 1998 Water Quality Improvement Act legislation, 
depending on who is asked.  Another estimated that there are currently 60 funded 
positions.   

Monitoring Existing Permitted Sites 

• The response to a question about the effectiveness of current monitoring and inspection 
staff levels was mixed, with six staffers somewhat or strongly agreeing with the 
statement, and nine somewhat or strongly disagreeing with the statement.  However, 
there was widespread agreement that more staff resources would make a difference:  
Fifteen of 17 staffers somewhat or strongly agreed that, with sufficient funds, the 
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county’s or Soil Conservation District’s staff level for monitoring of existing sites (or 
existing best-management-practice contracts) could be an important factor in influencing 
people to refrain from activities that cause discharges of nutrients to the Patuxent River. 

• Both county and MDE officials pointed out the challenge in meeting the state 
requirement that permitted sediment and erosion control sites be inspected every two 
weeks.  As one county staffer put it, “one of the issues is having enough time to inspect, 
and putting fear into people who would violate.” 

• In all areas of the watershed, county staffers noted the difficulty for inspection staff to 
keep up with the pace of development. 

• While data collected from the Maryland Department of Agriculture suggest that MDA is 
making strides toward enforcing implementation of nutrient management plans, one SCD 
manager took a somewhat harder line, suggesting that “it would make a big difference if 
nutrient management plans were enforced.”   

Effluent Taxes/Fees 

• Several staffers mentioned the opportunities and challenges for implementing or 
increasing a stormwater utility fee for residents.  In one county, a stormwater utility fee 
appears on the residential water bill, “but it is not significant enough to be noticed.”   

• In another county, in which staffers from two different departments were interviewed, 
one staffer wondered whether taxes on fertilizer or percentage of impervious surface 
would work.  The staffer then noted that “pocketbook issues drive people, but these are 
people who are willing to pay anything to have their green lawn.”   

Inspection/Enforcement Issues 

• Some staff believe that their county or district has sufficient inspection authority and 
ability to deter individuals who otherwise might think they can get away with something.  
Other county and district staff members, however, believe this is absolutely not the case, 
and that many individuals take the approach of begging forgiveness if caught, rather than 
seeking permission.  

• One district manager said that, with nutrient management plans, he’s hearing a lot of 
comments from farmers who think that “no one’s going to enforce it.” 

• Only three of the 17 staffers somewhat or strongly agreed that frequency of prosecution 
was deterring polluting activities. 

• “Fines for Critical Area Act violations have been considered low and not a deterrent, 
although they were just increased.  Still, there are lots of wealthy people who just pay.” 

• “People know nobody gets fined.  Such a minimal fine, people go ahead anyway.”   

• Enforcement of compliance with point-source pollution laws received relatively high 
marks from both the county and Soil Conservation District staff, with nine of the 17 
interviewees saying that enforcement of these laws is moderately strict (usually 
enforced).   

• Still, only one of the 17 staffers said that such enforcement was very strict (always 
enforced).   
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• One county staffer noted that, in his county, enforcement of point source pollution laws is 
not very strict because MDE retains point-source jurisdiction.  “They are understaffed at 
MDE and can take a long time to address an issue.  The response is somewhat faster by 
MDE if (our county) calls them about it.” 

• Although two managers commented that MDA’s enforcement of nutrient management 
plans is getting better because it now has more resources, none of the managers thought 
that enforcement of nutrient management plans could be considered strict (monitored at 
least annually) at this stage.    

Political Will 

•  “There is not a politician who wouldn’t say that they don’t have the political will to 
improve the Bay,” said one county staffer.  “But that doesn’t mean they are willing to 
raise taxes to pay better or hire more staff.  The state talks a big game, but if you want 
help going to court, they are too busy.  I don’t see any Federal involvement.” 

• “In our county, political will is way below the level of concern for schools and public 
safety.  Sixty percent of county budget is for schools; one percent is for environmental 
activities.” 

• This staffer somewhat disagreed at the state and Federal level, too:  “The flush tax is a 
politically expedient way to say that the state did something, but its initial focus is on 
WWTPs, so it won’t affect behavior or land use.”   
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Other County Statistical Comparisons 

The following tables and figures provide additional statistical description of the counties 
in the Patuxent watershed. 

 
Table S-4.  Patuxent watershed agricultural economic output and nutrient discharges, by county. 

 
Contribution to 

County 
Economic 

Output 

Contribution to 
County Nutrient 

Discharge to 
Patuxent River 

Howard 0.27% 36.07% 
Montgomery 0.64% 43.96% 
Prince George’s 0.18% 25.02% 
Anne Arundel 0.35% 21.85% 
Charles 0.55% 32.77% 
Calvert 0.26% 39.07% 
St. Mary’s 0.61% 20.93% 
Patuxent Watershed 0.27% 29.87% 

Source: Combination of IMPLAN economic data (See Appendix A) and nutrient discharge data from the Chesapeake Bay Program 
Office 
 
Table S-5 Nutrient discharges per acre for selected agricultural and urban land uses. 

N-Equivalent Discharge  per Acre 
within the Watershed: Howard Montgomery Prince 

George’s 
Anne 

Arundel Charles Calvert St. 
Mary’s 

Patuxent 
Mean 

Agriculture Hightill With Manure 51 59 47 41 39 41 47 47 
Agriculture Hightill without Manure 59 63 50 41 27 32 32 43 
Agriculture Nutrient Mgmt. Hightill  
with Manure 43 49 43 40 34 34 40 41 
Agriculture Nutrient Mgmt. Hightill  
without Manure 40 40 33 30 23 22 27 31 
Urban Low Intensity Impervious 25 28 24 28 23 23 23 25 
Urban High Intensity Impervious 26 28 24 28 23 23 23 25 
Urban Low Intensity Pervious 13 15 12 13 11 12 11 12 
Urban High Intensity Pervious 13 14 12 13 11 12 11 12 
Agriculture Hay without Nutrients 6 6 5 5 5 4 5 5 
Agriculture Nutrient Mgmt. Pasture 9 2 2 7 2 5 2 4 

Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office 
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Nutrient Discharges 

Total Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent River

Howard
23%

Montgomery
7%

Prince George's
27%

Anne Arundel
19%

Charles
1%

Calvert
13%

St. Mary's
10%

 

Total N-Equivalent Discharge into the 
Patuxent River (lbs.) 

Howard 1,952,457 
Montgomery 598,372 
Prince George’s 2,304,495 
Anne Arundel 1,582,774 
Charles 126,693 
Calvert 1,113,035 
St. Mary’s 815,408 
TOTAL 8,493,234 

Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 

Figure S-1. Total nutrient discharge into the Patuxent River by county.  
 
 
 

 
 Estimated Economic Output for Watershed
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Estimated Economic Output  
for Watershed ($1,000’s) 

Agriculture  $          130,062 
Industrial    8,566,252 
Commercial  25,678,212 
Government    8,047,845 
Construction    5,391,681 
TOTAL 47,814,052 

   Source: 2004 IMPLAN regional economic model 
(See Appendix A) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure S-2. Estimated economic output for portion of counties in the watershed by sector.  
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 Total Nutrient Discharges to Patuxent River by Sector

Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries
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       Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 

Total Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent 
River by Sector (lbs.) 

Agriculture 2,536,842 
Industrial 517,332 
Commercial 1,373,655 
Government 475,643 
Construction 344,443 
Household (sewer/septic) 2,215,836 
Atmospheric 602,601 
Undeveloped Land 426,883 
TOTAL 8,493,235 

 
 
 

 
Figure S-3. Total nutrient discharges (in pounds) to the Patuxent River by sector 
 
 
 
 

 Economic Output for Portion of Counties in Watershed
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Economic Output for Portion of  
Counties in the Watershed 

Howard   18,928,833 
Montgomery    2,886,015 
Prince George’s   18,629,357 
Anne Arundel    4,056,901 
Charles       204,680 
Calvert    2,063,669 
St. Mary’s    1,044,598 
TOTAL 47,814,052 

          Source: 2004 IMPLAN regional economic model 
 (See Appendix A) 

 
 
 

 
Figure S-4. Economic output for portion of counties in watershed.   
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Table S-6:  2005 County budgets for inspections and permitting offices 

 Howard Montgomery Prince 
George’s 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert St. 

Mary’s 

Inspections and Permitting 
Office (IPO) Budget $5,441,494 20,825,379 8,696,191 10,108,713 700,100 662,708 614,577 

Percent of total operating budget 0.70% 0.63% 0.37% 0.78% 0.24% 0.39% 0.44% 

IPO budget dollars per capita $       20.59 22.66 10.37 19.95 5.26 7.88 6.63 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis 
 
Table S-7: Nutrient management plan compliance within the watershed.

 

Non-
responsive 
or justified 
delay as of 

7/1/05 

First NOV 
Personal 
visits or 

telephone 
contact 

Still not in 
compliance 

as of 
6/30/06 

Anne Arundel 48 48 47 21 
Calvert 50 39 32 25 
Charles 49 36 30 23 
Howard 59 33 34 23 
Montgomery 121 40 47 70 
Prince George’s 100 60 47 68 
St. Mary’s 104 32 17 87 

     
NOV: Notice of Violation 

Source: Maryland Department of Agriculture (2006) 
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Figure S-5a-c.Relationship between 2004 County Non-Agricultural Nutrient Discharges to 
the Patuxent River and Number of Permit Inspectors 
 Source: Developed using Maryland Department of the Environment data (inspectors/inspections) and Chesapeake Bay Program 
Office data (nutrient discharge). 
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Conclusions 

Based on our analysis of data and interview results, we form the following conclusions 
regarding the implementation of policies to improve Patuxent River water quality: 

• The economic base and source of nutrient discharges and implementation of nutrient 
discharge policies differ significantly from county to county. 

• County-level data about how water quality policies are implemented and their successes 
or failures are not adequate to support meaningful review or justify policy changes. 

• Policies that rely solely on private citizens voluntarily restricting their land and water use 
decisions for the sake of River water quality will not succeed. 

• Unless mandatory land and water use restrictions are effectively and uniformly enforced 
they will not succeed. 

• Policies that involve relatively low penalties for violating mandatory land and water use 
restrictions or penalties that are relatively easy to avoid will not succeed. 

• Most counties do not have an adequate number of inspectors to deal effectively with 
environmental violations. 

• Most counties do not allocate enough inspector time to examining environmental 
violations. 

• Most counties do not keep records in a way that allows consistent comparisons of how 
much county spending and man-power are allocated to enforce environmental laws 
compared to other jurisdictions. 

 
 

 
 



 
Figure S-6. Map of the Patuxent River Watershed 

 
Ecological Health of the Patuxent River* 

Environmental Health Index (scale: 0.00 – 1.00) 
By River Segment 

(2003) 
EHI Score*  By Category 

(2007) 
EHI Score* 

Upper Patuxent 0.21  Chlorophyll a 0.19 
Middle Patuxent 0.52  Dissolved Oxygen 0.62 
Lower Patuxent 0.48  Water Clarity 0.04 
Mouth Patuxent 0.58  Bay Grasses 0.14 
Overall Patuxent 0.48 (D+)  Benthic Index 0.20 
   Phytoplankton Index 0.21 
   Overall Patuxent 0.23 (D-) 

Scoring: Excellent (1.00-0.75), Acceptable (0.75-0.50), Poor (0.50-0.25), and Very Degraded (0.25-0.00) 
 
* based on the Patuxent River Ecological “Report Card” developed by the University of Maryland, Center for 
Environmental Science, IAN program.  For full description of the approach and results visit:  http://ian.umces.edu. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The Chesapeake and Its Tributaries:  Status and Outlook 

Recent scientific reports, as well as less technical sources of information, such as the 
annual “Chesapeake Bay Report Card” and annual pronouncements about how far former 
Maryland Senator Bernie Fowler can walk into the Patuxent River before losing sight of his 
sneakers, leave no doubt that the health of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries is declining. 
(Chesapeake Bay Foundation 2006; Wan 2006). 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reports that Bay water quality goals for 2010 
that were agreed upon by State and Federal agencies in 2000 will not be achieved by then, or any 
time near then (Fahrenthold 2007).  This situation exists despite years of significant public 
investments in Bay restoration and many highly-publicized State/Federal partnerships, 
agreements, commitments, and memoranda of understanding aimed at restoring the Bay 
(Blankenship, 2006). 

Improvements in water-quality monitoring techniques allow increasingly precise 
documentation of the water quality problems in the Bay.  Integrated 
hydrological/geophysical/ecosystem models have linked these problems to particular types of 
nutrient discharge sources and particular changes in land and water use patterns (Jordan et al. 
2003, Weller et al. 2003, Mayer et al. 2006). 

Recent reports predict that expected population increases in the Bay watershed will result 
in further increases in nutrient discharges that will more than offset the planned reductions in 
discharges by existing sources (Blankenship 2006).  This evidence suggests that the health of the 
Bay will continue to deteriorate unless new, more effective policies are put in place to reduce 
nutrient discharges into the Bay. 

The types of studies referenced above are performed primarily by scientists based on 
examinations of physical and biological data that focus primarily on symptoms and sources of 
water quality problems.  These studies nearly always stop short of examining economic data 
related to the causes of these problems which include private land and water use decisions and 
public decisions about how to influence private land and water use decisions that are, apparently, 
not working.  Despite widespread concern expressed by scientists and political leaders about the 
deteriorating health of the Bay, for example, our research shows that clear economic incentives 
remain for thousands of self-interested private land and water users in the Bay watershed to 
continue making decisions that harm the Bay.  Although political leaders prefer to rely on 
voluntary rather than regulatory strategies for restoring the health of the Bay, our research shows 
that the economic and social well-being of most of the more than 16 million people who live in 
the Bay watershed are barely influenced by the ecological health of the Bay.  Aside from the 
influence of laws and regulations, they have no real incentive to restrict their conversion of land 
or to modify their water use in order to improve Bay water quality. 

From this perspective, understanding why the health of the Bay is deteriorating does not 
require consulting the scientific literature or studying the policies and institutions that have been 
put in place to deal with Bay health problems.  It is only necessary to examine whether the 
specific government policies that have been put in place to protect and restore the health of the 
Bay are adequate to change the incentives and constraints faced by the thousands of private land 
and water users in the watershed whose decisions are harming the Bay. 
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1.2 Collective Action to Solve Chesapeake Bay Problems 
The policy tools that government agencies can use to influence private land and water 

decisions that harm the Bay include laws and regulations, subsidies and taxes, zoning and land 
use restrictions, educational and outreach programs, and appeals for voluntary restraints. (These 
are discussed further in Section 2.)  The success or failure of government activities to influence 
water quality, of course, depends not only on what policy tools are chosen, but on the amount of 
effort put into making them effective.  For example, during our interviews for this project 
(discussed further in Section 3), several different county enforcement officials reported in one 
way or another that the general attitude of land developers in their county is “Do what you 
please, and pay the fine if you get caught and can't get out of it.” 

It is difficult to measure how much political will exists at the county level to implement 
and enforce land use restrictions, construction regulations, and nutrient and sediment discharge 
restrictions in order to protect and restore the Bay.  However, it is possible to infer the level of 
commitment by examining how much effort county governments put into solving the problem, 
and how they allocate that effort between preventative (before-the-fact) and reactive (after-the-
fact) strategies.  For example, this level of effort can be measured, to some extent, in terms of 
county spending on environmental enforcement, manpower committed to environmental 
monitoring and enforcement, and numbers of inspections, citations, prosecutions per permit 
issued, and other indices. 

1.3 Focus on the Patuxent River Watershed 
In order to focus our research on the causes of Bay water quality problems and related 

economic and enforcement issues, we decided to collect and assess data and conduct interviews 
related to private and public decision-making in the seven counties in the watershed of one of the 
Bay’s main tributaries, the Patuxent River.  The Patuxent River is the largest river wholly 
contained in Maryland and because of the land use characteristics of this watershed and problems 
within the estuary, it is often considered a microcosm of the Bay.  The Patuxent River, like the 
Bay, is also in poor health and faces the prospect of growing threats from the increasing 
population in its watershed (See Figure 1). 

1.4 Research Overview 
This paper summarizes the results of our research that focused on three general questions:  

1) How are economic sectors in each of the seven counties that make up the Patuxent River 
watershed contributing to the regional economy; 2) how are these same economic sectors 
contributing to Patuxent River water quality problems, and 3) what policy tools and levels of 
effort are government agencies within each county using to deal with the water quality problems 
in the river. 

We considered the causes of these water quality problems to be associated with a two-tier 
decision-making process.  Government decisions about how to deal with the problem are 
important but, with few exceptions, have no direct effect on water quality.  They can be effective 
if they indirectly influence the millions of land and water use decisions made by thousands of 
individual households, farmers, businesses, and municipalities in the watershed. 

Political leaders prefer to appeal to land and water users to voluntarily restrict their 
decisions to help the river rather than imposing and enforcing regulations that compel them to 
restrict their decisions.  The available evidence, however, indicates that restricting private land 
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and water use decision to protect and restore the health of the river is not in the short-term 
economic interest of most land and water users in the watershed.  The economic evidence also 
shows that the health of the river has very little effect on the economic welfare of the vast 
majority of households, businesses, and farmers in the watershed. 

From an economic perspective, therefore, it is reasonable to expect that where water 
quality policies are based on education and outreach programs that appeal for voluntary 
restraints, they are not likely to be effective.  On the other hand, in the absence of any significant 
enforcement of environmental regulations or any significant financial penalties for violators, it is 
not likely that mandatory restrictions to improve water quality will be much more successful.  
Residents of the watershed, if they conclude that that their decisions to limit or not limit their 
land and water use decisions will have no significant effect on the long-term prospects for the 
health of the river, will not be driven to follow the rules.  They will conclude, correctly, that it 
makes no economic sense to follow the rules if it is generally recognized that the policies that are 
in place are not preventing others from breaking the rules. 

We decided to focus a significant share of our economic analysis on the effectiveness of 
environmental enforcement in the Patuxent watershed for two reasons.  First, we aimed to help 
determine the social causes of Patuxent water quality problems.  And second, we aimed to reveal 
the incentives that drive decisions that affect Patuxent water quality and how such decisions 
might be influenced by public policy.  As the watershed population grows, the consequences of 
failing to provide incentives to change economically rational behavior have serious implications 
for the long-term health of the river.   

1.5 Specific Research Tasks 
Our research involved the following three tasks: 

Task 1.  Use county economic impact models (See Appendix A) to estimate how individual 
commercial, industrial, agricultural, and household sectors within each of the seven 
counties in the Patuxent River watershed contributes to county economic well-being (e.g., 
jobs, incomes, taxes). 

Task 2.  Link county level nutrient discharge data by land type/land use and other sources 
(Chesapeake Bay Program office) with each of these economic sectors within each 
county to determine their overall contributions to Patuxent River nutrient problems and 
estimate related economic/water quality tradeoffs (e.g., nutrient discharges per county 
job, per dollar of county household income, etc.).  

Task 3.  Use state and county budget and financial data, enforcement and compliance statistics, 
and interviews with state and county enforcement staff to measure the level of 
government effort exerted in attempts to control nutrient discharges within each county.  
This involved examining data related to county environmental spending and enforcement 
manpower allocations, numbers of environmental permit inspectors and inspections per 
inspector or per permit, numbers of prosecutions for environmental violations, sizes of 
penalties, etc. 

1.6 Presentation of Results 
The purpose of this work was to provide information to help county governments assess 

how they target and develop strategies for dealing with the causes of Patuxent River water 
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quality problems.  To make it easier for them to assess how their policies are performing, we 
present information in ways that facilitate cross-county comparisons.  This information included 
measures such as overall county nutrient discharges and discharges by particular industry per 
dollar of business sales, per dollar of household income generated, etc.  We also present 
measures of and indicators of county environmental spending per capita, per acre, and per dollar 
of household income and compare counties in terms of number of county inspectors per permit, 
permit violations per permit issued, average dollar amount of penalties for violations, and so on.  
We present absolute values of these measures for each county.  However, we also use the 
average for all counties in the Patuxent watershed as a baseline and present results for each 
county as an index showing how far that county is above or below the watershed average.1  

Statistics and indicators for each county are presented in two parts: 

1) Private Sector Economic/Nutrient Discharge Tradeoffs 

• How much do economic sectors within each county contribute to the county 
economy (e.g. dollar sales, household income, jobs, taxes)? 

• How much do economic sectors contribute to Patuxent River problems (e.g., 
pounds of nutrients discharged per dollar of household income)? 

• What are the economic/water quality tradeoffs to consider when considering 
tightening nutrient discharge restrictions on various sectors? 

2) County Government Responses to Nutrient Discharge Problems  

• What forms of collective action can county government use to try to influence 
land and water use decisions by various sectors that are having adverse effects on 
nutrient discharges and water quality?  

• How forcefully do county governments need to enforce the decisions they make 
in order to assure that they have some effect? 

• What level of financial commitment are counties making to enforce water quality 
restrictions (e.g., budget and manpower allocations)? 

• What level of enforcement effort is being exerted by county governments (e.g., 
numbers of inspectors and inspections, frequency of enforcement actions and 
prosecutions, levels of fines, etc.)? 

In this report we organize and summarize all the information we could collect regarding 
the economic structure of the seven counties in the Patuxent River watershed, the contribution of 
various economic sectors to county economies and to Patuxent River problems, and the amount 
of effort that county governments, sometimes with assistance from State and Federal resource 
agencies, are investing in reducing those contributions.  In the final section of the report we offer 

                                                 
1 All counties in the Patuxent River watershed are contained only partially within the Patuxent watershed.  For 
purposes of matching economic and land use and nutrient discharge data, we determined the percent of the county 
land area that is in the watershed and assumed that the same percent of county businesses and households are located 
within the Patuxent watershed. 
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suggestions for increasing and standardizing data related to environmental enforcement and 
compliance.  

1.7 Caveats Regarding Cross-County Comparisons 
We discovered that hard statistics related to county level environmental enforcement and 

compliance are difficult to find, because what is available is often incomplete and can be very 
difficult to interpret.  For example, county statistics that show a low number of environmental 
violations cited per inspector could imply either weak enforcement or more successful strategies 
by inspectors to prevent violations.  A high number of inspections per inspector or inspections 
per permit might be a useful indicator of whether such a strategy is in place.  However, this 
indicator may also reflect the geographic extent and distribution of development in a county 
which affects the area that must be covered by an inspector.  Similarly, reported county spending 
on the environment sometimes includes spending on parks and recreation and, for any given 
year, could include large capital outlays by one county that were made in different years by other 
counties.   

1.8 Format of the Paper 
 After this introduction, Section 1, the paper is organized into five sections as follows: 
 
Section 2: National and Regional Policy Context provides information about the new 
challenges facing environmental managers dealing with Patuxent River water quality problems.  
 
Section 3: Research Approach presents the conceptual basis for examining the economics of 
environmental enforcement.  This includes a brief theoretical and practical justification for 
examining enforcement economics at the county scale that is based on a Nobel Prize-winning 
view of how governments attempt to influence private sector decision-making and how private 
sector decision-makers “game” governmental programs.  This section also describes how we 
attempted to collect and organize information to describe the economic impacts and nutrient 
discharge impacts of economic sectors in the Patuxent River watershed and the level of 
government effort aimed at controlling nutrient discharges. 
 
Section 4: Watershed and County-Level Economic and Nutrient Discharge Profiles, 
summarizes what can be learned from county-level data regarding how various economic sectors 
contribute to the economic health of the county and to the deteriorating environmental health of 
the river.  This section also shows what kinds of economic/environmental tradeoffs county 
governments in the watershed should consider when targeting nutrient discharge reduction 
policies. 
 
Section 5: Watershed and County-level Environmental Enforcement Profiles, provides what 
might be called county-scale river impact “stewardship” or “culpability indices.”  These 
indicators show, on an absolute and relative basis, the portion of public spending and resource 
commitments within each county that are committed to addressing Patuxent River water quality 
problems.  The indicators provide an assessment of how much effort each county exerts in 
preventative strategies, such as technical assistance and outreach, and in reactive strategies, such 
as citing and prosecuting violators of discharge restrictions, imposing meaningful fines, and so 
on.  These commitments by each county are compared with the contribution of economic sectors 
within each county to Patuxent River water quality problems. 
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Section 6: Results, Conclusions and Recommendations, summarizes the results of the analysis 
of county level contributions to and responses to Patuxent River problems and presents some 
conclusions regarding what county governments in the watershed need to do to deal realistically 
with the economic forces that are contributing to the deteriorating health of the Patuxent River.  
This section also describes what new county-level data need to be collected to allow county 
managers and those overseeing Patuxent River water quality management at the State and 
Federal level to determine if spending and regulatory decisions regarding monitoring and 
enforcement are adequate and are being implemented in ways that make it likely that they will 
succeed. 
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2. National and Regional Policy Context 
2.1 National Context 

In 2004, the chairman of the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy (USCOP) introduced the 
Commission's report to the U.S. Congress by stating, “We are facing a new generation of 
environmental problems, such as non-point source pollution, that require better data, more 
coordinated and integrated management strategies, and changes in human behavior” (Watkins 
2004).  

Based partly on that challenge, we designed our research project to collect and assess 
what would be needed in terms of “better data” to help design “more integrated management 
strategies” to help “change human behavior” with emphasis on one specific example of the “new 
generation of environmental problems” identified by the USCOP--excess nutrients from 
nonpoint sources.  We chose the Patuxent River as our study area for three reasons.  First, it is 
the largest watershed wholly contained in the state of Maryland; therefore, we had ready access 
to consistent nutrient discharge data and corresponding economic and policy-response data for 
each county in Maryland. By keeping the analysis contained within a single state, we were able 
to evaluate conditions in the entire watershed while maintaining consistent state-level regulations 
and policies.  Second, the Patuxent is among the most thoroughly-studied rivers in the 
Chesapeake Bay region; this increased the likelihood that information about causes of Patuxent 
problems would contribute to an existing body of information about effects to form the basis of 
some new decision-support tools.  Third, the Patuxent River watershed is often viewed as a 
microcosm of the Chesapeake Bay watershed, including primarily upstream causes of nutrient 
problems and downstream effects.  Therefore, useful research results generated here are likely to 
be applicable to other parts of the Bay and to the Bay overall. 

We focused our research on new types of data (e.g., economic impacts on water quality 
and enforcement statistics) and new ways of presenting data to help show where economic 
decisions in the watershed are contributing the most and the least to nutrient problems in the 
river.  We pulled together statistics and generated indicators that show where government 
activities are having the most and the least impacts on those decisions. 

The questions posed in the 2004 Ocean Commission report are being asked throughout 
the Bay watershed and in the Patuxent River basin in particular.  From an economic perspective, 
these questions can be interpreted to be: What incentives and disincentives are resulting in 
human behavior that results in nutrient discharges in this watershed?  What additional data about 
human behavior and economic incentives and penalties might be collected to help understand 
and change those conditions and help Federal, state, and local governments coordinate and 
integrate related management strategies?  What data exist to assess and compare the level and 
type of effort that governments are exerting now to influence private land and water use 
decisions?  By how much does that level of effort need to increase to result in meaningful 
change?  What data exist or could be collected to determine why current programs do not seem 
to be working, and what would need to change to make them work?  
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2.2 Regional Economic/Policy Context 
The illustration below, titled “The Trouble with ‘Soft’ Environmental Strategies,” is 

extracted from one of the project documents provided in Part 2 of this report, and summarizes 
the general economic perspective that forms the basis of the research that is presented here.  
From this perspective, a historical reliance on voluntary initiatives and other “soft” strategies 
rather than regulatory initiatives and other “hard” strategies is one cause of the problems facing 
the River.  A logical collective strategy for solving the problems of the River is a three-step 
process: 

1)  Identify what land and water use decisions are contributing to River problems  

2)  Determine what incentives decision-makers have to continue contributing to River 
problems 

3)  Support policies that will change those incentives and result in different decisions 

 

The Trouble with "Soft" Environmental Strategies 

A "State of the Patuxent River" summit held in conjunction with the 2006 Patuxent River Appreciation Days 
(PRAD) festivities opened up with a bleak assessment of the declining health of the river by a prominent 
environmental scientist.  This was followed by a series of presentations by representatives of various State and Federal 
resource agencies who not only concurred that the health of the river was declining, but emphasized that the situation is 
likely to get worse if the adverse effects of population growth in the watershed are not offset.  Then, in closing 
comments, speaker after speaker asserted that the health of the regional economy is linked to the health of the Patuxent 
River, and advised concerned citizens in the audience that solutions will be found not by pointing fingers, but by 
working together to increase scientific knowledge about the river and improve public education and outreach programs, 
and by enlisting farmers, households, and businesses to voluntarily sacrifice for the sake of the river and our 
descendents. 

 At the conclusion of the summit, former state-senator Bernie Fowler, a longtime champion of the river, issued 
an enthusiastic "call to arms." He emphasized that "drastic steps need to be taken" and that they should be taken 
because "if we fail in the Patuxent, we'll fail in the Bay, and if we fail in the Bay, we'll fail internationally."  

 A few weeks later, more than thirty candidates for state and county public offices, including then-Maryland 
Governor Ehrlich, took part in a "Meet the Candidates" forum in southern Maryland, where the Patuxent River is a 
particularly important part of the physical and cultural landscape.  Each of the candidates was asked by the moderator 
how they would respond to Senator Fowler's much publicized "call to arms" if they were elected.  One by one, they 
responded with the same assertions and recommendations that the resource agency representatives had presented at the 
summit. 

All the candidates planned to support and encourage more research, education and outreach, more stakeholder 
involvement, more cooperation and less finger pointing; and they were all confident that we could find ways to get 
farmers, land developers, and others to voluntarily restrict their land and water-use decisions.  Not one of them 
mentioned "harder" responses such as closing loopholes that developers use to get around environmental laws, beefing 
up monitoring or enforcement of land and water-use restrictions, or increasing penalties for violating environmental 
laws.  None of them mentioned any intention of addressing the corrosive effects of the widespread and growing public 
sentiment that savvy people just do what they want and pay the fine if they get caught. 
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3. Research Approach 
Most of the economic data that could be used to assess nutrient discharge decisions by 

various economic sectors (e.g., agricultural, industrial, residential) are available for each of the 
seven counties that make up the Patuxent River watershed.  We determined early in our research 
that most government decisions regarding how to change land and water decisions by these 
sectors are made, or are at least implemented, at the county scale.  For this reason, we decided to 
collect primarily county level data on: industrial and economic structure, nutrient discharges, 
population, economic growth and development, environmental spending, and environmental 
enforcement.  EPA’s Chesapeake Bay Program Office (CBPO) agreed to make special runs of its 
Patuxent River nutrient model to provide us with estimates of 2000 nutrient discharges into the 
river by source for each county in the Patuxent watershed.2

Our overall strategy was to collect and organize data in order to compare counties using 
two criteria.  First, we assessed how much businesses and households in each county contributed 
to River problems in terms of nutrient discharges.  Then, we assessed how much effort county 
governments were putting into activities to reduce those nutrient discharges. 

By attempting an integrated county-level analysis of the economic contributions and 
nutrient discharges of various agricultural, industrial, and commercial sectors, and the county 
implementation of environmental policies for each county in the Patuxent watershed county, we 
hoped to achieve three goals:  

1)  Determine what data are available to conduct this type of analysis and what new data 
may be needed 

2)  Draw attention to the causes of nutrient problems in the watershed, including which 
economic sectors in which counties contribute most and least to the problem and 
which county governments contribute most and least to finding solutions 

3)  Contribute to a decision-support tool to help focus, manage, and assess the likely 
success of future county-level initiatives to reduce nutrient discharges into the river 

With regard to water quality enforcement, we had three additional goals: 

1)  Determine if existing laws and regulations are sufficient to change human behavior. 

2)  Draw attention to the available information about whether they are being enforced 
with penalties that are meaningful enough to change behavior. 

3)  Determine if available data are useful for determining whether the level of county 
effort put into a blend of preventative and reactionary strategies is adequate to achieve 
water quality goals given the economic incentives that exist to violate land and water 
use restrictions.3

                                                 

 

2 Chesapeake Bay Program.  Phase 5 model draft, August 2006. 
3 Preventative strategies include permitting activities as well as direct investments in activities taken outside an 
enforcement context, such as technical assistance and community outreach.  Reactive strategies include monitoring 
and enforcing regulatory compliance, citing and prosecuting violators, imposing stop work orders and fines, 
requiring removal of unpermitted structures, and so on.  A government agency’s roles can be divided into two 
categories: providing services (such as technical and compliance assistance) and imposing obligations (enforcement) 
(Sparrow 2000).  As we initiated our interviews it became apparent that a county’s level of effort or effectiveness in 
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3.1 Methodology 

3.1.1 County Contributions to the Problem 
Based on detailed breakdowns of nutrient discharges by source (e.g., point source, septic, 

wastewater treatment facilities, etc.) and related nutrient discharge statistics of land types and 
land use, we estimated county nutrient discharges by economic sector (e.g., agriculture, industry, 
service, commercial, households).  For each non-household sector we then determined how each 
sector contributed to a county’s economy (e.g., jobs, household income, taxes, etc.), and then 
combined the results to show economic impact/water quality tradeoffs related to economic 
sectors in each county.  This also allowed us to develop sets of economic tradeoff coefficients 
(e.g., pounds of nutrient discharges per job created or per dollar of household income generated) 
for each sector in each county and to develop relative indicators for making comparisons across 
sectors and across counties. 

The result was an integrated economic/environmental data set that provides:  
1) Indicators of the relative contribution of each county to Patuxent nutrient discharges 

2) Indicators of the relative contributions of particular economic sectors within each 
county 

3) Indicators of the economic contributions that are associated with the discharge of 
nutrients by various economic sectors in various counties 

 
A few examples of the many different types of descriptive statistics and indicators we 

developed will illustrate how they can be used to make comparisons across counties and 
economic sectors to help focus attention on the causes of nutrient problems in the River and the 
economic cost of addressing these problems.  

• For the watershed in general, the agricultural sector accounts for 30% of nutrient 
discharges to the River, but less than 0.3% of the region's economic production. 

• The combined nutrient discharges into the river from two counties, Prince George’s 
County’s (27%) and Howard County’s (23%), are roughly equal to the discharges from 
the other five counties combined in the watershed.  

3.1.2 Basis of County Enforcement Economic Assessments 
Table 1 lists the alternative forms of collective action that government institutions can 

undertake to influence private decision-making regarding nutrient discharges.  The important 
question, however, is not whether any of these tools are being used, but whether they are being 
used effectively.  Regulations that are on the books but are not being enforced, or are associated 
with penalties that are too low or easily avoided, for example, may have virtually no effect on 
private decision making.   

While it is not possible to compare counties in terms of the political will to implement 
and enforce discharge restrictions, it is possible to compare them in terms of the apparent level of 
                                                                                                                                                             
controlling nutrient discharges cannot be measured solely by enforcement statistics or by the level of fines assessed 
to polluters, or by how many polluters are put in jail.   
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effort they use to detect violators of discharge or land use restrictions, and whether they cite and 
fine or prosecute violators, and whether they impose meaningful penalties.   

 
Table 1.  Environmental Policy Alternatives 

Voluntary Programs  

Public Outreach/Education  Inform households and businesses about the adverse effects of nutrients on the Bay 
ecosystem. 

Promote Community Action  Support formation of community organizations/programs to undertake 
projects/activities. 

Public Information Systems  Public disclosure of individuals and businesses contributing to nutrient problems. 

Direct Regulation  

Engineering Standards  Regulate technologies (e.g. wastewater treatment methods) to reduce nutrient 
discharges. 

Performance Standards  Require entities to operate in certain ways or only at certain times or require certain 
emission/output ratios. 

Quantity Limits  Establish overall discharge caps and assign allowances to specific dischargers. 
Ambient Standards  Require a standard level of water quality that must be met in receiving water (e.g., 

adjacent to a discharge point). 
Prohibitions  Preclude certain activities at certain times or the use of certain inputs (e.g., 

fertilizers) or prevent activities within certain areas (e.g., critical area designation). 

Economic Incentives  

Emission Charges  Taxes on all discharges or fines on discharges above a specified allowance. 
WQ Degradation Charges  Taxes or penalties based on contribution of discharge to water quality problems. 
Product Charges  Tax applied to products used in a polluting activity (e.g., fertilizer tax) or to products 

that result from polluting activity (e.g., farm products). 
Tax-Subsidy Systems  Taxes collected from some discharge sources are used to subsidize reductions in 

discharges by other sources (e.g., Connecticut ‘trading’ program). 
User Fee-Subsidy Systems  Fees collected from water/sewer/septic users are used to subsidize wastewater 

treatment (e.g., Maryland “Flush Tax”). 
Tradable Credits/Offsets  Set overall cap, allocate to sources, require sources to meet allowance or purchase 

credits/offsets from others who reduce discharges below their allowance level. 
Other Tools  
Assurance/Insurance  E.g., guaranteed yield/income per acre on no-till or low fertilizer acreage will match 

expected levels from tilled or high fertilizer acreage. 
Strict Liability  Dischargers are collectively held fully liable for downstream environmental and 

economic damages caused by nutrients. 
 

 
We then examined what each county is doing to address the problem of nutrient 

discharges into the Patuxent River using the logic of what we are calling “the economics of 
environmental enforcement.”4  Using this economic model, land and water users are assumed to 
engage in some informal (mental) or perhaps formal (calculated) benefit-cost assessment when 
deciding whether or not to comply with laws that limit nutrient discharges, land use, or land 
conversions. 

As part of that assessment they compare the expected economic payoff from not 
complying with an environmental law (e.g., construction cost savings or increase in real estate 
value or both) with the expected cost of not complying, which is based on the following factors: 
 

Pd = probability of a violation being detected 
                                                 
4 For an overview of how "environmental enforcement economics" applies to nutrient discharge problems in the 
Chesapeake Bay area see King (2004). 
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Pse = probability of an enforcement action, given detection 
Pp = probability of prosecution, given enforcement action 
Pc = probability of conviction, given prosecution 
P = dollar penalty if convicted 
R = discount rate 
T = time between initial detection and payment of penalty 
 

The expected cost of not complying (CNC) can be significantly lower than the stated dollar 
penalty if convicted (P) and can be expressed by the following equation: 

 
CNC=cost of not complying= (Pd x Pse x Pp x Pc x P)/(1 + r)t

 
For example, consider the case where a developer or home owner is considering ignoring a 
wetland or critical area use restriction that will increase the value of his property by $10,000, and 
assesses the possibility of having to pay a $20,000 fine for the violation as follows:  
 

• 50% probability that a violation will be detected 
• 50% probability of an enforcement action, if the violation is detected 
• 50% probability of prosecution, if there is an enforcement action for a detected violation 
• 50% probability of conviction, if the detected violation is prosecuted 

 
The expected cost of not complying is assessed at $1,250 or (.50 x .50 x .50 x .50 x $20,000), 
which results in an expected value, or payoff, of not complying of $8,750.  If the individual can 
expect a delay between initial detection and payment of penalty, the expected cost of not 
complying could be discounted further to under $1,000, and the expected economic payoff from 
not complying is even higher.5

 
Time and budget limitations prevented us from attempting to estimate the above equation 

for any particular class of nutrient discharger in the Patuxent watershed.  Instead, we examined 
the resources that each county is applying to environmental compliance and compared them to 
the numbers of permits issued.  In addition we used that information to make other comparisons 
that can be used to infer the probability of a violation occurring and being detected within each 
county.  We examined overall county budgets and staffing levels associated with environmental 
programs, reviewed enforcement statistics, and interviewed enforcement personnel to assess 
county enforcement efforts.  We further attempted to find indicators of the probability of an 
enforcement action taking place, the size of penalties, and the extent to which penalties might 
affect behavior, and so on. 

Although we chose the county as the appropriate level of analysis for this research, State 
and Federal government agencies are also involved in both preventative and reactive efforts at 
the county scale.  As a result, our study also included collecting and analyzing data from the 
following State and Federal sources: 

                                                 
5 For applications of this approach in other contexts, see Sutinen 1987 (fisheries), Akalla 2004, and Akalla and 
Cannon 2004 (biodiversity protection). 
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• The watershed’s seven Soil Conservation Districts (whose boundaries are the same as those 
of the seven counties), which provide technical assistance to farmers (and to varying 
degrees, urban developers) 

• The Maryland Department of Agriculture, which tracks compliance with required nutrient 
management plans and the State’s “green payment” programs for agricultural best 
management practices, as well as the U.S. Department of Agriculture for Federal green 
payment programs 

• The Maryland Department of the Environment, which delegates enforcement of certain 
state environmental laws to most of the Patuxent counties 

• The Maryland Department of Natural Resources, which houses the Critical Areas 
Commission 

• The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, for compliance with water discharge permits 
under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

 
Besides collecting enforcement/compliance data from county governments and from the 

organizations listed above, we also conducted face-to-face interviews with more than 20 
individuals, including staff involved in enforcement and/or planning/zoning in Patuxent 
watershed counties, the manager of each of the seven Soil Conservation Districts in the 
watershed, several private lawyers, county committee members, and other individuals at the state 
and local level who are knowledgeable about environmental enforcement in the watershed.  We 
ensured anonymity to all those interviewed for this project. 
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4. Watershed and County Economic and Nutrient Discharge 
Profiles 

4.1 Watershed Overview 
The seven counties that fall within the 886-square mile Patuxent River are shown in 

Figure 1.  The geographic size of these counties and the percent of county land that is in the 
Patuxent watershed differ significantly.  The economic base of each county and how individual 
economic sectors affect the county's contributions to Patuxent River water quality problems also 
differ significantly in ways that will be described in this section.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Map of Patuxent River Watershed.  (Source:  EPA BASINS Data Set) 
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The differences in county industrial and household characteristics, along with differences 
in the amount of county land in the Patuxent River watershed, explain some of the differences in 
the amount of nutrients that each county discharges into the Patuxent.  However, differences in 
nutrient deliveries among counties also depend on what actions are undertaken within each 
county in attempts to reduce nutrient discharges.   

4.2 County economic and nutrient discharge tradeoffs 
We collected statistics related to economic impacts and nutrient contributions of specific 

economic sectors in each county in the Patuxent River watershed.  To facilitate the assessment of 
economic/environmental tradeoffs, we present both sets of statistics in the same table for each 
county.  We also generated some ratios that may help clarify some tradeoffs.  These include 
estimates of the pounds of nutrient discharges per thousand dollars of household income and 
taxes generated and per full-time job created. 

We obtained IMPLAN estimates of dollar output and related economic activities for each 
of the seven counties in the watershed.  To estimate what portion was generated in the Patuxent 
watershed portion of each county, we used county and watershed land-use data obtained from 
Maryland Department of Planning.  These data provided us with acreages (totals for each county, 
and for the portion in the Patuxent watershed) for developed, residential/other, 
commercial/industrial, extractive, forest, pasture, row crop, and feeding operations, which we 
then assigned to corresponding economic sectors in IMPLAN.  For example, if 30% of industrial 
acres for a particular county are in the Patuxent watershed portion of the county, then we 
assumed that 30% of industrial output for the county is also within the watershed. 

Combined economic/nutrient discharge statistics for the Patuxent watershed overall (all 
counties) for the year 2004 are presented in Tables 2a and 2b, and are described in the following 
section.  Identical tables for each of the seven counties that make up the Patuxent watershed are 
included in Appendix A. 

4.2.1 Overall Patuxent Watershed Profile (All Counties) 

4.2.1.1 Table 2a: Direct Economic and Environmental Impacts 
 Each row of Table 2a provides statistics related to the economic sectors listed along the 
row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining).  Sources of nutrient discharges not specifically 
associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors 
in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of nutrient discharges into the river.  

Column 1, Total $ output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial 
sector in all counties that are located at least partially within the Patuxent River 
watershed.  For example, oilseed farming output in those counties during 2004 is 
shown to be worth $16.3 million and total dollar output by all sectors in those 
counties is shown to be $210.9 billion. 

Column 2, $ output based in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by 
producers in each industrial sector that are located within the Patuxent watershed.  
Of the $16.3 million in total oilseed farm output in counties that make up the 
Patuxent River watershed, for example, only $5.5 million are shown to have been 
produced by farms located within the watershed.  Of the $210.9 billion in total 
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county output for these seven counties with land in the Patuxent watershed, only 
$47.8 billion or 22.7% was produced within the watershed. 

Column 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of 
nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the 
Patuxent River during 2004 by each industrial sector.   

Columns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial 
sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 4), 
business taxes generated (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created 
(column 5). 

Columns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent 
River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
million in business taxes generated (column 8) and per FTE job generated (column 
9). 

4.2.1.2 Table 2b:  Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Each row of Table 2b provides statistics related to the industrial sectors listed along the 

row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining).  Non-industrial sources of nutrient discharges are 
also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of nutrient discharges 
into the river. 

Columns 1 - 3 are the same as in Table 2a and are provided for reference purposes.  
The rest of the columns in Table 2b are significantly different because they are 
based on the county-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by 
each industrial sector. 

Column 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output 
multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
output generated in the county per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

Columns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household 
income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
the county per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 

Columns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent 
River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
with industrial output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes 
(column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 

Not surprisingly, the contribution to nutrient problems per unit of economic impacts are 
significantly higher for resource-dependent industrial sectors, especially agriculture, than for 
manufacturing, service, commercial, or mining sectors.  Note, however, that the nutrient-related 
cost of achieving county economic goals is not the same for all agricultural sectors.
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Table 2a: 2004 Direct economic impacts and nutrient discharges by sectors within the Patuxent River for all watershed counties 

Sector

Total $Output    All 
Counties,        All 

Areas a)  

$ Output Based in 
Watershed - All 

Counties a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River- 
All Counties 
(pounds) b) 

$ Household 
Income d)  

$ Business 
Taxes

Jobs 
(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 16,332,000$          5,507,273$               435,631 3,609,432$            134,276$             117 120,692 3,244,284 3,720
Grain farming 19,162,000$          7,760,691$               613,369 4,502,316$            159,475$             262 136,234 3,846,178 2,338
Vegetable and melon farming 14,603,000$          6,187,409$               501,769 4,744,374$            63,897$               57 105,761 7,852,768 8,848
Fruit farming 5,034,000$            1,819,847$               140,323 1,088,213$            47,940$               26 128,948 2,927,076 5,335
Greenhouse and nursery production 122,609,000$        57,122,830$             120,693 42,053,414$          746,844$             735 2,870 161,604 164
Tobacco farming 2,792,000$            733,483$                  73,317 561,920$               14,903$               13 130,476 4,919,674 5,458
All other crop farming 13,622,000$          5,466,454$               399,749 3,209,667$            122,345$             41 124,545 3,267,398 9,783
Cattle ranching and farming 17,512,000$          6,205,800$               177,405 864,036$               165,495$             85 205,321 1,071,967 2,086
Poultry and egg production 669,000$               251,676$                  7,387 125,456$               593$                    3 58,881 12,459,715 2,754
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 17,855,000$          6,102,639$               39,460 621,582$               124,389$             214 63,484 317,234 184
Logging 26,907,000$          5,514,510$               21,222 1,505,102$            47,848$               24 14,100 443,528 877
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 4,719,000$            659,437$                  6,515 165,923$               21,379$               1 39,267 304,756 6,788
Fishing, hunting and trapping 61,636,000$          26,729,603$             0 6,101,677$            1,251,644$          195 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 27,905,000$          5,574,175$               411 3,040,306$            50,827$               206 135 8,083 2

Mining 301,532,000$        182,130,044$           14,590 49,528,893$          4,195,493$          747 295 3,478 20
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 27,585,486,000$   3,815,760,329$        271,149 1,971,983,527$     203,181,273$      20,242 138 1,335 13
Construction 18,499,695,000$   5,391,681,426$        344,443 2,810,489,281$     37,938,031$        42,951 123 9,079 8
Manufacturing 17,437,900,000$   4,568,361,970$        231,593 1,328,160,396$     30,309,364$        13,585 174 7,641 17
Wholesale and Retail Trade 22,883,904,000$   6,945,707,932$        351,918 3,650,308,651$     989,264,820$      68,071 96 356 5
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 24,357,828,000$   4,615,779,457$        234,601 2,676,006,054$     333,679,883$      23,967 88 703 10
Services 61,541,902,000$   14,116,724,200$      786,725 8,226,939,668$     302,998,757$      167,752 96 2,596 5
Federal Government Enterprises 28,398,670,000$   5,332,501,739$        315,881 4,570,985,504$     293,540,534$      22,567 69 1,076 14
State and Local Government Enterprises 9,626,558,000$     2,709,769,111$        159,763 2,549,742,157$     73,934$               43,986 63 2,160,875 4

Total Industrial Sectors 210,984,832,000$ 47,814,052,036$     5,247,914 27,906,337,550$  2,198,133,945$   405,848
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 1,679,037
Septic (Household Only) 536,799
Atmospheric (All Sources) 602,601

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 41,210
Forest 385,673
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 8,493,234

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Watershed Impacts

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River 
per Direct Economic Impact

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

Direct Economic Impacts of Business Activity in 
the Watershed c)

Watershed Direct Impacts
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Table 2b: Multiplier economic impacts and Patuxent River impacts by sector for all watershed counties 
 
 

 
2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

Sector

Total $ Output        All 
Counties,             All 

Areas a)  

$ Output Based in 
Watershed - All 

Counties a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River - 
All Counties 

(pounds) b) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds per 

Job
Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 16,332,000$                 5,507,273$                  435,631 1,426,511$        887,223$           45,569$           26 18,698 30,064 585,342 1,029
Grain farming 19,162,000$                 7,760,691$                  613,369 1,438,215$        814,074$           41,764$           37 22,257 39,320 766,442 861
Vegetable and melon farming 14,603,000$                 6,187,409$                  501,769 1,452,164$        1,020,768$        33,089$           13 23,662 33,662 1,038,433 2,584
Fruit farming 5,034,000$                   1,819,847$                  140,323 1,479,158$        857,737$           49,519$           18 18,845 32,498 562,916 1,509
Greenhouse and nursery production 122,609,000$               57,122,830$                120,693 1,602,949$        1,079,360$        43,092$           17 614 912 22,844 58
Tobacco farming 2,792,000$                   733,483$                     73,317 1,406,118$        992,033$           40,572$           22 18,675 26,471 647,237 1,214
All other crop farming 13,622,000$                 5,466,454$                  399,749 1,467,742$        837,669$           44,668$           11 19,994 35,033 656,977 2,587
Cattle ranching and farming 17,512,000$                 6,205,800$                  177,405 1,461,891$        377,678$           49,013$           18 6,930 26,823 206,689 571
Poultry and egg production 669,000$                     251,676$                     7,387 1,536,309$        773,579$           27,731$           13 7,187 14,274 398,174 881
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 17,855,000$                 6,102,639$                  39,460 1,560,852$        380,874$           45,696$           36 1,416 5,803 48,364 61
Logging 26,907,000$                 5,514,510$                  21,222 1,425,268$        487,188$           27,175$           8 553 1,619 29,024 100
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 4,719,000$                   659,437$                     6,515 1,291,858$        402,706$           44,845$           6 1,069 3,428 30,787 250
Fishing, hunting and trapping 61,636,000$                 26,729,603$                0 2,394,679$        1,245,266$        114,871$         51 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 27,905,000$                 5,574,175$                  411 1,961,947$        1,093,168$        54,353$           44 8 13 271 0

Mining 301,532,000$               182,130,044$              14,590 1,679,901$        746,458$           53,943$           10 29 65 897 5
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 27,585,486,000$          3,815,760,329$           271,149 1,720,099$        911,521$           89,045$           9 6 11 110 1
Construction 18,499,695,000$          5,391,681,426$           344,443 1,915,087$        1,023,337$        55,216$           16 10 18 337 1
Manufacturing 17,437,900,000$          4,568,361,970$           231,593 1,809,730$        747,636$           43,959$           9 7 18 302 1
Wholesale and Retail Trade 22,883,904,000$          6,945,707,932$           351,918 1,835,039$        1,001,929$        184,334$         17 8 15 83 1
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 24,357,828,000$          4,615,779,457$           234,601 1,683,902$        968,580$           106,793$         11 6 10 90 1
Services 61,541,902,000$          14,116,724,200$         786,725 1,967,218$        1,145,064$        68,579$           20 6 11 186 1
Federal Government Enterprises 28,398,670,000$          5,332,501,739$           315,881 1,691,162$        1,287,597$        79,146$           11 7 9 141 1
State and Local Government Enterprises 9,626,558,000$            2,709,769,111$           159,763 1,878,615$        1,461,964$        43,615$           24 9 11 381 1

Total Industrial Sectors 210,984,832,000$        47,814,052,036$         5,247,914
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 1,679,037
Septic (Household Only) 536,799
Atmospheric (All Sources) 602,601

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 41,210
Forest 385,673
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 8,493,234

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Watershed Multiplier Impacts

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Business  Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the Minnesota 
IMPLAN Group)

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)

Watershed Direct Impacts



 

4.2.2 County-Level Profiles and Comparisons 
Appendix A presents tables comparable to Tables 2a and 2b for each of the seven 

counties that make up the Patuxent River watershed.  The numbers presented for different 
counties provide a basis for comparing the economic cost of nutrient discharge reduction 
strategies across counties as well as across industrial sectors. 

In section 4.3, for example, we outline the contribution of each county to Patuxent River 
edge-of-stream nutrient discharges.  According to Chesapeake Bay Program nutrient modeling, 
Prince George’s County has the highest nutrient discharge of the seven counties, with 27% of the 
overall amount to the river.  This is not unexpected because Prince George’s also leads Patuxent 
counties in terms of the size of population in the watershed (approximately 40% of the watershed 
total) and acreage in the watershed (approximately 28% of the overall watershed acreage). 

In section 5, we examine what counties are doing to address the problem of nutrient 
discharges.  For example, we found that spending on environmental enforcement by Prince 
George’s County lags behind other jurisdictions, with enforcement spending as a percentage of 
overall county budget ranking sixth among watershed counties, and fourth on a per capita basis.   
Each county’s situation is different, however, and no single indicator presents a full picture of 
what a county might be implementing.  Prince George’s, although second in total county 
population and population density, spends the most among Patuxent counties on sewer, solid 
waste, and water management on a per capita basis and percentage-of-county-budget basis. 

4.3 Patuxent Watershed Economy, Land Uses, and Nutrient Discharges 
This section provides an overview of the watershed and the economic sectors within each 

of the seven counties that make up the watershed.  It also presents a profile of how various 
economic sectors within each county in the watershed contribute to Patuxent River water quality 
problems. 

The watershed can be roughly divided into the four relatively densely populated counties 
to the north (Montgomery, Prince George’s, Anne Arundel, and Howard, in order of both 
population and population density) and the three less populated counties to the south (Charles, 
St. Mary’s, Calvert in order of population; Calvert, Charles, St. Mary’s, in order of population 
density). 

Based on an analysis of US Census Bureau data for 2000, Montgomery County has the 
highest per capita income in the watershed ($52,854); St. Mary’s ($31,140) and Prince George’s 
($31,936) have the lowest. 

Prince George’s County has the most land in the Patuxent watershed, with 242.2 square 
miles, followed by Howard (197.06 miles) and Calvert (154.3 miles).  Charles has the least 
(28.58 miles) (see Figures 2 and 3). 
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Acres in the Patuxent Watershed 
Howard 120,759 
Montgomery 38,827 
Prince George’s 158,680 
Anne Arundel 79,699 
Charles 18,127 
Calvert 101,214 
St. Mary’s 48,531 
TOTAL 565,837 

       Source: State of Maryland, Department of Planning 
 

 
Figure 2.  Percent of county acres within the Patuxent Watershed 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Population in the Patuxent Watershed 

Howard 197,869 
Montgomery 112,503 
Prince George’s 428,406 
Anne Arundel 151,694 
Charles 8,174 
Calvert 61,811 
St. Mary’s 19,473 
TOTAL 979,930 

   Source: State of Maryland, Department of Planning 
 

 
Figure 3.  Population for portion of counties in the Patuxent Watershed 
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Current and forecast population 
for watershed counties 

YEAR: 2004 2020 
Howard 266,532 319,300 
Montgomery 921,631 1,077,700 
Prince George’s 841,642 914,900 
Anne Arundel 508,356 551,000 
Charles 135,702 184,050 
Calvert 86,293 101,950 
St. Mary’s 94,950 131,200 
TOTAL 2,693,674 3,280,100 

Source: State of Maryland, Department of Planning

Figure 4. Total current and forecast population of watershed counties.  
 
The Patuxent watershed counties have experienced tremendous population growth in 

recent decades, with 537,600 new residents since 1990 (Maryland Department of Planning).  
Significant additional population growth is forecast for all of the Patuxent watershed counties 
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over the next 15 years (see Figures 4 and 5).  In Section 5, we attempt to develop indicators that 
relate both past and future population growth to nutrient discharges and to county efforts to 
control those discharges. 
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Figure 5. Total population of watershed counties, 1990 to 2005. 
Source: State of Maryland, Department of Planning 

4.3.1 Nutrient Discharges 
Figure 6 illustrates the geographic sources of “edge of stream” nutrient discharges to the 

Patuxent River.  County discharges roughly correspond to the amount of acreage a county has in 
the watershed, but as following sections show, the sources of nutrient discharges within counties 
and the economic contributions of industrial/agricultural sectors that are responsible for 
discharges differ significantly from county to county. 
 

Total Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent River
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Total N-Equivalent Discharge into the 
Patuxent River (lbs.) 

Howard 1,952,457 
Montgomery 598,372 
Prince George’s 2,304,495 
Anne Arundel 1,582,774 
Charles 126,693 
Calvert 1,113,035 
St. Mary’s 815,408 
TOTAL 8,493,234 

Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 

Figure 6. Total nutrient discharge into the Patuxent River by county.  
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4.3.2 The Patuxent Watershed Economy 
We used county-scale regional economic impact models to characterize the economy of 

the Patuxent watershed and of the seven counties that make up the watershed.6  Because of its 
location between the Washington and Baltimore metropolitan areas, the Patuxent watershed is 
characterized by a relatively large amount of commercial and government sector economic 
activity.  As subsequent sections discussed, agriculture accounts for less than 0.5% of the 
economic output from the watershed region, even though it accounts for over 30% of nutrient 
discharges into the Patuxent River (Figures 7 and 8). 

 
 

Estimated Economic Output for Watershed

Commercial
54%
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17%

Construction
11%

Industrial
18%

Agriculture
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Estimated Economic Output  
for Watershed ($1,000’s) 

Agriculture  $          130,062 
Industrial    8,566,252 
Commercial  25,678,212 
Government    8,047,845 
Construction    5,391,681 
TOTAL 47,814,052 

   Source: 2004 IMPLAN regional economic model 
(See Appendix A) 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7. Estimated economic output for portion of counties in the watershed by sector.  

                                                 
6 The regional economic model we employed is called IMPLAN and is described in Appendix A. We obtained 
estimates from IMPLAN of dollar output and related economic activities for each of the seven counties in the watershed.  To 
estimate what portion was generated in the Patuxent watershed portion of each county, we used county and watershed land use 
data obtained from Maryland Department of Planning for each watershed county.  These data provided us with acreages (totals 
for each county, and for the portion in the Patuxent watershed) for developed, residential/other, commercial/ industrial, 
extractive, forest, pasture, row crop, and feeding operations, which we then assigned to corresponding economic sectors in 
IMPLAN.  So, for example, if 30% of industrial acres for a particular county are in the Patuxent watershed portion of the county, 
we assumed that 30% of industrial output for the county is also from the Patuxent watershed portion of the county. 
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 Total Nutrient Discharges to Patuxent River by Sector
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   Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 

Total Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent 
River by Sector (lbs.) 

Agriculture 2,536,842 
Industrial 517,332 
Commercial 1,373,655 
Government 475,643 
Construction 344,443 
Household (sewer/septic) 2,215,836 
Atmospheric 602,601 
Undeveloped Land 426,883 
TOTAL 8,493,235 

 
 
Figure 8. Total nutrient discharges (in pounds) to the Patuxent River by sector (Source: Chesapeake Bay 
Program). 

 

Within the Chesapeake region, the Patuxent watershed is somewhat unusual with respect 
to the prevailing mix of nutrient discharge sources.  The watershed is characterized primarily by 
residential, commercial, and agricultural land uses, with relatively little heavy industry.  
Agriculture, which has received considerable attention as a source of nutrient runoff, is estimated 
to account for 30% of discharges in the Patuxent watershed (Chesapeake Bay Program).  Bay-
wide, agriculture accounts for 39% of nitrogen discharge and 46% of phosphorus discharge 
(Blankenship, 2007).  Point sources, which include wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), 
account for another 20% of discharges in the Patuxent watershed (Chesapeake Bay Program).  
Information provided by the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission indicates that, for 
Western Branch WWTP, 90% of the discharge from wastewater treatment plants comes from 
residential sources, and the remainder from industry (Mosby 2006).  Commercial land uses 
account for 16% of discharges and industrial sources contribute the remaining 6% as shown in 
Figure 7. 

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that the nutrient discharges from a particular sector do not 
correlate at all with that sector’s importance to the economy.  This is most graphically illustrated 
in the case of agriculture, which leads in nutrient discharges but has a relatively small role for the 
economy.  The commercial and governmental sectors generate far more economic benefits than 
agriculture in terms of economic output and jobs and generate far less in terms of direct nutrient 
discharges.  However, the people employed in these sectors contribute to nutrient problems as 
household nutrient dischargers.  These discharges are reflected in discharge figures related to 
sewers, septic systems, and atmospheric sources which are discussed elsewhere. 
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 Economic Output for Portion of Counties in Watershed
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Economic Output for Portion of  
Counties in the Watershed 

Howard   18,928,833 
Montgomery    2,886,015 
Prince George’s   18,629,357 
Anne Arundel    4,056,901 
Charles       204,680 
Calvert    2,063,669 
St. Mary’s    1,044,598 
TOTAL 47,814,052 

Source: 2004 IMPLAN regional economic model 
(See Appendix A) 

 
 
 

Figure 9. Economic output for portion of counties in watershed.  
 

Section 4.3 summarizes what can be learned from county-level data regarding how 
various economic sectors contribute to both the economic health of each county and to the 
environmental health of the river.  This section also shows what kinds of economic/ 
environmental tradeoffs county governments in the watershed can consider when targeting 
nutrient discharge reduction policies. 

The following charts demonstrate the relative importance of economic sectors to each of 
the seven counties.  In each of the seven counties, the pattern is similar in that agriculture does 
not drive the economy. 
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Figure 10. Estimated economic output for portion of counties in watershed 
Source:  2004 IMPLAN regional economic model (See Appendix A) 
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Economic Output Estimate for Portion of Howard County in Watershed
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Economic Output for Portion of Montgomery County in Watershed
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Economic Output Estimate for Portion of Anne Arundel County in Watershed
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Economic Output Estimate for Portion of Prince George's County in Watershed
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Economic Output Estimate for Portion of Charles County in Watershed
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Economic Output Estimate for Portion of Calvert County in Watershed
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Economic Output Estimate for Portion of St. Mary's County in Watershed
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Figures 11a-g. Economic output estimate for portion of watershed counties located within the watershed. 
Source: 2004 IMPLAN regional economic model (See Appendix A) 
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The following graphics illustrate the nutrient discharges from these aggregations of 
economic sectors in each of the seven counties in the Patuxent watershed.  We combined 
nitrogen and phosphorus discharges into a single “nitrogen equivalent,” assuming that one pound 
of phosphorus discharge is equivalent to five pounds of nitrogen discharge (Wang and Linker 
2006).  Charles and Montgomery, with the least acres in the watershed, contribute the least 
nutrients to the edge of the Patuxent.  Households in Anne Arundel and Prince George’s are 
among the most significant sources of nutrients to the River. 
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Figure 12. Nitrogen equivalent discharges into the Patuxent River by aggregated sectors 
within each watershed county (Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office). 
Source: Combination of IMPLAN economic data (See Appendix A) and nutrient discharge data 
from the Chesapeake Bay Program Office 

 
Figure 13 provides a closer look at the total discharges from three sector aggregations 

included in the previous graph. 

The bar chart illustrates the relative contributions of row crops, livestock/poultry, and 
forestry to the agricultural sector’s nutrient discharges.  Row crops in Howard and Prince 
George’s counties contribute the most of any agricultural sectors to Patuxent River nutrient 
discharges. 
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Howard 535,681 83,737 84,829 
Montgomery 232,084 20,403 10,558 
Prine George’s 516,455 39,540 20,681 
Anne Arundel 297,715 29,081 19,055 
Charles 36,309 3,496 1,719 
Calvert 400,791 27,746 6,326 
St. Mary’s 145,124 20,249 5,262 
 2,164,159 224,252 148,431 

Figure 13. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries N-equivalent nutrient discharge into the Patuxent River. 
Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 
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4.3.3 Row Crop Nutrient Discharges 
We examined the specific discharges from agricultural land under different types of 

management using the Chesapeake Bay Program data.  The following figures and tables 
demonstrate the wide range in adoption rates and discharges. 

Row Crop Nutrient Discharges
Calvert County

Row Crop Nutrient Discharges
St. Mary's County

 
 
 
 
                     
                              
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

Figure 14. Nutrient discharges into the Patuxent River from row crop land uses.  Figures represent percentage of nutrient 
discharge from row crops in that county that is derived from land using the specified management practice. 
Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006  

                                       

Alfalfa Total Row Crop Nutrient Discharges
Howard County

Hay with Nutrients

Hay w/o Nutrients      Hightill w/o Manure

Hightill with Manure

Lowtill with Manure

Nutrient Mgmt. Hay

Nutrient Mgmt. Past.

Nutrient Mgmt. Hiwom

Nutrient Mgmt. Himan

Nutrient Mgmt. Lotill

Row Crop Nutrient Discharges
Montgomery County

Row Crop Nutrient Discharges
Charles County

Row Crop Nutrient Discharges
Anne Arundel County

Row Crop N ient Dischargesutr
Prince George's County
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Table 3: Row crop nutrient discharges (in lbs.) into the Patuxent River per county 
N-Equivalent 

Discharge by Land 
Use within the 

Watershed: 
Howard Montgomery Prince 

George’s 
Anne 

Arundel Charles Calvert St. 
Mary’s 

Land Use 
Total 

Alfalfa Total 16,755 3,939 4,523 6,291 680 1,740 1,549 35,478 
Hay with Nutrients 52,015 20,424 34,907 22,707 2,339 19,732 5,932 158,055 
Hay w/o Nutrients 9,779 4,463 12,600 7,727 1,165 10,086 2,268 48,087 
Hightill w/o Manure 14,095 7,763 97,821 32,369 2,379 47,752 10,101 212,281 
Hightill with Manure 51,992 26,478 220,934 99,915 13,294 211,634 60,936 685,183 
Lowtill with Manure 338,180 144,929 97,290 95,257 12,465 68,634 49,424 806,178 
Nutrient Mgmt. Hay 7,136 2,673 5,093 3,042 390 2,986 1,037 22,358 
Nutrient Mgmt. Past. 4,489 310 712 1,771 44 1,616 120 9,061 
Nutrient Mgmt. Alfalfa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nutrient Mgmt. Hightill 
w/o manure  1,129 652 7,162 2,714 251 4,259 1,195 17,363 
Nutrient Mgmt. Hightill 
w/ manure 4,667 2,427 22,754 15,185 2,370 27,112 6,551 81,066 
Nutrient Mgmt. Lotill 35,442 18,027 12,660 10,737 932 5,241 6,011 89,050 
County Totals  535,681 232,084 516,455 297,715 36,309 400,791 145,124 2,164,159 

Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 
 
 
 

Table 4: Row crop nutrient discharges (in lbs.) into the Patuxent River per acre of county land in the 
watershed. 

N-Equivalent 
Discharge  per Acre 

within the 
Watershed: 

Howard Montgomery Prince 
George’s 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert St. 

Mary’s 
Land Use 

Mean 

Alfalfa Total 16 17 17 14 18 6 18 15 
Hay with Nutrients 15 16 14 13 13 15 14 14 
Hay w/o Nutrients 6 6 5 5 5 4 5 5 
Hightill w/o Manure 59 63 50 41 27 32 32 43 
Hightill with Manure 51 59 47 41 39 41 47 47 
Lowtill with Manure 39 46 29 33 32 30 35 35 
Nutrient Mgmt. Hay 14 14 13 13 13 14 16 14 
Nutrient Mgmt. Past. 9 2 2 7 2 5 2 4 
Nutrient Mgmt. Alfalfa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nutrient Mgmt. Hightill 
w/o manure 40 40 33 30 23 22 27 31 
Nutrient Mgmt. Hightill 
w/ manure 43 49 43 40 34 34 40 41 
Nutrient Mgmt. Lotill 31 38 24 28 24 24 27 28 

Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006
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Figure 15. Nutrient discharges into the Patuxent River from row crop land uses per acre of county land 
Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006
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The next figure illustrates the relative contribution of the industrial, commercial, and 
construction sectors to Patuxent River nutrient discharges.  In this bar chart, government sectors 
are not included with the commercial sector.  
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Figure 16. Commercial/industrial nutrient discharge into the Patuxent River. 
Source: Combination of IMPLAN economic data (See Appendix A) and nutrient discharge data from the 
Chesapeake Bay Program Office 

 
It is important to note that nutrient discharges allocated to a particular sector do not take 

into account household discharges.  For example, the government sector accounts for a high 
percentage of Patuxent watershed economic output and jobs, but relatively low nutrient 
discharges.  The household nutrient discharges from these workers are not accounted for in the 
economic input-output analysis.  The following bar chart demonstrates the relative significance 
of h

 
 

ousehold discharges from each county. 

 

Figure 17. Household nutrient discharge into the Patuxent River. 
Source: Chesapeake Bay Program Office, 2006 
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5. County 
 

This section provides what might be called county-scale river impact “stewardship” or 
“culpability” indicators.  These indicators show, on an absolute and relative basis, how much 
money and how much effort (e.g., labor, equipment, and material) each county uses to 
implement and enforce compliance with Federal, state, and county laws, regulations, and 
ordinances that are intended to reduce nutrient discharges by various economic sectors. 

We started by developing indicators to demonstrate trends in county growth and 
environmental spending (Figures 18-20).  As one planning and zoning staff member interviewed 
for this study noted, “This county is slated for 40% growth (in the next generation), with a lot of 
that in the Patuxent watershed portion of the county.  Pollution levels can only go up, given the 
population growth that is going to happen.” 

  

Figure 18. New privately-owned residential building permits 
Source: State of Maryland, Department of Planning 
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Figure 19.  Natural resource expenditures from FY 1994 to FY 2004 
Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis 
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Figure 20. Sewer, solid waste and water expenditures from FY 1994 to FY 2004 
Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis 

Data on county spending on natural resources and sewer, solid waste and water 
management, were gathered from the annual Local Government Finances Reports for the years 
FY1994 through FY2004 prepared by the Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office 
of Policy Analysis.  Although there is some lag time in availability of current data, these reports 
use actual expenditure figures, and therefore, are considered to be more accurate than data in 
approved budgets.  However, incomplete data in some years for some counties made 
comparisons of trends over time difficult.  The discussion below focuses especially on FY04 
expenditures for the Patuxent River watershed counties.  Since counties do not necessarily make 
a distinction in their environmental spending in terms of the watershed where a funded program 
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or practice takes place (Patuxent vs. Potomac, for example), we compare spending for the 
lete county to assess overall effort and investment. 

The scale of county government is reflected in overall county governme
ery County had the highest total county government expenditures in FY04 

($3,995,000), followed by Prince George’s ($2,350,000).  Montgomery’s expenditures were 
n times the expenditures in Charles, Calvert, and St. Mary’s, with St. Mar

allest at $138,550,000.   

ithin county budgets, we focused on two categories of spending that are particularly 
relevant to nutrient discharges to the Patuxent:  natural resources spending and sewer, solid 

anagement spending.   

ental Spending 

Natural Resources Spending 
Of the seven Patuxent w

comp

nt expenditures. 
Montgom

more than te y’s the 
sm

W

waste and water m

5.1 Environm

5.1.1 

the total county b 4, compared to a 

statewide av

On a per cap
Patuxent co e 
statewide county averag

atershed counties in 2004, Calvert has the highest percentage of 
udget spent on natural resources.  Calvert spent 1% in 200

statewide average for counties of 0.3%.  The other six Patuxent counties are all below the 
erage. 

ita basis in 2004, Calvert again far exceeded spending in the other six 
unties, at $33 per capita (Figure 21).  None of the other Patuxent counties exceed th

e of $10 per capita. 
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Figure 21. Natural resource expenditures per capita, FY 1994 to FY 2004 
Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis 
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5.1.2 Sewer, Solid Waste and Water Management Spending 

 
 in 
n 

tage-of-county-budget basis.7   

The two most heavily and densely populated counties (Montgomery and Prince 
George’s), not surprisingly, spent the most per capita on sewer, solid waste, and water 
management in 2004 (Figure 22).  Montgomery, with the largest population, spent the most in
total dollars on sewer, solid waste, and water management.  Prince George’s, although second
population and population density, spent the most sewer, solid waste, and water management o
a per capita basis and percen
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Figure 22. Sewer, solid waste and water expenditures per capita, FY 1994 to FY 2004. 
Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis 

5.1.3 Environmental Enforcement Budget 
Unfortunately, the DLS reports do not compare county environmental enforcement 

expenditures.  Such comparisons over time would be very helpful in assessing progress in 
individual counties (both in absolute and relative terms) toward meeting cleanup goals for the 
Patuxent and, more broadly, for the Chesapeake Bay.  To help understand this issue, we acquired 
information about permitting and inspections budgets from a review of each county’s budget 
website, using FY05 data in each case, with the important caveat that each county government 
has a different structure, which made direct comparisons difficult.  Overall county budget data 
were obtained from the Maryland Association of Counties (MACo) FY 2005 Budget, Tax Rates, 
and Selected Statistics 8  MACo also has the same caveat about different government structures 
making comparisons difficult. 

Anne Arundel, Howard, and Montgomery are the leaders in inspections and permitting as 
a percentage of the overall county budget, with Anne Arundel spending 0.78%, Howard 0.70%, 

                                                 
7 Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis prepares annual Local Government 
Finances Reports for the purpose of describing the financial conditions of local governments in Maryland.  The 
figures for spending on sewer, solid waste, and water management in 2004 apportion expenditures by the 
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission to Montgomery and Prince George’s County on a 50/50 basis.   
8These data are accessible at the following website: 
www.mdcounties.org/e_files/BTRS/BTRS%202006/County%20Budget%20Data.pdf. 
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and Montgomery 0.63%.  Prince George’s is sixth at 0.37% and Charles last at 0.24%.  (See 

ing at 
s 

te in the year for which these data 
were collected.  Charles subsequently applied to the Maryland Department of the Environment 
(MDE) for this delegation.  

Budget information was also collected for the Soil Conservation Districts, which follow 
the geographic boundaries of the counties but which are separate legal entities.   

 
Table 5:  2005 County budgets for inspections and permitting offices 

 Howard Montgomery Prince 
George’s 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert St. 

Mary’s 

table 5). 

On a per capita spending basis, Montgomery leads inspections/permitting spend
$22.66, followed by Howard at $20.59 and Anne Arundel at $19.95 per capita.  Prince George’
is fourth at $10.37 per capita, which is about half of the per capita spending for each of the other 
non-delegated counties.  Charles is last at $5.26.  Note that Charles, Calvert and St. Mary’s 
counties on both a per capita and percentage-of-total-budget basis did not have sediment and 
erosion control inspection authority fully delegated by the sta

Inspections and Permitting 
Office (IPO) Budget $5,441,494 20,825,379 8,696,191 10,108,713 700,100 662,708 614,577 

Percent of total operating budget 0.70% 0.63% 0.37% 0.78% 0.24% 0.39% 0.44% 

IPO budget dollars per capita $       20.59 22.66 10.37 19.95 5.26 7.88 6.63 

Source: Maryland Department of Legislative Services, Office of Policy Analysis 

5.2 Environmental Enforcement Activity 
o collect data about the 

number of staff and their responsibilities.  In addition, we obtained 2005 data on sediment and 
ty from MDE (for both delegated and non-

delegat

 

n 

We interviewed county and Soil Conservation District staff t

erosion control staff levels and inspection activi
ed counties).  We collected data on NPDES permits in the watershed from EPA’s 

Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO) database and from MDE’s annual 
enforcement and compliance report (MDE 2005).  We also collected data on Maryland Critical
Area Act enforcement for the five Patuxent River watershed counties that have land in the 
critical area.  The responses of Soil Conservation District and county personnel can be found i
Appendix B of this report. 9

                                                 
9 For a discussion of Critical Area Act enforcement s
Clinic 2006. 

tatewide, see University of Maryland Environmental Law 
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5.2.1 Erosion and Sediment Control for Construction Activity 
 

“M

truction activity that disturbs 5,000 square feet or more of land, or 
results 

ormwater 
anagement plan in order to maintain, after development, the pre-development runoff conditions 

Acco ing to MDE p l, ro d se nt control was delegated to 
local jurisdictions, but by 1984, it became apparent that there was a great disparity in 
e ffect m i s nd e st
responsibility with a process where 

/ero rol, by date wat nage t is t addr  
t let the county take over that 

function.  MDE’s Annual Compliance Report provides statewide data about sediment/erosion 
within its Water Management 

Admin

n 
or any 

legation, with the county responsible for single-family homes, and 
MDE handling the remainder of permits.  Charles County had recently adopted a resolution to 
apply for delegation, and that process was underway at the time this project’s data were 
collected.  St. Mary’s County is not delegated. 

According to information provided by MDE staff, even if a county is fully delegated for 
erosion and sediment control, there will often be a state inspector involved with a project.  For 
example, Prince George’s County is delegated, but a state inspector would also be on a job if a 
wetland or waterway is involved.  Depending on the job, sometimes one might find several types 
of inspectors involved. 

Bowie, Greenbelt, and Laurel in Prince George’s County, and Gaithersburg and 
Rockville in Montgomery County are jurisdictions in Patuxent counties that are also delegated, 

e 

DE should seek increases in State funding to increase the number of staff that enforce 
sediment and erosion controls.” 

 
-recommendation from participants in joint MDE/MDP conference, Fall 2005 

 

The purpose of Maryland’s erosion and sediment control program is to lessen the 
negative impact on the aquatic environment caused by sediment from construction sites.  This 
program applies to any cons

in 100 cubic yards or more of earth movement.  In either case, the site must have an 
approved erosion and sediment control plan.  In addition, each site must have a st
m
(MDE 2006).   

rd ersonne  in 1970, e sion an dime

nforcement activity/e iveness fro  jurisdict on to juri diction, a  so it b came a ate 
MDE could delegate enforcement. 

Unlike sediment sion cont  man , storm er ma men o be essed
by the municipality.  Within a county, a municipality migh

control and notes the emphasis placed on this activity 
istration and at the county level. 

MDE now delegates erosion and sediment control enforcement to 23 jurisdictions, 
including 13 counties, 9 municipalities, and the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commissio
(WSSC), for any underground utility work in Montgomery or Prince George’s County.   F
state or Federal projects, MDE retains authority over the local jurisdiction.  Each 
county/municipality has to meet state standards for delegated inspections. 

At the time of data collection, four Patuxent River watershed counties were fully 
delegated (Anne Arundel, Howard, Montgomery, and Prince George’s).  Calvert County is 
unusual in that it has partial de

although in some cases these jurisdictions do not fall within the Patuxent watershed part of th
county. 
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According to MDE, delegating to the counties has added 116 
atew e basis, including 93 in counties, four for WSSC, and 13 ½ in m

additional inspectors on a 
id unicipalities.  There is 

e 
sedim
combined, with inspectors now t dia, such as drinking water, 

r efficient 

 
 

E 

E’s eyes on development projects,” according to one MDE Water Management 
Admin

etting 
trol 

unty commissioners are 
changin

ese 
 MDE about both delegated and non-delegated counties.  

For the iment 

ked by 
tor, 

st
th equivalent of 20 full-time inspectors at MDE to cover the non-delegated counties for 

ent and erosion control (MDE).  There are 40 MDE inspectors statewide for all media 
rained in eight to ten different me

sewage, and erosion/sediment.  MDE staff suggested that the saturation point fo
oversight is about 50 projects per inspector. 

MDE also has a memorandum of understanding with the Maryland Department of
Agriculture with regard to enforcement on agricultural land.  In some instances, MDE can take
enforcement actions on agricultural land, and they have done so, including in the Patuxent 
watershed, but it is rare. 

In addition, Soil Conservation Districts are now being asked to do inspections for MD
on development projects, although they do not have a formal enforcement role.  MDE has asked 
them to “be MD

istration staffer. 

In an interview, an MDE staffer said that, although they are generally good at g
sediment/erosion control plans and permitting in place, maintenance of erosion/sediment con
efforts is “still a problem” in the state.  He noted that more and more, co

g their tune about delegation of enforcement, because their constituents are not satisfied 
with what is being done and want more enforcement. 

Is delegation of sediment and erosion control to certain counties working?  Does MDE 
have adequate staff resources to cover the non-delegated counties?  To help answer th
questions, we reviewed data provided by

 delegated counties, the number of county inspectors responsible for erosion and sed
control ranged from 13.8 in Prince George’s to 21 in Howard.  (Calvert, which has partial 
delegation, has three inspectors.)  For non-delegated counties, MDE assigns inspectors (1.25 full-
time equivalents (FTEs) in St. Mary’s, 2 in Charles, 4 in Calvert, and 0.3 FTE in Anne Arundel, 
primarily for Annapolis, which is a non-delegated jurisdiction within the county). 

Perhaps more relevant than the number of inspectors are several other metrics trac
MDE for delegated counties, including total permits per inspector, active permits per inspec
and disturbed acreage of permits per inspector.  For the four fully-delegated counties, Prince 
George’s has the highest numbers per inspector in each of these categories: 

• Total permits per inspector is 245 in Prince George’s, compared to 57 in Anne Ar
County, 44 in Montgomery, and 26 in H

undel 
oward. 

• Active permits per inspector is 94 in Prince George’s, compared to 87 in Anne Arundel, 
40 in Montgomery, and 15 in Howard. 

• Disturbed acreage of permits per inspector is 823 in Prince George’s, compared to 556 in
Anne Arundel, 315 in Montgomery, and 51 in Howard. 

 

 

For partially-delegated Calvert County, the total permits per inspector is 334, active 
permits ata were  per inspector is 336, and disturbed acreage of permits per inspector is 488.  No d
available from MDE for active permits or disturbed acreage for the two non-delegated counties; 
however, Charles had 2,522 total permits per inspector, and St. Mary’s had 2,542 total permits 
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per ins

the non-delegated counties in all areas of the state.  

r 

nties, Montgomery County leads the watershed in total number of 
inspect

ds the delegated counties in annual inspections per inspector with 1,284, 
followe ed 

the most active counties, with 5.4 
inspect

 

 after more 
than fo

n 
rcement actions, 

com a

for a
and s
and a

dime requency requirement is not 
eing m

at 
threshold, and Anne Arundel (at 57 active permits per inspector) is the only other county that is 

pector, demonstrating the staffing challenges that MDE inspectors have faced in these 
non-delegated counties.   

Statewide figures for non-delegated counties indicate that on a statewide basis, the 
workload for the 20 Water Management Administration inspectors exceeds that for the county 
inspectors, with 474 total permits per inspector, 474 active permits per inspector, and 1,843 
disturbed acres of permits per inspector.  These figures suggest that WMA inspectors are 
stretched far too thin to deal effectively with 

MDE also tracks the total number of inspections, as well as the number of inspections pe
inspector on an annual and daily basis. 

For delegated cou
ions, with 19,260, followed by Anne Arundel (13,604), Howard (10,303), and Prince 

George’s (9,699).  Partially-delegated Calvert had 5,196 inspections.  Counties not delegated by 
MDE had significantly fewer inspections:  St. Mary’s had 1,380, and Charles 1,040.   

Montgomery lea
d by Anne Arundel (951), Prince George’s (703) and Howard (491).  Partially-delegat

Calvert County had the highest number of annual inspections per inspector in the watershed, 
with 1,299.  St. Mary’s had 1,104 inspections per inspector, and Charles 520.  For state 
inspectors of non-delegated counties, the annual number of inspections per inspector is 481.   

On a daily basis, Montgomery and Calvert are 
ions per day per inspector, followed by St. Mary’s (4.6) and Prince George’s (2.9).  The 

statewide average for MDE Water Management Administration inspections of non-delegated 
sites is 2 inspections per inspector per day. 

Prince George’s County staff provided additional data on frequency of inspections for the 
periods of January-June 2005, and July-December 2005.  The report includes 1,271 permits
(grading, stormwater management, and Department of Public Works and Transportation).  Of the 
permitted sites in the first six months of the year, 23% were inspected an average of once every 
two weeks as required by MDE; 74.4% were inspected within four weeks, and 2.6%

ur weeks.  In the second half of the year, 28.3% of the sites were inspected within two 
weeks as required.  County staff noted that there was a 25% staff shortage in the first half of the 
year, with four vacancies and one new hire in training, and a 21% staff shortage in the second 
half of the year.  This resulted in an “unrealistic area of coverage per inspector” according to a
anonymous staffer.  This inspector-to-site ratio is resulting in increased enfo

pl ints, and compromising quality of development. 

Similar data on frequency of inspections for each of the seven counties would be useful 
an lysis of whether meeting inspection-frequency requirements leads to more compliance 

s need for imposition of stop-work order le s or other penalties.  In a discussion of successes 
 ch llenges in its 2006 annual enforcement report, MDE noted that, while erosion and 

nt control inspections remain a priority, “the inspection fse
b et” (MDE 2006).   

In sum, these data suggest that in most Patuxent watershed counties, whether delegated or 
non-delegated, the typical inspector has a far bigger workload than the fifty projects or less that 
MDE staff suggest as being manageable.  Only Howard and Montgomery counties are below th
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close.  The data underscore a concern expressed by participants in a joint MDE/Maryland 
Department of Planning workshop held in fall 2005.  Among the participants’ recommendations:  
“that M ce 

d 
ited 

ork orders as a measure of performance, as there are 
some v  

ut 

DE should seek increases in State funding to increase the number of staff that enfor
sediment and erosion control programs” (Nemazie 2005). 

But even if an inspector’s position is funded by a county, several county staffers note
the difficulty in hiring or retaining staff who receive training and then are sometimes recru
away by higher-paying jobs in the private sector or neighboring jurisdictions. 

MDE Water Management Administration staff noted that it is important to be careful 
about analyzing monetary fines or stop w

ery effective inspectors at getting people to comply before they are in a situation to be
fined.  Such inspectors might not have the best numbers for stop work orders or fines levied, b
they might get better site results. 
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 Sediment and Erosion Control Enforcement Indicators  
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Figures 23a-f. Sediment and erosion control indicators 
Source: Developed using Maryland Department of the Environment data (inspectors/inspections) and Chesapeake Bay Program 
Office data (nutrient discharge). 
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Sediment and Erosion Control Enforcement Indicators 
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Figures 23g-m. Sediment and erosion control enforcement indicators (continued) 
Source: Developed using Maryland Department of the Environment data (inspectors/inspections) and Chesapeake Bay Program 
Office data (nutrient discharge). 
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In the late 1970s, state senator Bernie Fowl
the State of Maryland about pollution in the Patuxent watershed. 
counties, as well as State and Federal officials reed to a set of measures to improve the 
Patuxent.  Legislation was introduced in 2006 that would enforce limits on discharges from 
wastewater treatment plants and other “point” sources of pollution (Wan 2006). 

The opinion of most county staff interviewed for this project is that enforcement of 
discharge standards from point sources is moderately strict (usually enforced) in the county, with 
only one county staffer noting that such enforcement is very strict (always enforced) and one 
saying that it is not strict (rarely enforced).  Appendix B includes additional comments by staff 

ent and Com
gather data on point source discharges in the watershed.  W
snapshot of the watershed, this search revealed imitations that suggest it is insufficient for 
understanding fully the nature of point source discharges.  

Major National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitted facilities are 
designated as being in Significant Noncompliance (SNC) when reported effluent exceedances 
are 20% or more above permitted levels for to c pollutants and/or 40% or more above permitted 
levels of conventional pollutants.  ECHO reports summarize SNC status on a quarterly basis, and 

e still enforceable.  EPA bases its numbers on a 
ny violations from being listed in quarterly reports.  
ny times an exceedance occurs in a month.  A site 

month, but the database only records the highest 

initial screen, there are several other reasons that the 
e states do not input all permits (although MDE staff 

its, both major and minor).  Also, discharge monitoring 
ect what is in the permit, include relevant 

or take into account further clarifications/subtleties reflected 

 Public Interest Research Group with 
ber 31, 2004, found that Maryland ranks fairly high 

mits.  Of 97 major facilities with 
NPDES permits, 41, or 42.3%, exceeded their permit limits at least once during this period.  
Only Nevada, Montana, Virginia, Minnesota, d New Jersey had higher compliance rates 
during this period (Leavitt 2006).  Still, the pe ggests significant room 
for improvement on a statewide basis.  

5.2.2 Enforcement of Point Source Discharges:  NPDES Permits 
er spearheaded a successful lawsuit against 

 In 1981, the seven Patuxent 
, ag

about point-source enforcement.   

We examined the EPA Enforcem pliance History Online (ECHO) database to 
hile ECHO provided a useful initial 

 l

xi

these summaries exclude many violations that ar
percent exceedance, so this screens out ma
PCS/ECHO also does not indicate how ma
could have an exceedance 19 out of 30 days in a 
exceedance in that month.   

While ECHO may serve as a good 
database is not sufficient.  For example, som
noted that Maryland does submit all perm
reports (DMRs) that ECHO tracks often do not refl
information in permit cover letters, 
in subsequent administrative orders, stays, etc.   

A review conducted on a national basis by U.S.
ECHO data from July 1, 2003 to Decem
among the states in terms of compliance with NPDES per

an
rcentage in compliance su



 

Our review of the ECHO database on October 25, 2006 found the following for NPDES 
-year period (see also 

figures

• 

ocacy 
d, as a rough screen, it’s the best 

system

                                                

point-source permits in the Patuxent watershed10 over the previous three
 24a to 24h): 

• 27 major or minor permits in the watershed, 10 of which are major permits 
• 24 quarters in alleged non-compliance, all of which were by major permit holders 
• 112 inspections, 64 of which were of major permit sites 

One informal enforcement action/notice of violation, which was of a major permit site 
• Two formal enforcement actions (both in Anne Arundel County), resulting in a total of 

$14,240 in fines 
• No alleged current significant violations for major or minor permits 

 

The fact that there are no alleged current significant violations of NPDES permits in the 
watershed suggests that enforcement activity of both major and minor point sources is sufficient 
to bring violators into compliance.  But our review of this database might not be presenting the 
full picture.  “There are a dozen reasons why ECHO is incomplete,” one environmental adv
attorney interviewed for this project said.  “On the other han

 there is.”  He also noted that, “Bad and expired permits, or permits with lousy limits” are 
perhaps a bigger problem. 

 

 
10 One advantage of the ECHO database is that it enables searches on a county basis and of that portion of a county 
within a specific watershed.   
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National Discharge Pollution Point Source Indicators 
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Figures 24a-h. National discharge pollution point source indicators  
Source : U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Enforcement Compliance History Online (ECHO) database (reviewed during 2006)  
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5.2.3 The Critical
Maryland’s Critical Area Act, passed in 1984, identifies the “Critical Area” as all land 

within 1,000 feet of the mean high water line of tidal waters or the landward edge of tidal 
wetlands and all waters of and lands under the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries (MD DNR 
2006). The law is designed to minimize adverse impacts on water quality that result from 
pollutants that are discharged from structures or conveyances or that have run off from 
surrounding lands.  The state’s Critical Areas Commission develops criteria that are used by 
local jurisdictions to develop individual Critical Area programs and amend local comprehensive 
plans, zoning ordinances, and subdivision regulations.  

Five of the seven counties (all but Howard and Montgomery) have land in the Critical 
Area.  We also collected data on Critical Area enforcement in these counties.11  We asked 
staffers to estimate amount of staff resources devoted to the Critical Area for the five counties in 
the watershed that have Critical Area.  Anne Arundel County indicated that it has three staff 
solely devoted to Critical Area activity out of its total inspection staff of 34, and Calvert 
indicated that one of its two inspectors is solely responsible for CAA.  Charles has one full-time-
equivalent focused on the Critical Area on its staff (an estimated 4% of the overall Planning 
Division staff effort), and St. Mary’s estimated that its inspectors devote 12% of their time to 
Critical Area activity.  Prince George’s estimated that 10% of its inspection activity is in the 
Critical Area. 

Each of the five Soil Conservation Districts with land in the Critical Area indicated that 
some staff time is devoted to activities in the Critical Area, ranging from 2% in Calvert to 25% 
in St. Mary’s.  Prince George’s SCD, which estimated that 15-20% of its time is devoted to 
agricultural programs in the Critical Area, noted that it used to have 83 farms in the Critical Area 
(out of 600 in the county), but that number is decreasing over time. 

We asked each county staffer if their county had forced anyone to tear down a structure

 Area 

 
because it did not conform with environmental regulations in the Critical Area.  The rare 
instances in which this has occurred represent a fraction of one percent of the overall number of 
building permits issued in the county, or even of those within the Critical Area, according to 
county and SCD staff.  However, of the five Critical Area counties, only Prince George’s staff 
was not aware that this had ever occurred. 

• St. Mary’s:  once in the past five years 
• Charles:  twice in the past five years 
• Calvert:  yes, but staff was unsure of number 
• Anne Arundel:  six times in the past five years 

 
We asked each county staffer if anyone had been granted a variance for construction in 

the Critical Area.  Maryland Environmental Law Clinic (MELC) also collected data on this 
question. 

                                                 

Environm tal Law Clinic 2006).   
 

11 Two of these counties—Anne Arundel and St. Mary’s—were used as case studies in a recent study by the 
University of Maryland Environmental Law Clinic about enforcement in the Critical Area (University of Maryland 

en
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2005 
Anne A

hedule.  

re 

Maryland for Critical Area Act violations, and that the county has obtained 
crimina

, 
es to 

 the fine could be 
conside

 
n a deterioration of respect for environmental laws.  

The growing public sentim regulations that cannot be sidestepped can be 
dea ying the fine if you get caught” has far reaching 
imp a

rundel  175 applications; 143 granted 
Calvert   42 applications; 
Charles  2 applications; 2 granted 
Prince George’s 3 applications; no data on number granted 
St. Mary’s  63 applications; 36 granted 
(Sources:  interviews with county personnel; MELC; DNR)  

 
 

“People know nobody gets fined.  Such a minimal fine, people go ahead anyway.” 
Soil Conservation District manager in the Patuxent watershed, October 2005 

 

Calvert County staff noted that, typically, with a Critical Area violation the square 
footage of disturbance must be replanted and bonded and fees paid according to the fee sc
A $500 fine/day may be levied if a violator is non-compliant.  Charles County provided 
additional information about Critical Area penalties, noting that violations of the ordinance a
liable for a civil monetary penalty not the exceed $1,000, with each day considered a separate 
violation.  Anne Arundel County staff noted that it has the highest civil citation rate of any 
jurisdiction in 

l convictions for CAA violations as well. 

But some observers, such as the Soil Conservation District manager who is quoted above
note that, for many people, it is easier to beg forgiveness than to ask permission when it com
Critical Area violations, particularly if there is little likelihood of a fine being imposed.  The 
following sidebar illustrates how, even in that likelihood, the size of

ring simply the cost of doing business. 

The illustration below describes a real situation showing a second economic dimension of 
Bay restoration problems.  Government action to restrict harmful land and water use decisions 
that are too timid (e.g., weak enforcement, small penalties) will not be effective in deterring 
potential violators.  More importantly, however, they also undermine public confidence that the
health of the Bay will improve, and result i

ent that environmental 
lt with by just “doing what you want and pa
lic tions. 
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Illustration of the Problem – The Small Picture 

n the Patuxent watershed responded to the statements made by 
 the e situation that was described by one 

xent 

 home near a creek that feeds into the Patuxent River. Next to 
opable because it could not pass tests for a septic system, 

and as a result, the lot was for sale for only $25,000.  Fo several years the couple considered purchasing the wetland lot 
with the family that owned property on the other side.  

 urchased a 
house on the lot i built a walkway from the 
upslope home through the wetland lot to the creek, cleared trees to give the upslope home a water view, and in the 
process of "repairing" a boat dock that had been damaged years earlier, extended a dock from the newly built walkway 
out 80

 
he builder were 

 in fines 
t 

"how the 
n't been so 

tly point out, the health of the River would be the same.  Having 
learne y 

ed 
g 

To appreciate how households and businesses i
public officials about  "soft" strategies they plan to implement, consider th
resident of the Patu watershed during a recent interview we conducted. 

The woman and her husband owned and lived in a
their home was a wetland lot on the creek. The lot was n t develo

r 

However, in 2002 a developer purchased the wetland lot for the asking price of $25,000, and also p
mmediately upslope of it for $175,000. Over the next few years, the developer 

 feet into the creek to provide two deep water boat slips. 

 During this time, the couple we interviewed and other neighbors complained in person and in writing to the
county planning and zoning department that all of the land modifications and structures constructed by t
in violation of state wetland and local critical area restrictions. The outcome was that the developer paid $17,500
and sold the home with the water view, water access, and two deep water boat slips for $475,000, a net profit (no
including the cost of constructing the walkway and dock, of $275,500.  

 The more important outcome, however, is that the couple we interviewed believe they now know 
system works" and feel like total fools for not doing the same thing sooner than the developer.  If they had
naive, they would be $275,000 wealthier and, they correc

d this lesson, they told us they are now looking for similar properties where they can make significant profit b
employing what they are now convinced is the most reasonable response to weak, ineffective, and selectively enforc
county environmental regulations.  They plan to do what they want and pay the fine if they get caught, and are tellin
their story and advising others to do the same. 



 

5.3 Agriculture 
Among the questions driving this research effort on environmental enforcement 

econom
p  
If a regulated entity knows that it will need to e with a strongly-enforced 
w
m

er would be an agricultural, nonpoint source of 
n rient d
p
th
a
p ticipa
p

th
farms that, from
o
m
le
w
e
m yments have been made. 

Although we chose the county as the appropriate level of analysis for this research, there 
are many players involved in both preventative and reactive efforts at other levels of 
government, so our analysis also included data collection from the following sources: 

• The watershed’s seven Soil Conservation Districts (whose boundaries are the same as for 
the seven counties), which provide technical assistance to farmers (and to varying degrees, 
urban developers) 

• The Maryland Department of Agriculture, which tracks compliance with required nutrient 
management plans and “green payment” programs for agricultural best management 
practices 

• The U.S. Department of Agriculture, for information on Federal green payment programs 
at the local and county level 

 

ics was the following: “What incentives are there for point and non-point sources to 
articipate in a water-quality trading program?”  For point sources, the answer is straightforward. 

 come into complianc
ater quality law, it will have the incentive to trade if it can do so with another entity that can 
ake nutrient reductions at a lower cost. 

In many instances, the other trading partn
ut ischarges.  However, the incentives for farmers to participate in a water quality trading 
rogram are somewhat more complex, since agricultural programs are generally voluntary, rather 
an regulatory under the Clean Water Act.  In addition, farmers who are already participating in 

gricultural subsidy or “green payment” programs have a reduced incentive or ability to 
ar te, since any trading program would be for any newly-implemented best management 
ractices, not for ones already receiving compensation.   

And, finally, some farmers may be hesitant to participate in a trading program because 
e requisite scoring of trades would require regulators to gather information from individual 

 a farmer’s point of view, could lead to increased regulation of agricultural 
perations.  If regulators are not currently inspecting farms for compliance with existing nutrient 
anagement regulations or for participation in green payment programs, then a farmer may be 
ss likely to want to participate in a trading program that will require inspections.  To that end, 
e collected data and interviewed district and state personnel about the level of inspection of 

xisting nutrient management programs and of continued implementation of Federal or state best 
anagement practices for which green pa
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5.3.1 Agricultural Land Use Snapshot 
as the 

ed, 

t 

 in agriculture, with 13%. 

nds, and to construct animal 
waste f

 and 
ds, with 

S

ed by watershed counties for 2005. 

The Patuxent watershed is not primarily in agricultural land uses.  Montgomery h
most land in agricultural use of any county/Soil Conservation District in the Patuxent watersh
with 79,000 acres, or approximately one-quarter of its land.  (Of this amount, 14,000 acres 
agricultural acres are in the Patuxent watershed portion of the county.)  Howard has the highes
percentage of land in agriculture, with its 49,000 acres comprising 31% of its total acreage.  
Prince George’s has the lowest percentage

5.3.2 Federal Farm Subsidy and Green Payment Programs 
First, we collected data for each of the seven Soil Conservation Districts on the level of 

agricultural subsidies and on “green payment” programs such as the Federal EQIP program and 
the Maryland Agricultural Cost Share Program.  Green payment programs are those that provide 
cost-sharing assistance or other economic incentives to farmers to encourage them to adopt 
management strategies that improve the environment. 

Montgomery County, by far, leads the watershed in the amount of fixed Federal 
agricultural subsidies provided to farmers in its district, with 76 eligible recipients receiving a 
total of $551,317 in the 2005 planting year.  St. Mary’s County received the second highest 
amount, with 197 eligible recipients receiving a total of $305,604.  Calvert (40 recipients; 
$92,899) and Prince George’s (41 recipients; $95,433) received the least amount of fixed Federal 
farm subsidies (source:  Environmental Working Group). 

We also looked specifically at payments made for participation in the Environmental 
Quality Improvement Program, a “green payment” program that provides cost-share grants to 
protect natural resources on cropland, forested lands, and grazing la

acilities and obtain nutrient management services.  

Anne Arundel leads the watershed counties in both the amount of EQIP funds
recipients, followed by Charles (Table 6).  Prince George’s receives the least EQIP fun

t. Mary’s sixth in funds received and last in number of recipients (Post 2006). 
Table 6: Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) dollars 
obligat

County Number of 
Contracts 

Cost Share 
Obligated 

Anne Arundel 33 $  493,986 
Calvert 13 144,664 
Charles 26 200,100 
Howard 9 173,047 
Montgomery 37 143,358 
Prince Georges 17 34,963 
St. Mary's 8 122,041 

         Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture (See Post, 2006) 

5.3.3 State Agricultural Cost-Share and Nutrient Management Programs 
Measures of state government efforts are also estimated at the county level through data 

obtained from state environmental and agricultural agencies.  In Maryland, agricultural nutrient 
management plans are required for virtually all farms under the 1998 Water Quality 
Improvement Act (MD DNR 2005; Environmental Law Institute 1998).  The project 
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incorporates such plans (whether voluntary or required) into the assessment of impact controls, 
 other incentives in the agricultural sector.  This is a 

key com

s of 
d to operate.  We attempted 

ent 

 
05, 

bmit a Nutrient Management 
Reporti

taff described MDA’s enforcement 
process  four 

2) site visit  
3) warning le
4) charge w/ penalties  

 
As of December 2005, MDA reported that 80% of yland’s fa  covered by nutrient 
management plans.  Enforcement actions began in June 2005 to bring the remaining farms in 
compliance with the law, and by year-end, inspecto ad visited 60 across the state, 
bringing 568 of the mpliance (Maryland Department of Agriculture). 

Data collect howed a statew compliance rate of 68% with this reporting 
requirement as of June 15, 2005, a slight increase from the 64% who had submitted such forms 

tuxent counties/ 
district

as well as analysis of “green payments” and
ponent, given the agricultural sector’s significant contribution to water quality 

impairment in many watersheds, and the potential for “green payment” programs to be integrated 
with water quality trading programs. 

For reactive strategies, we attempted to collected data at the county/Soil Conservation 
District level to assess rates of compliance in order to assess measures of the level and succes
existing regulatory programs under which a trading program may nee
to collect information on inspection rates and violations.   

Appendix B describes in more detail the role of the Soil Conservation Districts in 
ensuring compliance with environmental regulations and in promoting the adoption of best 
management practices.  According to Soil Conservation District managers, their offices do not 
have a formal enforcement role, with that responsibility designated to the Maryland Departm
of Agriculture (MDA) or MDE as appropriate.   

5.3.4 Nutrient Management Plan Enforcement  
In 2004, Maryland approved regulatory changes to the Water Quality Improvement Act

that require farmers to file specific information with MDA, starting in 2005.  By March 1, 20
farmers were required to file an Annual Implementation Report to describe how their NMP was 
implemented during the previous year.  By March 1, 2005, farmers who had not submitted 
nutrient management plan information were required to su

ng Form and supporting documentation.  By July 1, 2005, farmers who apply organic 
nutrient sources such as manure and biosolids were required to begin implementing a nitrogen 
and phosphorus nutrient management plan. 

Maryland Department of Agriculture enforcement s
 for non compliance with Nutrient Management Plan filing requirements consists of

steps:  

1) notice of violation  

tter  

Mar rmland was

rs h 7 farms 
m into co

ed from MDA s ide 

by December 31, 2004.   

Compliance with nutrient management plan reporting requirements by Pa
s, shown as the total of non-responsive operators in the county/district that filed nutrient 

management plans, was as follows: 
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Table 7: Nutrient management plan compliance within the watershed.

 

Non-
responsive 
or justified 
delay as of 

First 
NOV 

Personal 
visits or 

telephone 
Still not in 

compliance 
as of 6/30/06 

7/1/05 contact 

Anne Arundel 48 48 47 21 
Calvert 50 39 32 25 
Charles 49 36 30 23 
Howard 59 33 34 23 
Montgomery 121 40 47 70 
Prince George’s 100 60 47 68 
St. Mary’s 104 32 17 87 

     
NOV: Notice of Violation 

  Source: Maryland Department of Agriculture (2006) 
 
Data collected from MDA indicate that most 

waters
of the enforcement activity in the Patuxent 

h

t 
t only 

ad 
e 

ompliance during this period.  

as 

, according to MDA.  There are four people in the latter category, who haven't responded 
to c

f described their approach as having three prongs, of which “none alone will 
giv ementation”: 

1) e

  “If 
t it” (get charged). 

 
 Cost Share (MACS) program.  MACS provides assistance for 

implem
 

serve Enhancement Program (CREP) to remove 
nvironmentally sensitive cropland from production.  Soil Conservation District managers play 

ed during the first year of the new nutrient management plan reporting requirements has 
focused on the first stages of the enforcement process.  First notices of violations have been sent 
to operators, but this varies considerably from district to district in the watershed 

Following the first notice of violation and contacts in person or by telephone, the nex
step is a warning letter.  Statewide, 145 such letters had been sent as of June 30, 2006, bu
15 of those letters were sent to operators in Patuxent watershed counties.  No warning letters h
been sent as of that date in St. Mary’s County; of the 104 operations that were out of complianc
as of July 1, 2005, only 17 have come into c

Of the 12 people they were considering as highest priorities for charging with penalties 
of June 2005, some have come into compliance, and some still need to be taken to administrative 
hearing

harge letters.  

MDA staf
e us successful impl

duc tion/outreach  a
2) technical assistance/incentives (i.e., cost-share)  
3) regulatory requirements  

One MDA staffer views their approach as a variation on the Washington Post slogan:
you don't get it, you don't get it.”  In their case, it is, “If you don't get it, you ge

5.3.5 Agricultural Cost-Share Compliance 
Another aspect of state-level inspections of farms is for compliance with requirements of

the Maryland Agricultural
enting a range of best management practices, including cover crops, streamside buffers, 

animal waste systems, manure transport programs, nutrient management plans, and participation
in the Federal/State Conservation Re
e
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an impor s, although MDA is responsible 
for MACS compliance inspections. 

For MACS capital programs, y le  Pa r  with at 
total of $122,566 in cost-share for 8 participating farm out ev  which 
is second at $64,492 for 13 farms.  Anne Arundel had just one project with a $692 cost share.  
Montgomery also leads the watershed in cost share funds for cover crops, with $60,939 for 2,031 
cover crop acres on 14 farms.  Howard had the least a nt of cov crop cost s e, with 
$3,123 for 104 acres on two farms. 

In three of the seven districts (Montgomery, Prince George’s, and Anne Arundel), no 
environmen nd was retir gh CREP.  Of the remaining counties, Calvert 
received the most in CREP funds, with two farms receiving a total of $16,398, and St. Mary’s 
the least, with four farms receiving a total of $3,176. 

articipating farms annually.  In 2005, MDA came 
very close to achieving the 10% spot-check goal statewide, with 618 of 620 scheduled spot 
checks  

 was 
transfer

Enforcement of 
require

eeting the 10% annual goal set by MDA in each of the 
seven P

r there are enough MDA personnel on staff to handle a 

tant role in helping farmers participate in these program

 Montgomer ads the
s, ab

tuxent wate
twice the l

shed counties
el of Charles,

mou er- har

tally-sensitive la ed throu

MDA conducts spot checks of 10% of p

completed.  In each of the seven Patuxent SCDs, 100% of the scheduled spot checks were
completed.  Of the 68 spot checks completed in the watershed counties, three were deemed 
unsatisfactory for physical reasons; one of these BMPs was subsequently repaired.  Four were 
considered unsatisfactory because the property was sold, but the management plan

red to the new owner in three of these four cases.  Several Soil Conservation District 
officers noted in interviews that the sale of properties is a problem, with management plans 
falling by the wayside as land use changes. 

In sum, the data collected on compliance with Maryland’s agricultural program 
requirements suggest that investment in more inspection would be helpful.  

d nutrient management plans is still somewhat in its infancy, with only one full year of 
data available as of June 30, 2006.  Of the Patuxent watershed counties, St. Mary’s had the 
highest percentage of non-compliant operations that had not subsequently come into compliance 
with the reporting requirement.  Data collected from MDA indicate that spot-checks of properties 
receiving MACS cost-share funding are m

atuxent watershed counties.  Perhaps the bigger issue is whether a 10% annual spot-
check policy is sufficient, and whethe
bigger inspection load. 
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5.4 Patuxent Stewardship Index 

 
blem (nutrient discharges) and contribution to the solution 

(i.e., sp

 
 

some selected indicators.  A score above 
“1” is c

phic 

n a 

ardship. 

re 
ental 

 intensive primary data collection through review of 
individ

For Federal agricultural programs, we determined that the higher the amount of Federal 
fixed farm subsidies, the lower the score, on the assumption that farmers receiving large 
subsidies would have less incentive to participate in environmental programs.  Conversely, the 
larger the amount of environmental cost-share funds (i.e., EQIP and MACS), the higher the 
index score. 

We have attempted to develop this index as a way for counties and Soil Conservation 
Districts to get a quick snapshot of how they compare with other jurisdictions.  This is a first 
attempt at developing the index, which we hope to refine over time. 

One goal of this project was to provide counties and Soil Conservation Districts with 
some indicators of how they stack up against other jurisdictions in the Patuxent watershed in
terms of both contribution to the pro

ending on environmental programs, effectiveness of enforcement activities).   

To provide a quick comparative snapshot, we developed a “Patuxent Stewardship Index”
using readily available aggregate data.  The index shows how far above or below the watershed
mean each county or Soil Conservation District is for 

onsidered good.  It is designed so that someone can understand quickly whether or not a 
county or district is doing better or worse than its counterparts in the watershed.  The geogra
and demographic situation for each county/district differ, so there is no one individual score that 
is considered the magic number for a “good” or “bad” jurisdiction.  But if a quick scroll dow
column for an individual county/district consistently shows index scores of “1” or higher, then 
the county/district could be considered to be doing a relatively good job of Patuxent stew

This is a first attempt at developing this index, based on readily available data.  In futu
work, we hope to revise and expand the index to help inform decision-making and environm
investment.  In some cases, this may require

ual case files. 

We made some assumptions in this first attempt that may be open to debate.  For 
example, in the sediment and erosion control enforcement section, we considered a higher 
number of stop-work-orders or fines to be a positive sign of aggressive enforcement.  But, as 
described in section 5.2 (sediment and erosion control), this might also be seen as a sign of not 
enough monitoring of construction sites, with more intensive up-front inspections preventing 
violations developing to the point where a stop-work-order or fine is required.  (County-by-
county data on frequency of inspection would be a useful addition to future versions of this 
index.)  
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Table 8: Patuxent Stewards
Nutrient Discharges  
(lower discharge = higher sco

Wa d

hip Index 

re) Howard Montgomery G
Prince 
eorge's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert M

St. 
ary's 

  tershe

m 0.62 2.03 0.53 0.77 9.58 1.09 1.49 1.0N-Equivalent Edge of Strea
Watershed 1.54 2.86 2.83 1.46 0.98 0.84 0.36 1.0Nutrients lbs. per Capita in 

Nutrients lbs./sq. Miles in Watershed 0.95 0.94 0.99 0.75 2.12 1.30 0.78 1.0
3.83 1.90 3.19 1.01 0.64 0.73 0.51 1.0Nutrients per $ Output 

         
         
2004 County Environment
(higher spending = higher score) ont

dal Spending 
Howard M gomery G

Prince 
eorge's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert M

St. 
ary's 

  Watershe

Natural Resources (% of Total Spending) 0.35 0.70 0.00 1.05 0.35 3.50 1.05 1.0
Natural Resources $ per Capita 0.52 0.63 0.21 0.84 0.42 3.45 0.94 1.0
Natural Resources $ per County Acre 0.75 1.84 0.40 1.42 0.18 2.06 0.36 1.0
Pax Nat. Resource $/Pax Nutrient lbs. 0.65 1.67 0.39 1.00 0.37 2.62 0.30 1.0
        
        
2005 County Environment nt B
 (higher budget = higher score) ont

dal Enforceme udget 
Howard M gomery G

Prince 
eorge's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert M

St. 
ary's 

  Watershe

Inspections/Permits (% of Tot 1.0al Budget) 1.39 1.24 0.73 1.53 0.46 0.77 0.87
Inspections/Permits Budget p 1.0er Capita 1.54 1.70 0.78 1.50 0.39 0.59 0.50
        
        
Sediment/Erosion (SE) Co me
(lower number of permits or acre  hig ont

ershedntrol Enforce
s per inspector=

nt  
her score) Howard M gomery G

Prince 
eorge's 

Anne 
Arundel Charles Calvert M

St. 
ary's 

  Wat

Total Permits Per Inspector 1.031.59 18.85 3.36 14.39 0.33 2.47 0.32
Total Permits per Inspector w/ 1.0o MDE 5.12 3.05 0.54 2.74 n/a 0.44 n/a
Active Permits per Inspector 1.07.63 2.86 1.22 1.32 n/a 0.34 n/a
Acres per Inspector n 1.08.76 1.42 0.54 0.80 n/a 0.92 /a
Inspections per Inspector 1. 1.00.54 1.41 0.77 1.05 0.57 1.43 22
Complaints Received 0. 1.00.18 1.58 0.47 3.63 0.08 1.00 06
Violation Notices n 1.00.35 2.14 0.40 0.43 n/a 1.68 /a
Stop Work Orders 0. 1.00.13 1.68 1.64 3.24 0.03 0.26 02
Penalties (Total Fines Levied) 0. 1.00.00 1.60 1.21 2.78 0.50 0.10 81
Patuxent SE Inspectors per B n D 0. 1.0are Constructio ischarge 1.47 1.33 0.58 0.74 0.76 1.79 32
Patuxent Inspections per Bare Disc 0. 1.0 Construction harge 0.76 1.81 0.43 0.75 0.42 2.45 38
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Table 8: Patuxent Stewardship Index (continued) 

Howard Montgomery 
Prince 

George's 
Anne 

Arundel Charles Calvert 
St. 

Mary's   Watershed Federal Agricultural Programs 
Federal Fixed Farm Subsidies 1.06 0.42 4 0.95 2.51 62.4 1.94 0.7 1.0
Env. Quality Incentive Program $ 0.92 0.76 0.19 2.64 1.07 0.77 0.65 1.0
EQIP # of Contracts 0.44 1.81 0.83 1.62 1.27 0.64 0.39 1.0
Total Agric. Programs (Fed.) Score 0.83 1.06 1.16 1.86 1.15 1.34 0.63 1.0
         
         

State Agricultural Programs  Howa gomery 
Prince 

George's 
Anne 

Arundel Charles Calvert 
St. 

Mary's   Watersherd Mont d

Nutrient Management Plans (#) 0.69 1.23 6 0.93 0.71 30.8 1.04 1.5 1.0
NMP Acres per Ag. Acre in County 0.87 1.35 0.94 0.90 0.96 0.82 1.16 1.0
Maryland Agricultural Cost-Share Capital $ 1.09 2.79 0.34 0.02 1.47 0.64 0.67 1.0
MACS Cover Crop $ 0.13 2.46 0.65 1.10 1.56 0.43 0.69 1.0
MACS Cover Crop Acres 0.12 2.30 0.63 1.33 1.48 0.44 0.70 1.0
        
          
Soil Conservation District 

Howard Montgomery 
Prince Anne 

A  Charles Calvert 
St. 

's 
 

(more staff = higher score) George's rundel Mary
SCD Staff (Local Funding) per Household  1.06 0.16 0.39 0.74 1.35 1.80 1.50 1.0
SCD Staff (Local Funding) per Total Permits 2.36 1.10 0.49 2.23 0.15 0.47 0.20 1.0
SCD Staff Budget (Local $) per Total Permits 2.44 1.23 0.51 2.15 0.15 0.43 0.09 1.0
SCD Staff (State Funding)/Ag. Acres in District 0.30 0.38 0.84 2.11 1.85 1.00.96 0.56
SCD Staff (Fed. Funding)/Ag. Acres in District 1.05 0.66 1.27 0.73 0.89 1.85 0.54 1.0
SCD Staff (watershed)/N-equiv. bare const. 0.61 0.43 7 1.93 1.86 70.4 0.63 1.0 1.0
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6.  Co  and ndations 
 

In this section, we summarize the results of the analysis of county level contributions and 
resp xent  and p usions regarding what county 
go e w do t ith the economic forces that exist 
in the ties that are contributing to the de riorating health of the Patuxent River.  This 
section also describes what new co llected to allow county managers 
and ing P ater q the State and Federal level to 
dete ine whether the spending and regulatory decisions being made by county government can 
succeed, and whether they are being implemented in ways that make it likely that they will 
succ

 As Admiral W ins of the U  Co ission on Ocean Policy stated, “We are facing a 
new generation of environm s, such on, that require better 
da nat man  and changes in human behavior.”  
In this project, we tested an approach for e rshed stewardship that 
involved a review of readily-available county-level data about nutrient sources, economic 
sectors, environment nfo as to develop an approach for 
stewardship indicators that coul tershed using readily-available 
data, without having to resort to primary data collection.  Our testing of this approach 
demonstrates the challenges faced by researchers in relying solely on aggregate data for NPDES 
perm  and  and o d enforcement activities. 

Based on our analysis of these data and interview results, we form the following 
conclusions regarding the implementation of policies to improve Patuxent River water quality: 

mic  of nutrient discharges and implementation of nutrient 
 polic icantly ounty. 

• County-level data about how water quality policies are implemented and their successes 
or failures are not adequate to support meaningful review or justify policy changes. 

• Policies that rely solely on private citizens voluntarily restricting their land and water use 
decisions for the sake of River water quality will not succeed. 

• Unless mandatory land and water use r fectively and uniformly enforced 
they will not succeed. 

Polici at involve ively low pen ng mandatory land and water use 
c s or at are relativ  will not succeed. 

 c ties  an adeq e ectors to deal effectively with 
o

ties nou  examining environmental 
. 

ties rds  consistent comparisons of how 
nty s n-p  enforce environmental laws 
 to o . 
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In future research, we hope to refine and expand the indicators we dev
project.  We also hope to incorporate data about the extent to which each land

eloped for this 
 use (i.e., high till 

ith manure) is used for agricultural economic sectors (i.e., oilseed crops).  As additional data is 

 

w
collected at the county, Soil Conservation District, state, and Federal level, we expect that future 
“leading indicators” of investments in efforts to prevent or reduce nutrient discharges will lead to
more effective policies to restore the Patuxent River and Chesapeake Bay. 
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County Economic Statistics (2004) 
 County economic statistics, including direct and "multiplier" economic impacts, were 
estimated for each county with land in the Patuxent River watershed using the most recent 
(2004) versions of county input-output models available as part of the IMPLAN (Impact 
PLANning) regional economic modeling system. County economic statistics were apportioned to 
the Patuxent watershed based on the percent of county acres and/or population located within the 
Patuxent watershed.  An overview of regional input-output models and the IMPLAN system is 
included at the end of this appendix. 
 
County Nutrient Discharge Statistics 
 County nutrient discharge statistics were provided to us in August, 2006 by the 
Chesapeake Bay Program Office (CBPO) based on special "county-scale" runs of its draft Phase 
5 Watershed Model.  These model runs generated nutrient discharge estimates for the portions of 
each county in the Patuxent River watershed by source and by type of land use and for different 
classes of agricultural land and agricultural land practice, such as high till with and without 
manure applications, with and without nutrient management practices, and so on.  Model runs 
were also made to generate comparable nutrient discharge estimates from sewer and septic 
systems within the watershed. 
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County Economic//Nutrient Discharge Profiles 
 
 
 

County profiles include: 

Page 1: Summary statistics and description of terms 
Page 2: County economic/nutrient discharge profiles 
Page 3: County economic multipliers and nutrient discharge tradeoffs  
 

 
Data Sources 
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Patuxent Watershed 
2004 Economic and Nutrient Discharge Profile 

 
n u Acreage in 

e tershed 
% of Watershed 

Economic Output 
% of Nutrient Discharge 

to Patuxent River 
% 39.6% 23.0% 
% 6.0% 7.0% 

e % 9.0% 27.1% 
l % 8.5% 18.6% 

 0.4% 1.5% 
% 4.3% 13.1% 
% 2.2% 9.6% 

Description 
Each row provid mi  headings (e. ming, mining). So of nutrient discharges not specifically associated with 
an economic sector, s, s in order to mprehensive acco  of nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 1a: Direct nt
Column 1, total $ o llar outp strial sector h  located at l rtially with atuxent River watershed.  For 
example, oilseed fa ties duri e wor 6.3 m ot llar output b ectors in tho nties is shown to be $210.9 
billion. 
Column 2, $ output nts the to ) by cers st ector that ar ted within t xent watershed.  Of the $16.3 
million in total oilse s that ma er ed, f o 5.5 million own to roduced by farms located within 
the watershed.  Of t county ou untie h lan x atershed, on 7.8 billion o % was produced within the 
watershed. 
Column 3, nutrient  River, p nutrient dischar  a stream edge were discha to the Patuxent River during 2004 
by each industrial s
Columns 4 through economi trial sector exp rms of the amount o sehold income generated (column 4), business taxes 
generated (column  (FTE) j . 
Columns 7 through rients dis ent River per $ on in household income g ed by each sector (column 7), per $ million in 
business taxes gene TE job 

Table 1b: Multipl and Nu
Columns 1 - 3 are t d are pro poses.  The rest e columns in Table 1b are ficantly different because they are based on the 
county-scale “multi  econom ustrial sector. 
Column 4 shows th ced coun ut multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar output generated in 
the county per $ mi e row se
Columns 5, 6, and 7 irect, indire old income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in the county per $ 
million in output by th sted for that 
Columns 8 through 11 show t  nutrients di o the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated with industrial 
output (column 8), household inco  (column 9), busin (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 
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Table 1a: 2004 Direct Economic Impac ges into the Patuxent River by Sector 

Sector

l $Output    All 
Counties,        All 

Areas a)  

$ Outp  
Wate

Co

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River- 
All Counties 
(pounds) b) 

hold 
 d)  

$ Business 
Taxes

bs 
s)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisherie

16,332,000$          $       435,631 609,432$   134,276$             117 120,692 3,244,284 3,720
19,162,000$          7,760,691$               613,369 4,502,316$            159,475$             262 136,234 3,846,178 2,338

,604 164
0 733,483$                  73,317 561,920$               14,903$               13 130,476 4,919,674 5,458

5,466,454$               399,749 3,209,667$            122,345$             41 124,545 3,267,398 9,783
6
4

184
gging 26,907,000$          5,514,510$               21,222 1,505,102$            47,848$               24 14,100 443,528 877

8

20
ation, Communications, and Utilities 27,585,486,000$   3,815,760,329$        271,149 1,971,983,527$     203,181,273$      20,242 138 1,335 13

22,883,904,000$   6,945,707,932$        351,918 3,650,308,651$     989,264,820$      68,071 96 356 5

01,739 315,881 4,570,985,504$     293,540,534$      22,567 69 1,076 14
4

1,679,037

8,493,234

sphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

ts and Nutrient Dischar
Region: Patuxent River Watershed 

Tota ut Based in
rs l hed - Al

a)  unties 
$ House

Income
Jo

(FTE

s
Oilseed farming
Grain farming

5,507,273        3,         

Vegetable and melon farming 14,603,000$          6,187,409$               501,769 4,744,374$            63,897$               57 105,761 7,852,768 8,848
Fruit farming 5,034,000$            1,819,847$               140,323 1,088,213$            47,940$               26 128,948 2,927,076 5,335
Greenhouse and nursery production 122,609,000$        57,122,830$             120,693 42,053,414$          746,844$             735 2,870 161
Tobacco farming 2,792,00$            
All other crop farming 13,622,000$          
Cattle ranching and farming 17,512,000$          6,205,800$               177,405 864,036$               165,495$             85 205,321 1,071,967 2,08
Poultry and egg production 669,000$               251,676$                  7,387 125,456$               593$                    3 58,881 12,459,715 2,75
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 17,855,000$          6,102,639$               39,460 621,582$               124,389$             214 63,484 317,234
Lo
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 4,719,000$            659,437$                  6,515 165,923$               21,379$               1 39,267 304,756 6,78
Fishing, hunting and trapping 61,636,000$          26,729,603$             0 6,101,677$            1,251,644$          195 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 27,905,000$          5,574,175$               411 3,040,306$            50,827$               206 135 8,083 2

Mining 301,532,000$        182,130,044$           14,590 49,528,893$          4,195,493$          747 295 3,478
Transport
Construction 18,499,695,000$   5,391,681,426$        344,443 2,810,489,281$     37,938,031$        42,951 123 9,079 8
Manufacturing 17,437,900,000$   4,568,361,970$        231,593 1,328,160,396$     30,309,364$        13,585 174 7,641 17
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 24,357,828,000$   4,615,779,457$        234,601 2,676,006,054$     333,679,883$      23,967 88 703 10
Services 61,541,902,000$   14,116,724,200$      786,725 8,226,939,668$     302,998,757$      167,752 96 2,596 5
Federal Government Enterprises 28,398,670,000$   5,332,5$        
State and Local Government Enterprises 9,626,558,000$     2,709,769,111$        159,763 2,549,742,157$     73,934$               43,986 63 2,160,875

Total Industrial Sectors 210,984,832,000$ 47,814,052,036$     5,247,914 27,906,337,550$  2,198,133,945$  405,848
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e)

Septic (Household Only) 536,799
Atmospheric (All Sources) 602,601

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 41,210
Forest 385,673
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of pho
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided b

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IM

y Western Branch WWTP

ounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River 
per Direct Economic Impact

Watershed Impacts

P

pact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

Direct Economic Im
th

pa
e Wate

cts of Business Activity in 
rshed c)

Watershed Direct Impacts
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Sector
Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Mining
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Services
Federal Government Enterprises
State and Local Government Enterprises

Other Sectors

Undeveloped Land

a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

Table 1b: 2004 Multiplier  River Impacts by Sector Economic Impact and Patuxent
Region: Patuxent River Watershed 

 
2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

Total $ Output        All 
Counties,             All 

Areas a)  

$ Output Based in 
Watershed - All 

Counties a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River - 
All Counties 

(pounds) b) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds per 

Job

Oilseed farming 16,332,000$                 5,507,273$                  435,631 1,426,511$        887,223$           45,569$           26 18,698 30,064 585,342 1,029
Grain farming 19,162,000$                 7,760,691$                  613,369 1,438,215$        814,074$           41,764$           37 22,257 39,320 766,442 861
Vegetable and melon farming 14,603,000$                 6,187,409$                  501,769 1,452,164$        1,020,768$        33,089$           13 23,662 33,662 1,038,433 2,584
Fruit farming 5,034,000$                   1,819,847$                  140,323 1,479,158$        857,737$           49,519$           18 18,845 32,498 562,916 1,509
Greenhouse and nursery production 122,609,000$               57,122,830$                120,693 1,602,949$        1,079,360$        43,092$           17 614 912 22,844 58
Tobacco farming 2,792,000$                   733,483$                     73,317 1,406,118$        992,033$           40,572$           22 18,675 26,471 647,237 1,214
All other crop farming 13,622,000$                 5,466,454$                  399,749 1,467,742$        837,669$           44,668$           11 19,994 35,033 656,977 2,587
Cattle ranching and farming 17,512,000$                 6,205,800$                  177,405 1,461,891$        377,678$           49,013$           18 6,930 26,823 206,689 571
Poultry and egg production 669,000$                     251,676$                     7,387 1,536,309$        773,579$           27,731$           13 7,187 14,274 398,174 881
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 17,855,000$                 6,102,639$                  39,460 1,560,852$        380,874$           45,696$           36 1,416 5,803 48,364 61
Logging 26,907,000$                 5,514,510$                  21,222 1,425,268$        487,188$           27,175$           8 553 1,619 29,024 100
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 4,719,000$                   659,437$                     6,515 1,291,858$        402,706$           44,845$           6 1,069 3,428 30,787 250
Fishing, hunting and trapping 61,636,000$                 26,729,603$                0 2,394,679$        1,245,266$        114,871$         51 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 27,905,000$                 5,574,175$                  411 1,961,947$        1,093,168$        54,353$           44 8 13 271 0

301,532,000$               182,130,044$              14,590 1,679,901$        746,458$           53,943$           10 29 65 897 5
27,585,486,000$          3,815,760,329$           271,149 1,720,099$        911,521$           89,045$           9 6 11 110 1
18,499,695,000$          5,391,681,426$           344,443 1,915,087$        1,023,337$        55,216$           16 10 18 337 1
17,437,900,000$          4,568,361,970$           231,593 1,809,730$        747,636$           43,959$           9 7 18 302 1
22,883,904,000$          6,945,707,932$           351,918 1,835,039$        1,001,929$        184,334$         17 8 15 83 1
24,357,828,000$          4,615,779,457$           234,601 1,683,902$        968,580$           106,793$         11 6 10 90 1
61,541,902,000$          14,116,724,200$         786,725 1,967,218$        1,145,064$        68,579$           20 6 11 186 1
28,398,670,000$          5,332,501,739$           315,881 1,691,162$        1,287,597$        79,146$           11 7 9 141 1

9,626,558,000$            2,709,769,111$           159,763 1,878,615$        1,461,964$        43,615$           24 9 11 381 1
Total Industrial Sectors 210,984,832,000$        47,814,052,036$         5,247,914

Point Source (Household Only) e) 1,679,037
Septic (Household Only) 536,799
Atmospheric (All Sources) 602,601

Natural Grasses 41,210
Forest 385,673
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 8,493,234

2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Watershed Multiplier Impacts

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Business  Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the Minnesota 
IMPLAN Group)

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)

Watershed Direct Impacts
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Howard County 

 
County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 

Annual Economic Output $18,928,832,957 39.6% 

Columns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
with industrial output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 

2004 Economic and Nutrient Discharge Profile 

Population 197,869 20.2% 

Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 1,952,457 lbs. 23.0% 
Environmental Spending  $1,255,915 7.4% 

 

Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to the economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
specifically associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 2a: Direct Economic and Environmental Impacts 
Column 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

Column 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
portion of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

Column 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
River during 2004 by each industrial sector.   

Columns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
4), business taxes generated (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

Columns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
million in business taxes generated (column 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

Table 2b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Columns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 2a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
county-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

Column 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
output generated in the county per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

Columns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
the county per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 
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Table 2a: 2004 Direct Economic Impacts arges into the Patuxent River by Sector 

 
Output a)  

ed on % 
of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutri
Discharges t
Patuxent Riv

(pounds) b)  Income d)  $ Business Taxes (FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Fisheries
4,904

on 22,575,000$          17,418,757$                80,744 12,823,908$          227,621$               208 6,296 354,732 389
- -$                             0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0

1,650,442$                  111,635 969,123$               37,037$                 9 115,192 3,014,181 12,057
79,432         29 174,848 912,907 2,498

-                   0 0 0 0

-                      -$                             2,042 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0

985,461,000$        764,323,828$              30,726 375,955,173$        31,092,264$          4,232 82 988 7

22,377,261 531,104,702$        32,109 76 276 5
03,180,350 185,423,535$        11,183 71 534 9

,203 701,416,441$        23,268$                 12,566 43 1,298,029 2
18,928,832,957 1,496,946 10,299,636,288$  988,025,498$       146,125

1,952,457

ents)

and Nutrient Disch
Region: Howard County 

County Impacts
P

Sector

$ Total County
$ Output Bas

ent 
o 
er $ Household Jobs 

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and 

Oilseed farming 1,595,000$            1,230,694$                  83,243 806,317$               30,092$                 17 103,239 2,766,279
Grain farming 3,283,000$            2,533,146$                  171,341 1,469,888$            51,697$                 54 116,567 3,314,331 3,172
Vegetable and melon farming 2,595,000$            2,002,289$                  135,434 1,534,702$            20,833$                 13 88,248 6,500,899 10,325
Fruit farming 652,000$               503,080$                     34,028 300,922$               13,117$                 5 113,079 2,594,170 6,300
Greenhouse and nursery producti
Tobacco farming $                       
All other crop farming 2,139,000$            
Cattle ranching and farming 3,899,000$            2,977,941$                  72,514 414,727$               $        
Poultry and egg production -$                       -$                             0 -$                           $        
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 3,738,000$            2,636,542$                  11,223 268,733$               53,605$                 81 41,763 209,366 138
Logging -$                       -$                             2,042 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber $ 
Fishing, hunting and trapping $ 26,435,000         19,750,143$                0 4,691,920$            1,015,337$            125 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 2,963,000$            2,298,104$                  92 1,117,640$            18,614$                 99 83 4,963 1

Mining 2,378,000$            1,776,518$                  2,455 1,083,990$            40,341$                 5 2,265 60,849 469
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities
Construction 2,651,763,000$     2,030,546,436$           113,046 1,080,915,426$     14,578,819$          15,575 105 7,754 7
Manufacturing 2,900,094,000$     2,249,313,721$           90,422 611,865,632$        14,644,885$          6,030 148 6,174 15
Wholesale and Retail Trade 4,701,744,000$     3,646,673,967$           146,596 1,9$     
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 3,176,674,000$     2,463,829,246$           99,045 1,4$     
Services 7,890,016,000$     6,119,498,625$           246,003 3,575,345,887$     113,641,729$        62,997 69 2,165 4
Federal Government Enterprises 1,094,067,000$     848,558,672$              34,112 603,098,247$        95,928,570$          788 57 356 43
State and Local Government Enterprises 968,683,000$        751,310,807$              30

Total Industrial Sectors 24,440,754,000$  $        
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 52,745
Septic (Household Only) 129,197
Atmospheric (All Sources) 200,339

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 18,142
Forest 55,089
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equival
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

ANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

mic Impac
 the Watershed c)

Direct Econo
County Direct Impacts

ts of Business Activity 
in

ounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River 
per Direct Economic Impact

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PL
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

Sector
$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River  b)  

(pounds) $ Output
$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 1,595,000$              1,230,694$              83,243 1,087,207$    665,950$         34,720$         13 48,004 78,370 1,503,165 4,113
Grain farming 3,283,000$              2,533,146$              171,341 1,099,190$    609,849$         31,739$         19 47,481 85,579 1,644,368 2,797
Vegetable and melon farming 2,595,000$              2,002,289$              135,434 1,086,977$    756,910$         24,386$         7 48,014 68,952 2,140,149 6,980
Fruit farming 652,000$                 503,080$                 34,028 1,125,530$    638,905$         37,528$         11 46,369 81,687 1,390,699 4,553
Greenhouse and nursery production 22,575,000$            17,418,757$            80,744 1,226,348$    811,912$         33,634$         13 2,917 4,405 106,343 285
Tobacco farming -$                         -$                         0 -$               -$                 -$               0 0 0 0 0
All other crop farming 2,139,000$              1,650,442$              111,635 1,118,047$     624,964$         33,829$         7 46,680 83,509 1,542,764 7,865
Cattle ranching and farming 3,899,000$              2,977,941$              72,514 1,113,876$     275,721$         36,747$         10 16,697 67,453 506,120 1,875
Poultry and egg production -$                         -$                         0 -$               -$                 -$               0 0 0 0 0
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 3,738,000$              2,636,542$              11,223 1,112,996$     259,723$         32,024$         24 2,698 11,560 93,756 123
Logging -$                         -$                         2,042 -$               -$                 -$               0 0 0 0 0
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                         -$                         2,042 -$               -$                 -$               0 0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping 26,435,000$            19,750,143$            0 973,023$       293,288$         46,312$         9 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 2,963,000$              2,298,104$              92 1,468,853$    735,033$         38,699$         39 21 42 806 1

Mining 2,378,000$              1,776,517.9$           2,455 1,203,032$    699,899$         38,608$         6 858 1,475 26,737 187
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 985,461,000$          764,323,828$          30,726 1,337,881$    683,811$         57,575$         8 23 46 542 4
Construction 2,651,763,000$       2,030,546,436$       113,046 1,415,071$    743,335$         40,360$         10 30 57 1,056 4
Manufacturing 2,900,094,000$       2,249,313,721$       90,422 1,374,371$    503,827$         31,931$         6 23 62 976 5
Wholesale and Retail Trade 4,701,744,000$       3,646,673,967$       146,596 1,355,459$    727,196$         141,908$       11 23 43 220 3
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 3,176,674,000$       2,463,829,246$       99,045 1,262,023$    712,601$         84,156$         7 25 44 370 5
Services 7,890,016,000$       6,119,498,625$        246,003 1,449,920$    818,294$         47,103$         13 22 38 662 2
Federal Government Enterprises 1,094,067,000$       848,558,672$          34,112 972,307$       657,777$         98,227$         2 32 47 317 15
State and Local Government Enterprises 968,683,000$          751,310,807$          30,203 1,375,156$    1,053,274$      31,935$         17 23 30 976 2

Total Industrial Sectors 24,440,754,000$     18,928,832,957$     1,496,946
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 52,745
Septic (Household Only) 129,197
Atmospheric (All Sources) 200,339

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 18,142
Forest 55,089
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 1,952,457

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitro

Table 2b: 2004 Multiplier Economic Impact and Patuxent River Impacts by Sector 
Region: Howard County 

 

gen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN ( IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system 
maintained by the Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Multiplier Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershed c)

County Direct Impacts
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County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 

Columns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
with industrial output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 

Montgomery County 
2004 Econo arge Profile mic and Nutrient Disch

Population 112,503 11.5% 
Annual Economic Output $2,886,014,539 6.0% 
Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 598,372 lbs. 7.0% 
Environmental Spending  $6,057,359 35.8% 

 
Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to the economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
specifically associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 3a: Direct Economic and Environmental Impacts 
Column 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

Column 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
portion of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

Column 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
River during 2004 by each industrial sector.   

Columns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
4), business taxes generated (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

Columns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
million in business taxes generated (column 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

Table 3b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Columns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 3a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
county-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

Column 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
output generated in the county per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

Columns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
the county per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 
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Table 3a: 2004 Direct Economic Impac ges into the Patuxent River by Sector 

4,757,000$            895,579$               50,394 686,605$               9,413$                   4 73,395 5,353,451 12,746
8,000 440,165$               24,768 263,195$               11,672$                 3 94,104 2,121,893 7,309
7,000 9,808,071$            8,578 7,220,738$            128,209$               79 1,188 66,904 109

-              0 0 0 0
17,132    3 95,789 2,528,404 15,339

-$                       -$                       990 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0

11,141,000$          314,190$               16 178,345$               3,018$                   11 89 5,280 1
70,910,000$          540,278$               102 309,736$               15,917$                 4 329 6,408 29

,191,918 1,136,680$            419 158 7,257 20

29 473,691,964$        16,674,028$          9,025 83 2,365 4
,589 311,461,010$        13,669,973$          1,436 56 1,287 12

73,415,459   3,723 69,679,270$          1,889$                   1,152 53 1,970,249 3
2,886,014,539 402,923 1,712,299,748$    122,793,840$       20,490

13,772
22,171

usiness Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture

ts and Nutrient Dischar
Region: Montgomery County 

 

County Impacts
Dir  Impacts of Busin  

e Watershed c)County Direct Impacts
Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River 

per Direct Economic Impact

$ Total County 
Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 
Patuxent River 

(pounds) b)  
$ Household 

Income d)  $ Business Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per JobSector

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 5,063,000$            953,189$               53,635 624,853$               23,157$                 9 85,836 2,316,186 6,062
Grain farming 5,661,000$            1,065,771$            59,970 618,264$               21,839$                 15 96,998 2,746,034 3,933
Vegetable and melon farming
Fruit farming 2,33$            
Greenhouse and nursery production 52,09$          
Tobacco farming -$                       -$                       0 -$                           $             
All other crop farming 4,089,000$            769,818$               43,317 452,214$               $             
Cattle ranching and farming 6,872,000$            1,120,230$            19,148 156,004$               29,832$                 7 122,743 641,884 2,610
Poultry and egg production -$                       -$                       0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 6,089,000$            334,656$               1,255 34,131$                 6,815$                   7 36,760 184,095 181
Logging
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                       -$                       990 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping 25,049,000$          3,135,085$            0 573,850$               112,267$               23 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities

Mining
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 17,988,223,000$   507,290,701$        25,724 254,330,204$        30,166,135$          994 101 853 26
Construction 6,060,053,000$     398,430,844$        14,603 210,655,843$        2,842,970$            3,095 69 5,136 5
Manufacturing 5,768,433,000$     162,677,126$        8,249 52$          
Wholesale and Retail Trade 6,825,073,000$     192,475,714$        9,760 100,016,249$        28,217,794$          1,864 98 346 5
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 14,464,649,000$   407,921,446$        20,685 229,155,355$        29,705,101$          2,342 90 696 9
Services 27,572,082,000$   777,567,679$        39,4
Federal Government Enterprises 12,299,395,000$   346,858,537$        17
State and Local Government Enterprises 2,603,268,000$     $       

Total Industrial Sectors 93,775,242,000$  $    
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 98
Septic (Household Only) 13,548
Atmospheric (All Sources) 145,859

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses
Forest
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 598,372

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County B

ect Economic ess Activity
in th

b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

Sector

$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on % 
of County in 

Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River b)  

(pounds) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 5,063,000$                953,189$                   53,635 262,367$         164,084$           8,404$             2 40,377 64,562 1,260,539 4,668
Grain farming 5,661,000$                1,065,771$                59,970 262,339$         149,117$           7,597$             3 40,381 71,042 1,394,493 3,287
Vegetable and melon farming 4,757,000$                895,579$                   50,394 259,112$         184,472$           5,623$             1 40,884 57,426 1,884,118 7,633
Fruit farming 2,338,000$                440,165$                   24,768 261,806$         152,552$           8,634$             2 40,463 69,442 1,226,924 5,308
Greenhouse and nursery production 52,097,000$              9,808,071$                8,578 283,517$         193,305$           7,347$             2 581 852 22,411 73
Tobacco farming -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
All other crop farming 4,089,000$                769,818$                   43,317 264,980$         151,898$           8,002$             1 39,979 69,741 1,323,794 8,510
Cattle ranching and farming 6,872,000$                1,120,230$                19,148 227,217$         56,288$             7,650$             2 12,263 49,503 364,228 1,825
Poultry and egg production -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 6,089,000$                334,656$                   1,255 81,599$           18,827$             2,391$             1 2,525 10,944 86,184 157
Logging -$                           -$                           990 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                           -$                           990 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping 25,049,000$              3,135,085$                0 153,200$         38,840$             5,566$             1 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 11,141,000$               314,190$                   16 53,160$           30,183$             1,469$             1 27 47 973 1

Mining 70,910,000$              540,277.65                102 11,823$           6,776$               419$                0 122 212 3,430 17
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 17,988,223,000$        507,290,701$             25,724 46,037$           24,236$             2,541$             0 31 59 563 8
Construction 6,060,053,000$          398,430,844$             14,603 121,532$         65,950$             3,507$             1 20 37 687 3
Manufacturing 5,768,433,000$          162,677,126$             8,249 48,687$           20,070$             1,179$             0 29 71 1,213 6
Wholesale and Retail Trade 6,825,073,000$          192,475,714$             9,760 50,418$           27,593$             5,243$             0 28 52 273 3
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 14,464,649,000$        407,921,446$             20,685 47,232$           26,930$             3,046$             0 30 53 470 5
Services 27,572,082,000$        777,567,679$             39,429 53,804$           32,021$             1,854$             1 27 45 771 3
Federal Government Enterprises 12,299,395,000$        346,858,537$             17,589 47,116$           36,537$             2,084$             0 30 39 686 5
State and Local Government Enterprises 2,603,268,000$          73,415,459$              3,723 51,280$           40,471$             1,164$             1 28 35 1,229 2

Total Industrial Sectors 93,775,242,000$        2,886,014,539$          402,923
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 98
Septic (Household Only) 13,548
Atmospheric (All Sources) 145,859

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 13,772
Forest 22,171
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 598,372

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e)

Count

Table 3b: 2004 Multiplier Economic Impact and Patuxent River Impacts by Sector 
Region: Montgomery County 

 
 

y Multiplier Impacts

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the 
Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Direct Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)
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County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 

 
Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to th
specifically
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 4a: Dir
Colum

Colum
portion

Colum
River during 

Colum
4), business taxes generate

Colum
million in business taxes generated (colum

Table 4b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Colum
count

Colum
output generated in the county

Colum
the count

Colum
with industria

Prince George’s County 
2004 Eco ge Profile nomic and Nutrient Dischar

Population 428,406 43.7% 
Annual Economic Output $18,629,357,142 39.0% 
Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 2,304,495 lbs. 27.1% 
Environmental Spending  $1,301,903 7.7% 

e economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
 associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 

ect Economic and Environmental Impacts 
n 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

n 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
 of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

n 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
2004 by each industrial sector.   

ns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
d (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

ns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
n 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

ns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 4a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
y-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

n 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
 per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

ns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
y per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 

ns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
l output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 
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Table 4a: 2004 Direct Economic Imp s into the Patuxent River by Sector 

2,253,000$            1,684,918$            174,292 1,292,294$            17,201$                 13 134,870 10,132,860 13,709
,000 412,816$               42,703 246,044$               11,218$                 5 173,557 3,806,681 8,157
,000 22,950,934$          13,429 16,896,297$          299,890$               314 795 44,781 43

2,991     1 134,980 5,534,170 11,068
14,957   4 176,264 4,644,565 15,482

3,257,000            1,374,615$            8,462 139,698$               28,277$                 49 60,573 299,250 174
817,000               468,430$               7,251 126,711$               4,013$                   2 57,227 1,806,752 3,162

2,556,000$            1,082,131$            50 679,084$               11,431$                 30 73 4,358 2

,569,402 10,988,538$          5,029 158 6,562 14

0 3,023,999,831$     122,825,644$        67,626 79 1,938 4
442 2,782,220,674$     129,423,847$        14,198 52 1,108 10

453,865,873 66,928 1,382,946,940$     36,410$                 23,802 48 1,838,204 3

Septic (Household Only) 51,764

2,022

siness Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture

acts and Nutrient Discharge
Region: Prince George’s County 

 

County Direct Impacts County Impacts
Direct pacts of Busine  

 Watershed c)
 Economic Im ss Activity in

the
Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per 

Direct Economic Impact

$ Total County 
Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 
Patuxent River 

(pounds) b)  
$ Household 

Income d)  $ Business Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per JobSector

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 1,313,000$            981,934$               101,574 643,903$               23,931$                 16 157,747 4,244,372 6,468
Grain farming 1,446,000$            1,081,399$            111,863 627,451$               22,436$                 26 178,281 4,985,925 4,274
Vegetable and melon farming
Fruit farming 552$               
Greenhouse and nursery production 30,689$          
Tobacco farming 214,000$               160,041$               16,555 122,648$               $              
All other crop farming 898,000$               671,574$               69,469 394,120$               $              
Cattle ranching and farming 1,181,000$            726,914$               30,478 100,943$               19,696$                 8 301,930 1,547,390 3,809
Poultry and egg production 231,000$               97,493$                 600 48,536$                 422$                      0 12,365 1,422,011 1,422
Animal production, except cattle and poultry $
Logging $
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                           -$                           0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping 5,864,000$            3,008,376$            0 603,317$               117,996$               21 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities

Mining 21,861,000$          7,177,109$            5,452 4,207,905$            186,806$               44 1,296 29,185 125
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 3,608,740,000$     1,527,827,982$     70,333 784,189,547$        71,608,602$          9,514 90 982 7
Construction 5,430,498,000$     2,090,154,699$     128,085 1,085,101,873$     14,661,687$          16,768 118 8,736 8
Manufacturing 3,699,802,000$     1,566,380,793$     72,108 455$        
Wholesale and Retail Trade 5,655,745,000$     2,394,466,066$     110,229 1,263,044,234$     327,942,755$        25,555 87 336 4
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 2,996,458,000$     1,268,606,877$     58,400 760,101,132$        85,247,851$          7,124 77 685 8
Services 12,212,104,000$   5,170,224,015$     238,01
Federal Government Enterprises 7,359,900,000$     3,115,952,151$     143,
State and Local Government Enterprises 3,434,041,000$     1,$     

Total Industrial Sectors 44,470,420,000$   18,629,357,142$   1,469,714 11,563,302,584$   763,496,600$        170,151
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 593,758

Atmospheric (All Sources) 77,895
Undeveloped Land

Natural Grasses
Forest 109,342
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 2,304,495

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Bu
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 
 

Sector

$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on % 
of County in 

Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River b)  

(pounds) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 1,313,000$                981,934$                   101,574 1,016,237$      641,873$           32,079$           14 76,124 120,522 2,411,583 5,517
Grain farming 1,446,000$                1,081,399$                111,863 1,010,759$      579,854$           28,801$           20 76,537 133,413 2,685,979 3,789
Vegetable and melon farming 2,253,000$                1,684,918$                174,292 1,023,089$      732,865$           22,078$           8 75,614 105,558 3,503,910 9,457
Fruit farming 552,000$                   412,816$                   42,703 1,022,662$      601,101$           33,779$           12 75,646 128,697 2,290,171 6,374
Greenhouse and nursery production 30,689,000$              22,950,934$              13,429 1,144,789$      783,923$           29,968$           14 382 558 14,602 31
Tobacco farming 214,000$                   160,041$                   16,555 997,267$         716,430$           28,122$           8 77,572 107,980 2,750,836 9,627
All other crop farming 898,000$                   671,574$                   69,469 1,024,332$      592,932$           30,599$           7 75,522 130,470 2,528,227 10,966
Cattle ranching and farming 1,181,000$                726,914$                   30,478 825,608$         199,739$           27,286$           9 31,258 129,202 945,785 2,981
Poultry and egg production 231,000$                   97,493$                     600 577,901$         291,750$           8,970$             3 4,496 8,905 289,648 830
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 3,257,000$                1,374,615$                8,462 598,479$         133,707$           17,156$           16 4,341 19,431 151,440 159
Logging 817,000$                   468,430$                   7,251 746,070$         251,894$           13,710$           4 11,896 35,235 647,379 2,168
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping 5,864,000$                3,008,376$                0 585,620$         145,257$           23,353$           4 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 2,556,000$                1,082,131$                50 792,740$         480,518$           22,529$           15 25 41 865 1

Mining 21,861,000$              7,177,109.17              5,452 517,707$         302,740$           17,480$           4 482 824 14,267 65
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 3,608,740,000$          1,527,827,982$          70,333 719,249$         389,255$           33,761$           5 27 50 577 4
Construction 5,430,498,000$          2,090,154,699$          128,085 692,787$         374,571$           19,588$           6 34 63 1,204 4
Manufacturing 3,699,802,000$          1,566,380,793$          72,108 702,860$         276,159$           16,569$           4 28 71 1,176 5
Wholesale and Retail Trade 5,655,745,000$          2,394,466,066$          110,229 748,057$         414,474$           73,967$           8 26 47 263 3
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 2,996,458,000$          1,268,606,877$          58,400 669,800$         400,288$           40,850$           5 29 49 477 4
Services 12,212,104,000$        5,170,224,015$          238,010 795,612$         465,898$           28,016$           9 24 42 696 2
Federal Government Enterprises 7,359,900,000$          3,115,952,151$          143,442 700,422$         543,817$           31,772$           5 28 36 613 4
State and Local Government Enterprises 3,434,041,000$          1,453,865,873$          66,928 771,003$         611,025$           17,529$           10 25 32 1,112 2

Total Industrial Sectors 44,470,420,000$        18,629,357,142$        1,469,714
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 593,758
Septic (Household Only) 51,764
Atmospheric (All Sources) 77,895

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 2,022
Forest 109,342
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 2,304,495

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e)

Count

Table 4b: 2004 Multiplier Economic Impact and Patuxent River Impacts by Sector 
Region: Prince George’s County 

 
 

y Multiplier Impacts

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the 
Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Direct Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)
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County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 

Anne Arundel County 
2004 Ec  Profile onomic and Nutrient Discharge

Population 151,694 15.5% 
Annual Economic Output $4,056,900,679 8.5% 
Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 1,582,774 lbs. 18.6% 
Environmental Spending  $3,922,336 23.2% 

7.1.1.1  

Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to the economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
specifically associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 5a: Direct Economic and Environmental Impacts 
Column 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

Column 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
portion of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

Column 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
River during 2004 by each industrial sector.   

Columns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
4), business taxes generated (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

Columns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
million in business taxes generated (column 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

Table 5b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Columns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 5a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
county-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

Column 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
output generated in the county per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

Columns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
the county per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 

Columns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
with industrial output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 
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Table 5a: 2004 Direct Economic Impa es into the Patuxent River by Sector 

2,679,000$            1,371,577$            79,345 795,607$               28,159$                 31 99,729 2,817,808 2,583
1,000 681,437$               39,421 522,213$               7,168$                   5 75,488 5,499,857 8,555
,000 231,924$               13,417 138,745$               6,144$                   3 96,701 2,183,828 5,241

71,164     69 3,888 218,737 227
2,048      1 75,830 2,805,712 11,223

3,792,000$            1,495,058$            4,498 152,187$               30,753$                 48 29,557 146,269 93

-$                       -$                       0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
7,292,000$            752,082$               63 394,812$               6,704$                   29 161 9,459 2

,386,938 3,109,080$            3,791 264 19,594 16

18 181,454,325$        20,604,283$          2,051 142 1,248 13
1 594,168,398$        27,109,606$          13,300 146 3,194 7

631,021,138 53,203 569,195,707$        22,943,142$          4,465 93 2,319 12
182,843,284 15,416 177,696,493$        2,269$                   2,803 87 6,794,119 5

1,784

e

cts and Nutrient Discharg
Region: Anne Arundel County 

 

County Impacts

Sector

$ Total County 
Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 
Patuxent River 

(pounds) b)  
$ Household 

Income d)  $ Business Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 2,186,000$            1,119,174$            64,744 733,658$               27,135$                 16 88,248 2,386,029 3,952
Grain farming
Vegetable and melon farming 1,33$            
Fruit farming 453$               
Greenhouse and nursery production 10,623,000$          5,438,694$            15,566 4,004,145$            $            
Tobacco farming 194,000$               99,323$                 5,746 75,772$                 $             
All other crop farming 3,209,000$            1,642,923$            95,043 964,558$               36,862$                 10 98,535 2,578,331 9,771
Cattle ranching and farming 793,000$               340,843$               24,582 47,709$                 9,026$                   3 515,253 2,723,481 7,149
Poultry and egg production -$                       -$                       0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Animal production, except cattle and poultry
Logging 5,692,000$            1,946,316$            3,489 526,928$               16,755$                 9 6,621 208,233 408
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                       -$                       0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping
Agriculture and forestry support activities

Mining 191,967,000$        172,636,139          6,301 43,927,263$          3,952,428$            694 143 1,594 9
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 3,280,659,000$     338,360,475$        28,528 166,217,651$        12,493,307$          2,500 172 2,283 11
Construction 2,898,475,000$     454,281,907$        60,920 230$        
Manufacturing 4,591,371,000$     473,544,636$        39,926 175,569,273$        2,976,458$            1,572 227 13,414 25
Wholesale and Retail Trade 4,430,283,000$     456,930,348$        38,525 237,414,094$        66,716,852$          4,832 162 577 8
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 2,957,525,000$     305,033,093$        25,7
Services 9,958,800,000$     1,027,130,310$     86,60
Federal Government Enterprises 6,118,224,000$     $        
State and Local Government Enterprises 1,772,803,000$     $        

Total Industrial Sectors 36,238,351,000$  4,056,900,679$    701,053 2,384,386,476$    160,149,343$       36,230
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 712,553
Septic (Household Only) 77,231
Atmospheric (All Sources) 42,338

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses
Forest 47,815
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 1,582,774

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per 
Direct Economic Impact

Dir mpacts of Busin  
e Watershed c)

ect Economic I ess Activity
in th

County Direct Impacts

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

)
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

Sector

$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on % 
of County in 

Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River b)  

(pounds) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 2,186,000$                1,119,174$                 64,744 761,211$         471,005$           23,754$           10 38,908 62,882 1,246,869 3,101
Grain farming 2,679,000$                1,371,577$                79,345 772,470$         436,089$           21,892$           14 38,341 67,916 1,352,862 2,156
Vegetable and melon farming 1,331,000$                681,437$                   39,421 763,929$         533,105$           16,985$           6 38,770 55,557 1,743,775 4,973
Fruit farming 453,000$                   231,924$                   13,417 793,888$         458,298$           25,846$           9 37,307 64,625 1,145,925 3,384
Greenhouse and nursery production 10,623,000$              5,438,694$                15,566 865,255$         576,558$           23,143$           10 1,694 2,542 63,316 150
Tobacco farming 194,000$                   99,323$                     5,746 739,310$         517,906$           20,838$           6 40,061 57,187 1,421,335 5,181
All other crop farming 3,209,000$                1,642,923$                95,043 787,820$         448,188$           23,322$           5 37,594 66,083 1,269,916 5,524
Cattle ranching and farming 793,000$                   340,843$                   24,582 640,444$         171,046$           20,873$           6 48,403 181,234 1,485,101 4,971
Poultry and egg production -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 3,792,000$                1,495,058$                4,498 658,642$         173,207$           18,709$           15 1,801 6,849 63,405 79
Logging 5,692,000$                1,946,316$                3,489 515,190$         179,735$           9,852$             3 1,190 3,410 62,219 197
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 7,292,000$                752,082$                   63 212,813$         114,674$           5,710$             5 41 76 1,523 2

Mining 191,967,000$             172,636,139.18          6,301 1,657,222$      622,059$           49,688$           10 20 53 661 3
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 3,280,659,000$          338,360,475$             28,528 198,326$         103,755$           7,924$             2 44 84 1,097 5
Construction 2,898,475,000$          454,281,907$             60,920 318,922$         168,103$           9,036$             3 66 125 2,326 8
Manufacturing 4,591,371,000$          473,544,636$             39,926 201,770$         90,526$             4,849$             1 43 96 1,793 7
Wholesale and Retail Trade 4,430,283,000$          456,930,348$             38,525 195,019$         106,093$           19,323$           2 45 82 450 4
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 2,957,525,000$          305,033,093$             25,718 174,213$         102,545$           10,384$           1 50 85 837 6
Services 9,958,800,000$          1,027,130,310$          86,601 210,489$         120,539$           7,540$             2 41 72 1,153 4
Federal Government Enterprises 6,118,224,000$          631,021,138$             53,203 185,903$         141,093$           7,710$             2 47 62 1,128 6
State and Local Government Enterprises 1,772,803,000$          182,843,284$             15,416 199,576$         156,305$           4,551$             2 44 56 1,911 3

Total Industrial Sectors 36,238,351,000$        4,056,900,679$          701,053
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 712,553
Septic (Household Only) 77,231
Atmospheric (All Sources) 42,338

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 1,784
Forest 47,815
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 1,582,774

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitro

 
Table 5b: 2004 Multiplier Ec nt River Impacts by Sector onomic Impact and Patuxe

Region: Anne Arundel County 
 

gen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the 
Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Multiplier ImpactsCounty Direct Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)
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County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 
Population 8,174 0.8% 

7.1.1.

Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to th
specifically
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 6a: Dir
Colum

Colum
portion

Colum
River during 

Colum
4), business taxes generate

Colum
million in business taxes generated (colum

Table 6b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Colum
count

Colum
output generated in the county

Colum
the count

Colum
with industria

Charles County 
2004 Economic and Nutrient Discharge Profile 

Annual Economic Output $204,680,009 0.4% 
Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 126,693 lbs. 1.5% 
Environmental Spending  $560,082 3.3% 

2  

e economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
 associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 

ect Economic and Environmental Impacts 
n 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

n 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
 of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

n 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
2004 by each industrial sector.   

ns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
d (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

ns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
n 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

ns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 6a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
y-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

n 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
 per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

ns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
y per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 

ns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
l output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 
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Table 6a: 2004 Direct Economic Impacts arges into the Patuxent River by Sector 

1,512,000$            89,152$                 7,815 51,710$                 1,828$                   5 151,128 4,275,464 1,578
1,048,000$            61,793$                 5,417 47,347$                 649$                      1 114,403 8,351,447 5,104

,000 20,342$                 1,783 12,146$                 531$                      1 146,806 3,360,236 3,024
1,946      5 3,686 209,564 88

590        1 114,113 4,461,809 4,958

263,000$               13,672$                 909 1,404$                   260$                      1 647,331 3,495,586 832

-$                           -$                           0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
678,000$               22,913$                 8 13,214$                 237$                      1 612 34,178 10

663,590 467,359$               613 50 3,686 3

75 23,394,586$          1,284,067$            673 657 11,974 23
17,429,175   6,150 12,940,028$          1,713,711$            51 475 3,589 121
11,690,162   4,125 10,887,853$          338$                      208 379 12,206,037 20

108

siness Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture

and Nutrient Disch
Region: Charles County 

 

County Impacts

Sector

$ Total County 
Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 
Patuxent River 

(pounds) b)  
$ Household 

Income d)  $ Business Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 2,381,000$            140,391$               12,306 92,041$                 3,420$                   5 133,706 3,598,525 2,455
Grain farming
Vegetable and melon farming
Fruit farming 345$               
Greenhouse and nursery production 2,54$            8,000 150,237$               408 110,614$               $             
Tobacco farming 509,000$               30,012$                 2,631 23,054$                 $              
All other crop farming 1,230,000$            72,524$                 6,357 42,630$                 $           1,592        1 149,128 3,993,324 5,990
Cattle ranching and farming 1,339,000$            56,484$                 2,235 7,846$                   1,519$                   1 284,811 1,471,523 1,558
Poultry and egg production 102,000$               5,302$                   352 2,651$                   -$                           0 132,912 0 6,779
Animal production, except cattle and poultry
Logging 6,619,000$            368,159$               1,014 92,332$                 2,892$                   2 10,984 350,641 608
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 1,936,000$            107,683$               297 22,582$                 3,337$                   0 13,136 88,885 1,778
Fishing, hunting and trapping
Agriculture and forestry support activities

Mining 14,417,000$          -$                           0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 432,797,000$        14,626,669$          5,161 8,528,745$            797,984$               108 605 6,468 48
Construction 775,542,000$        70,311,579$          1,723 34,$          
Manufacturing 242,974,000$        8,211,471$            2,898 2,702,066$            52,586$                 39 1,072 55,102 74
Wholesale and Retail Trade 719,128,000$        24,303,419$          8,576 12,136,975$          3,417,115$            335 707 2,510 26
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 396,448,000$        13,398,229$          4,728 8,314,954$            1,009,714$            93 569 4,682 51
Services 1,289,237,000$     43,570,640$          15,3
Federal Government Enterprises 515,722,000$        $       
State and Local Government Enterprises 345,907,000$        $       

Total Industrial Sectors 4,752,682,000$    204,680,009$       90,267 114,088,368$       8,761,672$           2,143   
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 0
Septic (Household Only) 17,899
Atmospheric (All Sources) 1,056

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses
Forest 17,364
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 126,693

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Bu
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per 
Direct Economic Impact

Direct E mpacts of Busine  
e Watershed c)

conomic I ss Activity
in th

County Direct Impacts

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

e)
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

 

Sector

$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on % 
of County in 

Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River b)  

(pounds) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 2,381,000$                140,391$                   12,306 77,983$           49,216$             2,651$             2 66,278 105,018 1,949,522 2,246
Grain farming 1,512,000$                89,152$                     7,815 78,188$           44,770$             2,422$             3 66,105 115,449 2,134,260 1,492
Vegetable and melon farming 1,048,000$                61,793$                     5,417 81,751$           58,015$             2,094$             1 63,223 89,091 2,467,858 4,061
Fruit farming 345,000$                   20,342$                     1,783 83,317$           48,712$             3,104$             2 62,035 106,105 1,664,957 2,565
Greenhouse and nursery production 2,548,000$                150,237$                   408 95,666$           64,243$             3,139$             2 1,673 2,491 50,989 71
Tobacco farming 509,000$                   30,012$                     2,631 77,050$           55,272$             2,374$             1 67,081 93,512 2,177,522 4,174
All other crop farming 1,230,000$                72,524$                     6,357 80,662$           46,596$             2,657$             1 64,077 110,923 1,945,498 4,792
Cattle ranching and farming 1,339,000$                56,484$                     2,235 66,254$           17,607$             2,336$             1 25,190 94,785 714,288 1,194
Poultry and egg production 102,000$                   5,302$                       352 70,734$           35,768$             1,321$             1 48,839 96,584 2,615,246 4,903
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 263,000$                   13,672$                     909 78,911$           19,766$             2,530$             4 43,778 174,776 1,365,245 771
Logging 6,619,000$                368,159$                   1,014 87,659$           27,531$             1,719$             1 1,748 5,565 89,157 286
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 1,936,000$                107,683$                   297 68,732$           18,981$             2,403$             0 2,229 8,072 63,774 473
Fishing, hunting and trapping -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 678,000$                   22,913$                     8 59,479$           33,679$             1,906$             1 200 354 6,256 8

Mining 14,417,000$              -                             0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 432,797,000$             14,626,669$              5,161 55,133$           31,829$             3,119$             0 216 375 3,824 25
Construction 775,542,000$             70,311,579$               1,723 155,594$         80,122$             5,042$             2 14 28 441 1
Manufacturing 242,974,000$             8,211,471$                 2,898 53,265$           21,486$             1,389$             0 224 555 8,585 32
Wholesale and Retail Trade 719,128,000$             24,303,419$              8,576 57,480$           30,251$             6,203$             1 207 394 1,922 16
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 396,448,000$             13,398,229$              4,728 50,301$           30,518$             3,570$             0 237 391 3,340 29
Services 1,289,237,000$          43,570,640$              15,375 59,532$           32,640$             2,540$             1 200 365 4,696 15
Federal Government Enterprises 515,722,000$             17,429,175$              6,150 43,317$           30,457$             3,933$             0 275 392 3,032 59
State and Local Government Enterprises 345,907,000$             11,690,162$               4,125 58,289$           45,403$             1,585$             1 205 263 7,522 14

Total Industrial Sectors 4,752,682,000$          204,680,009$             90,267
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 0
Septic (Household Only) 17,899
Atmospheric (All Sources) 1,056

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 108
Forest 17,364
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 126,693

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitro

 
Table 6b: 2004 Multiplier Econ uxent River Impacts by Sector omic Impact and Pat

Region: Charles County 
 

gen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the 
Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Multiplier ImpactsCounty Direct Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)
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Calvert County 

 
County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 
Population 61,811 6.3% 

 

2004 Economic and Nutrient Discharge Profile 

Annual Economic Output $2,063,668,522 4.3% 
Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 1,113,035 lbs. 13.1% 
Environmental Spending  $2,943,572 17.4% 

 
Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to the economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
specifically associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 7a: Direct Economic and Environmental Impacts 
Column 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

Column 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
portion of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

Column 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
River during 2004 by each industrial sector.   

Columns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
4), business taxes generated (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

Columns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
million in business taxes generated (column 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

Table 7b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Columns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 7a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
county-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

Column 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
output generated in the county per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

Columns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
the county per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 

Columns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
with industrial output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 
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Table 7a: 2004 Direct Economic Impacts harges into the Patuxent River by Sector 

711,000$               620,804$               73,199 476,736$               6,112$                   17 153,541 11,976,223 4,412
6,000 144,942$               17,090 87,314$                 3,493$                   7 195,730 4,893,239 2,447
7,000 984,031$               1,599 723,835$               13,097$                 48 2,209 122,097 33

5,239      7 153,891 5,463,134 4,097
10,478    10 200,897 5,256,793 5,257

-$                       -$                       2,364 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0

710,000$               475,891$               80 289,556$               4,692$                   15 276 17,051 5
-$                       -                         205 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0

,925,089 360,605$               378 672 37,158 35

39 275,330,448$        13,951,651$          8,311 324 6,389 11
,042 142,072,243$        21,297,800$          241 233 1,551 137

179,086,512 30,106 153,726,211$        8,043$                   2,422 196 3,743,013 12
2,063,668,522 753,397 1,167,642,973$    117,675,065$       18,652

2,586
73,032

usiness Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
lents)

and Nutrient Disc
Region: Calvert County 

 

County Impacts
Direc  Impacts of Busine y 

e Watershed c)
Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River 

per Direct Economic Impact

$ Total County 
Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 
Patuxent River 

(pounds) b)  
$ Household 

Income d)  $ Business Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per JobSector

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 808,000$               705,499$               83,185 461,892$               17,463$                 39 180,096 4,763,538 2,117
Grain farming 1,395,000$            1,218,034$            143,618 706,372$               25,321$                 107 203,317 5,671,847 1,348
Vegetable and melon farming
Fruit farming 16$               
Greenhouse and nursery production 1,12$            
Tobacco farming 278,000$               242,734$               28,621 185,979$               $             
All other crop farming 535,000$               467,131$               55,079 274,167$               $             
Cattle ranching and farming 949,000$               683,130$               21,082 95,019$                 17,996$                 27 221,870 1,171,472 771
Poultry and egg production 120,000$               111,984$               2,806 55,992$                 -$                           2 50,116 #DIV/0! 1,503
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 165,000$               153,978$               3,858 15,864$                 2,800$                   20 243,211 1,378,195 197
Logging
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                       -$                       2,364 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping -$                       -$                       0 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities

Mining
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 816,543,000$        547,303,517$        92,006 302,725,015$        51,305,076$          1,681 304 1,793 55
Construction 380,655,000$        268,384,045$        17,424 131,536,420$        1,776,042$            2,362 132 9,810 7
Manufacturing 118,919,000$        79,707,728$          13,400 19$          
Wholesale and Retail Trade 224,676,000$        150,593,374$        25,316 75,888,534$          20,919,098$          2,170 334 1,210 12
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 158,128,000$        105,988,308$        17,818 63,066,287$          7,950,061$            789 283 2,241 23
Services 791,094,000$        530,245,840$        89,1
Federal Government Enterprises 293,242,000$        196,551,043$        33
State and Local Government Enterprises 267,186,000$        $       

Total Industrial Sectors 3,057,407,000$    $    
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 6,172
Septic (Household Only) 176,642
Atmospheric (All Sources) 101,206

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses
Forest
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 1,113,035

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County B
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equiva

t Economic ss Activit
in th

County Direct Impacts

c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

 

Sector

$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on % 
of County in 

Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River b)  

(pounds) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 808,000$                   705,499$                   83,185 1,105,080$      695,267$           35,577$           51 93,162 148,075 2,893,765 2,005
Grain farming 1,395,000$                1,218,034$                143,618 1,121,161$      636,686$           32,938$           79 91,826 161,699 3,125,580 1,308
Vegetable and melon farming 711,000$                    620,804$                   73,199 1,218,124$      856,961$           30,997$           27 84,517 120,136 3,321,297 3,756
Fruit farming 166,000$                   144,942$                   17,090 1,270,403$      734,830$           47,559$           45 81,039 140,103 2,164,706 2,292
Greenhouse and nursery production 1,127,000$                984,031$                   1,599 1,494,669$      983,744$           51,184$           49 949 1,442 27,722 29
Tobacco farming 278,000$                   242,734$                   28,621 1,104,644$      793,342$           32,134$           27 93,199 129,770 3,203,798 3,858
All other crop farming 535,000$                   467,131$                   55,079 1,176,028$      673,036$           37,704$           23 87,542 152,966 2,730,521 4,489
Cattle ranching and farming 949,000$                   683,130$                   21,082 1,143,728$      294,220$           39,308$           37 19,423 75,504 565,152 608
Poultry and egg production 120,000$                   111,984$                    2,806 1,268,410$      633,702$           23,662$           16 18,436 36,901 988,251 1,458
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 165,000$                   153,978$                   3,858 1,420,695$      347,537$           45,485$           124 16,460 67,286 514,107 188
Logging -$                           -$                           2,364 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber -$                           -$                           2,364 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Fishing, hunting and trapping -$                           -$                           0 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 710,000$                   475,891$                   80 1,109,837$      640,353$           33,283$           26 102 176 3,385 4

Mining -$                           -                             205 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 816,543,000$             547,303,517$             92,006 990,773$         544,744$           83,907$           5 114 207 1,343 23
Construction 380,655,000$             268,384,045$             17,424 1,112,116$       558,905$           31,046$           10 41 82 1,474 4
Manufacturing 118,919,000$             79,707,728$              13,400 997,627$         331,610$           22,180$           7 113 340 5,080 17
Wholesale and Retail Trade 224,676,000$             150,593,374$             25,316 1,077,720$      559,125$           118,042$         14 105 202 955 8
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 158,128,000$             105,988,308$             17,818 964,649$         562,003$           68,494$           8 117 200 1,645 14
Services 791,094,000$             530,245,840$             89,139 1,124,022$      593,078$           44,956$           15 100 190 2,506 7
Federal Government Enterprises 293,242,000$             196,551,043$             33,042 788,607$         548,293$           79,596$           2 143 206 1,416 55
State and Local Government Enterprises 267,186,000$             179,086,512$             30,106 1,077,890$      798,242$           25,445$           13 105 141 4,428 9

Total Industrial Sectors 3,057,407,000$          2,063,668,522$          753,397
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 6,172
Septic (Household Only) 176,642
Atmospheric (All Sources) 101,206

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 2,586
Forest 73,032
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 1,113,035

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e)

Count

Table 7b: 2004 Multiplier Economic Impact and Patuxent River Impacts by Sector 
Region: Calvert County 

 
 

y Multiplier Impacts

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the 
Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Direct Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)
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County Contribution (within the Patuxent River watershed): % of Watershed: 

St. Mary’s County 
2004 Econo arge Profile mic and Nutrient Disch

Population 19,473 2.0% 
Annual Economic Output $1,044,598,188 2.2% 
Nutrient Discharge to Patuxent River 815,408 lbs. 9.6% 
Environmental Spending  $856,223 5.1% 

 
Description of Terms 
Each row provides statistics related to the economic sectors listed along the row headings (e.g., grain farming, mining). Sources of nutrient discharges not 
specifically associated with an economic sector, such as household discharges, are also shown as row sectors in order to provide a comprehensive accounting of 
nutrient discharges into the river. 

Table 8a: Direct Economic and Environmental Impacts 
Column 1, $ total county output, presents the total dollar output (sales) by each industrial sector in the county. 

Column 2, $ output based on % of county in watershed, presents the total dollar output (sales) by producers in each industrial sector that are located within the 
portion of the county in the Patuxent watershed. 

Column 3, nutrient discharges to the Patuxent River, presents the pounds of nutrient discharges, measured at the stream edge, that were discharged into the Patuxent 
River during 2004 by each industrial sector.   

Columns 4 through 6 show the direct county economic impacts of each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of household income generated (column 
4), business taxes generated (column 5) and full time equivalent (FTE) jobs created (column 6). 

Columns 7 through 9 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in household income generated by each sector (column 7), per $ 
million in business taxes generated (column 8) and per FTE job generated (column 9). 

Table 8b: Multiplier Economic Impacts and Nutrient Discharges 
Columns 1 - 3 are the same as Table 8a and are provided for reference purposes.  The rest of the columns are significantly different because they are based on the 
county-scale “multiplier” economic effects of economic activity by each industrial sector. 

Column 4 shows the direct, indirect, and induced county output (county output multipliers) for each industrial sector expressed in terms of the amount of dollar 
output generated in the county per $ million in direct output by the row sector. 

Columns 5, 6, and 7, similarly, show the direct, indirect, and induced household income (column 5) business taxes (column 6) and FTE jobs (column 7) generated in 
the county per $ million in output by the industrial sector listed for that row. 

Columns 8 through 11 show the pounds of nutrients discharged into the Patuxent River per $ million in direct, indirect, and induced (multiplier) impacts associated 
with industrial output (column 8), household income (column 9), business taxes (column 10) and FTE job (column 11) for each industrial sector. 
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Table 8a: 2004 Direct Economic Impact rges into the Patuxent River by Sector 

1,908,000$            240,589$               23,614 184,477$               2,522$                   5 128,005 9,363,544 5,061
,000 66,578$                 6,535 39,846$                 1,765$                   2 163,998 3,701,671 3,048
,000 372,106$               369 273,878$               4,918$                   13 1,346 74,987 29

4,035     4 127,956 4,898,316 5,056
4,287     3 167,020 4,396,559 6,228

551,000$               94,120$                 9,256 9,566$                   1,879$                   8 967,575 4,925,838 1,106
13,778,000$          2,731,606$            4,071 759,132$               24,188$                 12 5,363 168,322 348

2,564,000$            628,864$               101 367,655$               6,132$                   21 275 16,504 5

37,016 149,613$               117 444 30,682 39

69 261,008,554$        7,512,033$            5,821 277 9,607 12
42 149,997,595$        8,563,492$            1,389 189 3,310 20

57,557,014   9,262 53,388,949$          1,717$                   1,033 173 5,394,639 9

2,796
Forest 60,861

siness Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture

s and Nutrient Discha
Region: St. Mary’s County 

 

County Impacts
Direc mpacts of Busine  

e Watershed c)
Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per 

Direct Economic Impact

$ Total County 
Output a)  

$ Output Based on 
% of County in 
Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 
Patuxent River 

(pounds) b)  
$ Household 

Income d)  $ Business Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 
Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Business 

Taxes
Pounds 
per JobSector

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 2,985,000$            376,393$               36,943 246,768$               9,079$                   15 149,708 4,069,150 2,483
Grain farming 3,185,000$            401,612$               39,418 233,023$               8,196$                   25 169,161 4,809,368 1,595
Vegetable and melon farming
Fruit farming 528$               
Greenhouse and nursery production 2,951$            
Tobacco farming 1,597,000$            201,373$               19,765 154,466$               $              
All other crop farming 1,523,000$            192,042$               18,849 112,855$               $              
Cattle ranching and farming 2,479,000$            300,258$               7,366 41,787$                 7,994$                   8 176,266 921,388 869
Poultry and egg production 216,000$               36,896$                 3,628 18,277$                 171$                      0 198,514 21,241,002 10,621
Animal production, except cattle and poultry
Logging
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 2,783,000$            551,753$               822 143,341$               18,042$                 1 5,737 45,581 1,037
Fishing, hunting and trapping 4,288,000$            835,999$               0 232,590$               6,044$                   27 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities

Mining -$                       -                         76 -$                           -$                           0 0 0 0
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 473,065,000$        116,027,157$        18,671 80,037,191$          5,717,906$            1,214 233 3,265 15
Construction 302,709,000$        79,571,916$          8,643 37,229,191$          502,074$               748 232 17,215 12
Manufacturing 116,308,000$        28,526,495$          4,590 10,3$          
Wholesale and Retail Trade 327,256,000$        80,265,044$          12,916 39,431,304$          10,946,504$          1,205 328 1,180 11
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 207,946,000$        51,002,258$          8,207 30,733,652$          3,739,338$            387 267 2,195 21
Services 1,828,568,000$     448,487,091$        72,1
Federal Government Enterprises 718,120,000$        176,131,022$        28,3
State and Local Government Enterprises 234,671,000$        $       

Total Industrial Sectors 4,249,979,000$    $    1,044,598,188 333,614 664,981,114$       37,231,927$         12,056
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 313,712
Septic (Household Only) 70,518
Atmospheric (All Sources) 33,908

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses

Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 815,408

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Bu

t Economic I ss Activity
in th

County Direct Impacts

b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)
c)
d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e) 90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system (Minnesota IMPLAN Group)
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2004 County Economic Multipliers (per dollar of direct sales) and Contribution to Patuxent River Water Quality Problems per Unit of County Economic Impacts 

Sector

$ Total County 

Output a)  

$ Output Based on % 
of County in 

Watershed a)  

Nutrient 
Discharges to 

Patuxent River b)  

(pounds) $ Output

$ Household 

Income d)  
$ Business 

Taxes
Jobs 

(FTEs)

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Output a) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 
Household 

Income d) 

Pounds per 
$1,000,000 

Business Taxes
Pounds 
per Job

Industrial Sectors
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries

Oilseed farming 2,985,000$                376,393$                   36,943 1,229,681$      100,270$           4,626$             5 10,065 123,429 2,675,417 2,313
Grain farming 3,185,000$                401,612$                   39,418 1,250,597$      92,251$             4,231$             8 9,896 134,158 2,925,234 1,514
Vegetable and melon farming 1,908,000$                240,589$                   23,614 1,342,604$      123,634$           3,555$             3 9,218 100,104 3,481,497 4,161
Fruit farming 528,000$                   66,578$                     6,535 1,396,809$      106,171$           5,863$             5 8,860 116,569 2,110,760 2,568
Greenhouse and nursery production 2,951,000$                372,106$                   369 1,603,570$      140,900$           5,598$             5 78 887 22,321 24
Tobacco farming 1,597,000$                201,373$                   19,765 1,229,111$       114,433$           4,100$             3 10,069 108,153 3,018,618 4,367
All other crop farming 1,523,000$                192,042$                   18,849 1,296,943$      96,875$             4,732$             2 9,543 127,755 2,615,251 4,971
Cattle ranching and farming 2,479,000$                300,258$                   7,366 1,618,269$      51,403$             6,219$             5 1,836 57,801 477,734 625
Poultry and egg production 216,000$                   36,896$                     3,628 1,276,079$      113,267$           3,134$             2 13,164 148,301 5,359,894 7,654
Animal production, except cattle and poultry 551,000$                   94,120$                     9,256 1,448,976$      61,743$             7,049$             16 11,593 272,059 2,383,027 1,023
Logging 13,778,000$              2,731,606$                4,071 1,518,409$      101,988$           4,866$             2 195 2,897 60,725 155
Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber 2,783,000$                551,753$                   822 1,436,744$      102,950$           9,310$             2 206 2,870 31,740 128
Fishing, hunting and trapping 4,288,000$                835,999$                   0 1,705,938$      134,877$           8,166$             8 0 0 0 0
Agriculture and forestry support activities 2,564,000$                628,864$                   101 1,560,535$      226,178$           9,219$             10 25 174 4,281 4

Mining -$                           -                             76 -$                 -$                  -$                 0 0 0 0 0
Transportation, Communications, and Utilities 473,065,000$             116,027,157$             18,671 1,536,045$      252,957$           18,757$           4 26 156 2,104 10
Construction 302,709,000$             79,571,916$              8,643 1,473,164$      197,671$           9,104$             4 19 144 3,136 7
Manufacturing 116,308,000$             28,526,495$              4,590 1,413,950$      148,801$           6,543$             2 28 265 6,032 18
Wholesale and Retail Trade 327,256,000$             80,265,044$              12,916 1,489,442$      195,125$           39,495$           5 26 202 999 8
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 207,946,000$             51,002,258$              8,207 1,344,909$      200,528$           22,373$           3 29 197 1,764 14
Services 1,828,568,000$          448,487,091$             72,169 1,569,486$      229,971$           11,072$           5 25 172 3,565 8
Federal Government Enterprises 718,120,000$             176,131,022$             28,342 1,393,507$      269,376$           17,073$           3 28 147 2,312 13
State and Local Government Enterprises 234,671,000$             57,557,014$              9,262 1,521,774$      308,503$           6,658$             6 26 128 5,928 7

Total Industrial Sectors 4,249,979,000$          1,044,598,188$          333,614
Other Sectors

Point Source (Household Only) e) 313,712
Septic (Household Only) 70,518
Atmospheric (All Sources) 33,908

Undeveloped Land
Natural Grasses 2,796
Forest 60,861
Total Estimated Nutrient Discharge into the Patuxent 815,408

a) 2004 Business Sales by Agricultural/Industrial/Commercial Sectors,   Source: U.S. County Business Patterns, U.S. Census of Agriculture
b) Expressed in pounds of "nitrogen equivalents" (one pound of phosphorus = 5 nitrogen equivalents)

c)

d) Household Income is based on Employee Compensation, Proprietors income and Other Property-Type Income
e)

Count

Table 8b: 2004 Multiplier Economic Impact and Patuxent River Impacts by Sector 
Region: St. Mary’s County 

y Multiplier Impacts

90% of nitrogen equivalents from point sources are allocated to households and 10% to industrial/commercial sectors, based on information provided by Western Branch WWTP

Pounds of Nutrient to Patuxent River per Direct Economic  
Impact c)

Includes Direct, Indirect and Induced Impacts; estimated using a year 2004 County input-output model generated via the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) regional economic modeling system ( a commercial  economic modeling system maintained by the 
Minnesota IMPLAN Group)

County Direct Impacts

Per $1,000,000 direct output in the Watershedc)
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Overview of Regional Input-Output Models 
and the IMPLAN (IMpact PLANning) System 

pendix A presents 2004 economic profiles and sector-specific economic impact multipliers 
and nutrient discharge statistics for each county located at least partly within the Patuxent River 
watershed.  This section of Appendix A provides a general description of the regional economic models 
that we used to generate county economic statistics. It starts with an overview of the general type of 
econo  model we used, an input-output model, and then describes the specific county input-output 
modeling system we applied, the IMPLAN (Impact PLANning) system. The IMPLAN system was 
developed initially by the U.S. Forest Service and is now maintained by the Minnesota IMPLAN group.  
Most of the numbers presented, although obtained through the IMPLAN system, can be cited back to 
govern nt sources. (e.g., Census of Agriculture, Census of Business, County Business Patterns, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis, etc.) More information about the IMPLAN 
modeling system is available at www.implan.com. 

ing IMPLAN we developed sector-specific economic statistics for each county, and then 
adjusted them based on the portion of each the county in the Patuxent River watershed to generate a 

unty sed economic profile of the watershed.  We then matched the statistics provided by the 
hesa ke Bay Program Office (CBPO) regarding the level and sources of nutrient discharges into the 
tuxe River within each county with our county IMPLAN economic sectors. 

put tput Model Overview 
e foundation of all input-output models is the transaction table.  This table depicts the dollar 

ow o ods and services between various sectors of a regional economy.  The level of aggregation 
ed t fine sectors (e.g., agriculture vs. cattle production vs. feedlot cattle production), and the 
ogra c scope of the model (e.g., national, state, county, zip code) can vary widely.  A hypothetical 

 broad industrial sectors appears in Table A.1.  In order to provide a 
comprehensive account of inter-industry and other transactions, the table also includes three final-
payments sectors and three final-demand sectors.  

ch sector appears twice in the transactions table and is associated with a row and a column. 
The row for each sector accounts for the sales by the firms in that sector to other sectors, to final 
consu s, and to export markets.  The sum of a row is the total output or total sales for that sector.  For 
example, total sales by the manufacturing sector (row three of Table A.1) are shown to be $14,162 
million, with $356 sold to the regional service sector, $1,275 sold to regional households, and another 
$11,750 sold outside the region. 

milarly each column in Table A1 shows the purchases by, or inputs used by, the sector 
identified at the top of the column from the sector named in the row.  Payments by that sector to 
employees, landowners, capital owners, and governments are shown in the final-payments section of the 
table. These payments constitute the direct “value-added” by that sector.  Purchases from industries 
outside the region are identified in the last row of the final-payments section as “imports.” The sum of 
the entries in each column represents the total purchases by the sector listed at the top of the column.  
Since profits, losses, and taxes are recorded in the table as final payments, the total purchases recorded 
for a sector and must equal that sector’s total sales.   

The transactions table is a double entry industry-scale bookkeeping system where inputs for each 
sector must equal outputs.  Note, for example, that the purchases or payments made by the 
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manufacturing industry sho hich is the same as the 
total sales for that sector 

 

wn in column 3 of Table A-1 amounts to $14,162 w
shown at the end of row 3 of the transactions table.  
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Table A-1: General illustration of an input-output transactions table 

 
 
The Input-Output Framework 

Table A-2 below shows the structure of an input-output model by identifying four quadrants that 
are all linked with one another through purchases and sales. 

Quadrant I describes links with consumers or other final users of goods such as investors or 
governments.  It also includes the export sector, which reflects sales to industries and consumers outside 
the region.  Since sales to these sectors would not normally reappear in the region or generate any 
further “rounds” of economic activity, they are regarded as final.  

Quadrant II depicts production or input-output relationships within the regional economy.  It 
shows the combinations of raw materials and intermediate goods that each sector uses to produce 
outputs that it sells to other sectors, to consumers, to export markets and so on.  This “inter-industry” 
part of the transactions table is the core of the input-output model.  In regional models, this part of the 
model usually includes between 30 and 500 industrial and agricultural sectors.   

Quadrant III shows payments to labor, resource owners and entities outside the region that do 
not generate any further direct rounds of industrial activity within the region.  These payments are called 
“final payments” and include wages and salaries, depreciation and retained earnings, rents, royalties, 
sales and excise taxes, and so on.  When they are paid to households within the region these payments 
are called “value-added” payments and reflect the direct effects of a sectors production activity on the 
economic welfare of families in the region.   

Quadrant IV identifies nonmarket transfers between sectors of the economy.  It includes “social 
transfers” such as gifts and donations, savings, and taxes on household income.  This quadrant also 
includes purchases by households within the region from industries outside the region.  
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Table A-2: Structure of an input-output model  
 

 
 
Regional Impact Multipliers 
 

t 
table 

ing rounds of changes 
in vario

du

Developing the regional transactions table is only the first step in performing input-output 
analysis.  By dividing each entry in the transactions table by the column total, for example, we arrive a
the purchases that are made by a sector from all other sectors per $1 of output by that sector.  This 
of “technical coefficients” can then be used to trace through various “rounds” of economic activity to 
arrive at regional output “multipliers” that reflect the direct, indirect, and induced sales by all regional 
sectors that are generated by each $1 in output by a sector.  Similar analyses show

us value-added categories (e.g., employee earnings, proprietor income, rents) can be used to 
generate the other types of impact multipliers discussed in Section 3.  These multipliers can then be used 
to show the regional economic impacts of increasing the output of an industrial sector. 

Description of how input-output multipliers can be used and abused is beyond the scope of this 
paper.  However, details are provided in most introductory economic texts and at many university 
websites.  A website at www.math.louisville.e  contains a step-by-step tutorial about input-output 
analysi

aper 
griculture and is 

scrib  and illustrated at http://www.mig-inc.com/

s and the development and use of regional multipliers. 

The particular regional input-output modeling system used in the analysis presented in this p
is called the IMPLAN system.  This system was developed by the U.S. Department of A
de ed .  That website also has instructions for receiving 

ining oftw e, and regional data and contains references for further investigations. 

 
 

tra , s ar
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corporating Patuxent Nutrient Discharge Data 
 
We then incorporated data from odel (draft; August 
2006) for the Patuxent watershed, and assigned the nutrients attributed to the CBP's land uses to 
corresponding industrial sectors in the IMPLAN model.  Because the IMPLAN model was originally 
developed for use by the agricultural economists, it includes a lot more information about specific 
agricultural sectors than for some others, and we attempted to do that for nutrient coefficients for 
agriculture as well. 
 
The CBP model includes different discharge estimates for nitrogen and phosphorus.  We combined these 
into a single “nitrogen-equivalent” number, with N=5P, as described in Section 4.3.2. 
 
The land uses included in the Bay Program model did not always neatly line up with corresponding 
IMPLAN economic sectors, so we made some assumptions in incorporating the nutrient data into the 
IMPLAN economic information, which we outline below. 
 
Fishing, Hunting and Trapping:  we assumed that there is no significant nutrient discharge from these 
activities. 
 
N-equivalents for residential and industrial/commercial sources were calculated by taking base numbers 
for corresponding land uses (urban, point sources) and allocating percentages for residential and for 
ommercial/industrial.   

based 

        
In

 the Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) Phase 5 m

c
 
For point sources, we allocated 90% of the CBP nutrient discharge amounts to residential sources, 
on information provided by the Western Branch Wastewater Treatment Plant.   
 
The Bay Program model includes discharge calculations for four categories of low and high-density 
urban land uses.  To determine the percentage of urban discharges resulting from commercial use, we 
used land-use data from the Maryland Department of Planning, with the equation 
 

%commercial = commercial/(residential + commercial/industrial).   
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Location within County Government 
In requests for interviews with county enforcement personnel, we noted that the purpose 

of the interview was to collect data to help us understand the efforts underway and resources 
being devoted in each county to control nutrient discharges.  As a result, the interviewees were 
typically the staff members most directly associated with environmental enforcement related to 
water discharges and runoff, so these responses reflect those responsibilities. 

Each county’s program is organized slightly differently.  For example, Calvert County, 
one of five counties in the watershed that has land in the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area, has one 
staffer who handles permits inside the Critical Area, and another responsible for permits outside 
the Critical Area.  Charles County inspectors reside in the Planning and Growth Management 
Department, which covers all permitting and land use.  Howard County splits these functions, 
with inspectors housed in the Bureau of Environmental Services, and planning and zoning 
activities residing in another bureau.  In Montgomery County, all Department of Environmental 
Protection staffers have some outreach and enforcement responsibility.  This includes six 
biologists and four water management division personnel, who are expected to report violations 
even though they are not technically enforcement staff. 

Introduction 
To gather data about efforts to control nutrient discharges in each of the seven Patuxent 

River watershed counties, we conducted more than 20 face-to-face interviews between August 
2005 and July 2006.  Individuals who were interviewed included enforcement and/or 

anning/zoning personnel in each Patuxent watershed county, and the manager of each Soil 
onservation District.  In addition we interviewed individuals at the state and watershed level 
ho are knowledgeable about enforcement in the watershed. 

Collectively, these county and Soil Conservation District staff members have many 
cades of experience addressing the challenge of controlling nutrient discharges to the Patuxent.  

In some cases, staff members have been with county government or the Soil Conservation 
istrict since more concerted river protection efforts began in the wake of the 1981 charrette 
earheaded by State Senator Bernie Fowler.  Several of the interviewees have served as 
presentatives to the Patuxent River Commission.  The experience of these staff members 

provides a valuable perspective on the effectiveness of both regulatory and voluntary programs 
to control nutrient discharges.   

This appendix summarizes the responses of the 10 county staffers and seven Soil 
onservation District managers that were interviewed.  Interviews with county and Soil 
onservation District staff members were typically 45 minutes to an hour, and followed an 
terview protocol that included questions about staffing levels, staff priorities, and funding 
vels.  In addition, staff members were asked to provide their opinion in response to a series of 
estions about the effectiveness of point and nonpoint source pollution control programs and 
w they might be improved.  In advance of the interviews, the participants were informed that 
ey would not be identified in project reports.   

riorities of the Office 
We examined the blend of proactive versus reactive activities in each Patuxent watershed 

county and Soil Conservation District (SCD), which included discussion of staff priorities for 
sks such as enforcement of existing laws, technical assistance, and outreach.   
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ediment and erosion control plans required by law for housing 
developments: 

eir 

anagers noted that other government agencies are among the 
vices.  While spot checks and enforcement of non-compliance with 

nutrien

, the once 
xent watershed have transitioned to other types of land uses, 
s.  In some cases, Soil Conservation District offices have 

staff m  
 

workin t 

 staff 

Primary Users of the County/SCD Offi
We asked county personnel about the primary users of their county office’s services.  

They replied as follows: 

• Home owners/landowners (10 of 10 staffers said they were among the primary
• Residential development permit seekers (8 of 10) 
• Commercial development permit seekers (8 of 10) 
• Farm owners/operators (3 of 10) 

Farm operators renting from others (3 of 10) 

Other users of the services of these county offices mentioned by staffers included 
watershed associations, Riverkeepers (in the Patuxent and in other watersheds), environmen
groups, and the executive and legislative branches. 

As expected, all seven Soil Conservation District managers cited farm owners as bei
among the primary users of their services.  However, responses indicated the range of activity in
these offices, such as review of s

• Farm owners (7 of 7 SCD managers said they were among the primary users of th
services) 

• Homeowners (6 of 7) 
• Farm operators/renters (6 of 7) 
• Residential permit seekers (6 of 7) 
• Commercial permit seekers (6 of 7) 

 
Soil Conservation District m

primary users of their ser
t management plan regulations are the responsibility of the Maryland Department of 

Agriculture, the SCD managers play a role because they are monitoring all the time, and 
“because farm plans are never really finished as land use changes.” For example
ubiquitous tobacco farms in the Patu
requiring different management plan

embers who are licensed to write nutrient management plans.  With the implementation of
required nutrient management plans in Maryland, one district manager noted that farmers now
need to start keeping records for nutrient management that they used to just keep in their heads. 

The priorities of Soil Conservation District officers also depend on the extent to which 
the district is agricultural or urban, with more urban districts focusing to a larger extent on 

g with residential and commercial development rather than agricultural land.  One distric
manager said that, in addition to residential and commercial developers seeking assistance, his 
office also spends some time helping already-established communities that seek assistance with 
grading and other issues. Others noted that they deal mainly with consultants, rather than the 
residential or commercial developers themselves. 

Soil Conservation District Staff and Board Background 
We asked Soil Conservation District managers to estimate what percentage of their

has a background in farming.  In only two of the seven districts does more than 50% of the staff 
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reflecting the shift in land use (and work responsibilities) 
for thes

 of the seven districts, 100% of the Soil Conservation District board 
mem e
mem e onservation District managers.  
Per mbers is more than ten years, 
accordi this was estimated, two boards had an 
ave e d an average tenure of 10 years, and the 
othe onse to a question about average district 
board m

 
ental regulation of agriculture.  One 

manage e 

s are active Farm Bureau members.  (See also page B-25 for a discussion of the 
distr t m
Bay a

Cou y 
ersonnel to estimate the portion of the office’s resources 

allocated to various activities.  Because of the different missions of the county and SCD offices, 
these questions were asked about activities most relevant for their respective offices. 

• 

have a background in farming, perhaps 
e districts as they become more developed.   

In contrast, in five
b rs come from a farming background, and in all cases, at least three of the five board 
b rs have a farming background, according to Soil C

haps this is because the average tenure of their board me
istricts for which ng to the managers.  Of the five d

rag  tenure of 13 years per board member, two ha
r board’s average tenure was eight years.  In resp

ember tenure, one manager said, “Forever.”  And another:  “Till they die.”   

In addition, these board members are in many cases active Farm Bureau members, which
has not historically been in the vanguard of environm

r noted that Farm Bureau members have in the past “wanted financial support without th
(regulatory) strings.”  For two boards, all five members are active in the local Farm Bureau; in 
another, three of the members are active in the Farm Bureau, and in three others, at least two of 
the five member

ic anagers’ views on the level of political will to improve Patuxent River and Chesapeake 
 w ter quality.) 

nt Office Priorities 
We asked the county and SCD p

Educational outreach:  Seven of 10 county staff interviewed said that 5% or less of the 
office’s resources are dedicated to educational outreach activities/materials, with two 
noting that about 10% of their office’s resources are devoted to outreach.  With regar
staff time, the results were similar, with four of the seven respondents indicating that
to 5% of staff time is devoted to educational outreach, and three estimating that 10%
staff time was focused on educational outreach.  (Three county staffers said zero or that 
this did not apply to their office.)   

• 

d to 
 1% 
 of 

Technical assistance:  We received a range of responses from county staffers to this 
question.  Of the eight staffers who responded, one noted that about 70% of his office’s 
resources and 70% of staff time are spent on technical assistance.  Two said that no office 

 resources or staff time are used for technical assistance, and 5 of the 8 said that between
2% and 25% was used for this purpose.   

• Writing and approving permits:  Of the eight county staffers who responded to this 
question, two said that 50% of the office’s resources and staff time are devoted to writing
and approving permits, three said between 10% and 30%, and three said that no office 
resources were used for this purpose.  

 

• Monitoring existing permits:  Of the eight county staffers who responded to this question, 
taff time are devoted to monitoring one said that 60% of his office resources and s

existing permits, two said between 30% and 50%, and four between 10% and 30%.  One 
said that no office resources are used for this purpose.   
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• Enforcement of non-compliance:  Of the eight county staffers who responded to this 
question, one said that 45% of office resources are devoted to enforcement of non-

 

% 
ed to 

compliance, five said between 10% and 30%, and one said 5%.  One said that no office
resources are used for this purpose.  The result was similar for the amount of staff time 
for enforcement of non-compliance, with two offices indicating that they spent 45-50
of staff time on enforcement, four indicating that between 10% and 20% was devot
enforcement, and two estimating that 1% to 5 % was used for this purpose.  Two counties 
noted that they had each hired a retired police officer to beef up environmental 
inspections.  

• Percent of staff time is spent in-office and out-of-office:  Of the nine county staffers who 

s in the county. 

t Office Priorities 
• 

responded to this question, four noted that 40% to 50% of staff time was spent out of the 
office, three estimated 15% to 25%, and estimated that the vast majority of his office’s 
time—81%--is spent out of the office. 

Office structures varied considerably within the watershed, with some encompassing 
planning and growth management responsibilities, and others carrying out tasks such as 
biological monitoring of streams, and designing and managing restoration projects that are 
funded out of the county capital budget.  One office focused especially on inspecting stormwater 
management facilitie

Soil Conservation Distric
Educational outreach activities/materials:  All Soil Conservation District managers said 
that at least 5% of the office’s resources and staff time were dedicated to educational 
outreach activities/materials, with two offices devoting 20%-25% of resources/staff time. 

 
• Technical assistance/Writing and approving contracts/plans:  This type of assistance, 

including technical plan review within the permitting process, is considered to be an 
important element of most SCD offices, with one estimating that 80% of his resources are
devoted to this task, another 50%, and four between 15% and 35%. 

 

 
• Monitoring existing contracts/plans after the fact:  Five of seven SCD offices indicated 

that some resources are devoted to monitoring contracts after the fact, with one 
ing 

 
• 

estimating that 50% of resources are focused monitoring, another 30%, and three not
that 10% of resources are used for this purpose.   

Enforcement of non-compliance:  However, enforcement of non-compliance is not seen 
as the role of the Soil Conservation District.  Five of seven managers said that no 

 5% 

 
s 

such as spot checks, which are the responsibility of MDA.  One pointed out that there are several 
way h
the Ma ts 
about i
to MDE  working with 
commercial/residential development permit seekers, compared to agriculture.  For example, one 

resources are devoted to enforcement, and the remaining two estimated that 2% and
of the office’s resources were used for this purpose.   

Most SCD managers noted that very little of their time is spent on enforcement activitie

s t at monitoring takes place, including the annual quality review for Federal programs, and 
ryland Agricultural Cost Share spot check.  At times, SCDs do respond to complain
ssues like an operator dumping manure into a neighbor’s stream.  But most complaints go 
 or MDA.  More urban districts focus more resources on
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cou  
district
educati

conside
the offi

Regula
ries of yes-or-no questions to understand the type of regulatory and other 

auth i
county 
that in 
were sp

Has au

nty spends an estimated 80% of its time on urban issues, and another spends 50%.  Most 
s also noted the environmental outreach role played by SCD staff in the Envirothon 
onal initiative. 

Regardless of the priorities of the office, Soil Conservation District staff spend 
rable time in the field, with all seven saying that 30% to 50% of staff time is spent out of 
ce. 

tory and Other Authority 
We asked a se

or ty provided to the various county offices and Soil Conservation Districts.  Nine of the ten 
staffers answered this question, and all seven Soil Conservation District managers. (Note 
three counties, staff from two separate offices were interviewed, since these functions 
lit among offices). 

thority to County Office SCD 
Provide technical assistance 1 7 
Provide financial support for Best Management Practices 1 3 
Provide other incentives for environmental management actions 6 5 
Reduce the frequency of regulatory inspections 6 0 
Expedite environmental permits 7 7 
Consolidate environmental permits 4 1 
App vro e retroactive permit applications 4 2 
Waive environmental regulations 1 0 
Require after-the-fact in-lieu fees 3 1 
Reduce stringency of regulatory thresholds 1 0 
 

conserv
authori stance mandate and 
pproach. 

Cou y 

authori

fina i
trees fo t 
most te

Other incentives for environmental management actions mentioned by county staff 
include

The table above demonstrates the different emphases of the counties and soil 
ation districts, with the county staffers coming typically from offices with enforcement 

ty, and the Soil Conservation Districts focused on their technical assi
a

nt Regulatory and Other Authority 
County staff provided a range of additional comments about the regulatory and other 
ty they are granted.   

Most counties indicated that their emphasis is not on providing technical assistance and 
nc al support for best management practices, although two counties noted that they provide 

r planting in the Critical Area or other riparian buffer areas.  One county staffer noted tha
chnical assistance is handled by engineering companies. 

 participation in tradable development rights programs and, to a certain degree, provision 
of tax credits. 

Most staffers made some additional comments about the granting of variances (see also 
Section 5.2.3 of the report), noting that this is typically handled by a board of appeals, not by 
their office.   In one county, Critical Area appeals are handled by an appeals officer.  One county 
staffer noted that about 90% of permit seekers participate in a pre-application conference with 
staff, so people don’t tend to pursue variances that are unlikely to be approved.  Another county 
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ent 
o 

 variance by their office, but that they do make modifications that are 
equal to

 One noted that only county commissioners can waive environmental regulations or 
reduce the stringency of regulatory thresholds.  Another, referring specifically to stormwater 

s county office does not have this authority, since county 
code an

tion District officers emphasized that they do not have the authority 
gement Practices (BMPs), but they help 

assistance from other sources, and help h t

ve the au ority to wai
n sense to do something a little different.  The 

ear down a structure because it was not in compliance with 
re were something causing an immine pollution p lem, 

tor to fix the problem.  If it were not fixed, it would be 
ould also make an owner re-install a po  if not done
ariances, but might modify a practice.  rns without

ermitted, and SCD doesn’t issue permits anyway.   

noting that 

 manager. 

anagers some questions with regard to 
BMPs 

y back Maryland Agricultural Cost Share (MACS) funds for BMPs 
if he or  

t provides the same benefits as a 100-foot buffer.  No managers indicated that 
farm or

d 

or 

staffer noted that his office has the authority to grant waivers for on-site stormwater managem
structures that do not need to go to the board of appeals.  Another county staffer noted that n
one has been granted a

 or better than the ordinance.   

Two staffers made additional comments on the possibility of reducing regulatory 
thresholds. 

management structures, said that hi
d state law require that they be inspected at least every three years.  As for reducing the 

stringency of regulatory thresholds, he said, “there is always some wheeling and dealing.” 

Soil Conservation District Regulatory and Other Authority 
Most Soil Conserva

to provide financial support for Best Mana
farmers/landowners get that 
associated paperwork. 

 landowners wit he 

While one manager commented that his office does not ha th ve 
environmental regulations, they will use commo
district has not forced anyone to t
environmental regulations, but if the nt rob
they would work with the owner or opera
referred to MDE or MDA.  They w nd  
correctly.  They have not granted v Ba  
plumbing and electricity do not have to be p

Other district managers offered a range of comments on variances, with most 
they are not responsible for granting such variances but indicating that the Soil Conservation 
Districts sometimes play a role in commenting on variance applications.  In some cases, these 
variances (usually for forest plans or grading permits) are approved retroactively, according to 
one district

We also asked the Soil Conservation District m
and their long-term implementation.  The first question refers to a state regulation that 

individuals are required to pa
 she closes down before the 15-year term of a BMP contract is finished.  According to the

managers, this has happened only in rare instances.  One manager noted that there is now a 
requirement for projects of $15,000 or more that the BMP contract be included with the deed at 
settlement if the property is sold.  In most cases, though, the new owner has agreed to continue 
the practice.   

We also asked a question about variances from Critical Area 100-foot buffer 
requirements, which can in some cases be a minimum of 25 feet if there is a conservation plan 
put in place tha

 landowners in their district had been cited for violating this requirement.  Additional 
comments, however, emphasized the SCD cooperative approach to BMPs.  One manager note
that, if a person has a 25-foot buffer, they would try to get them to increase to 100 feet, but they 
wouldn’t allow them to clear to 25 feet.  Another said that no one in his district has been cited f
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Non-compliance 
eir 

structure anywhere in the county for non-compliance with environmental regulations said that 
provided an estimate, one said this had 

happen
 that he was 

  

nties with land in the Critical Area, four of seven county staffers who 
replied ars.  

l 
 

 

e 
n 

people 
st 

 
me litigation pending for a residential structure. 

 

violating the 25-100 foot buffer rule violation, but the district has kept landowners from being 
cited by rectifying the problem. 

Removal of Structures in Environmental 
We asked both county and Soil Conservation District staff if they were aware of th

county forcing anyone to tear down a structure because it was not in compliance with 
environmental regulations (regardless of which agency has that regulatory responsibility).  We 
asked this generally for each county and about land in the Critical Area for the five counties 
meeting that criterion. 

Five of the eight county staff who responded to the question about tearing down a 

they were aware that this had happened.  For those who 
ed once in the last five years, another said it had happened six times, and another 12 

times.  One of the six Soil Conservation District managers who responded indicated
aware of this happening in his county.  On average, he said this occurs about once a year. 

For the five cou
 said that their county had forced someone to tear down a structure in the past five ye

None of the four SCD managers who responded was aware that this had happened in the Critica
Area portion of their county/district.  The rare instances in which this has occurred represent a
fraction of one percent of the overall number of building permits issued in the county, or even of
those within the Critical Area, according to county and SCD staff.   

Staffers made the following additional comments in response to this question.  On
county staffer noted that the lone instance in the past five years in which a structure has been tor
down for environmental compliance was a house in 2004.  Another noted that they have made 

move structures, such as sheds and decks, to spots outside the Critical Area buffer.  
Another said that two swimming pools had been removed from the Critical Area during the pa
five years.  In another county, in six instances during the past five years, someone has been 
forced to tear down a structure because of environmental non-compliance, and at the time of the
interview there was so
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cing Citizens to Seek Assistance 
We asked county and SCD staff to provide their assessments of five possible factors that 

 of their county or district to seek 
assistan t 

 the 

Staff Views on Factors Influen

are important in influencing the decisions of the citizens
ce from their office.  In each case, we asked the staff member to answer on a five-poin

scale, with one indicating “strongly disagree” and five indicating “strongly agree” with
statement that “(factor) is an important factor influencing the decisions of (county/district) 
citizens to seek assistance from my office.” 

 County Staff SCD Managers 

Strongl

Strongl

vailability of Technical Assistance 
Strongly disagree 1 0  
Somewhat disagree 1 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 1 1 
Somewhat agree 5 0 
Strongly agree 2 6 

Interest in Environmentally Friendly Methods or Practices 
Strongly disagree 0 0  
Somewhat disagree 1 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 3 1 
Somewhat agree 7 5 
Strongly agree 0 1 

Avoiding penalties  
Strongly disagree 2 1  
Somewhat disagree 0 1 
Neither agree nor disagree 0 1 
Somewhat agree 5 3 

y agree 4 1 

Avoiding delays in permitting 
Strongly disagree 2 1  
Somewhat disagree 0 1 
Neither agree nor disagree 1 1 
Somewhat agree 5 3 

y agree 2 1 

Availability of Financial Assistance 
Strongly disagree 6 0  
Somewhat disagree 2 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 0 0 
Somewhat agree 0 2 
Strongly agree 0 5 

A
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Two Soil Conservation District managers commented further in reply to these questions.  
elays in permitting as 

importa

out 
rough nutrient management plans). 

Both county and SCD staff n n just seeking 
general advice anymore about environmentally-friendly methods or practices.  One SCD 

en years ago that might have been the case, but now people only come in if 
or if they need something specific.   

fluences on Behavior 
tried to get staffer’s perspec e on the following factors, asking if “(the factor) 

in influencing decisions of people to refrain from activities that 
 Patuxent Ri could be an 

h sufficient funds. 

vel   
ty and Soil Conservation trict staff had a ran

els are currently effective in fluencing decisions people to refrain from 
with sufficient funds, 14 of 

One noted that, for questions about avoiding penalties and avoiding d
nt factors influencing citizens to seek assistance from his office, for farmers, he strongly 

disagrees with this motivation for coming into the office.  For developers, he somewhat or 
strongly agreed with this motivation.  Another district manager said that he somewhat agreed 
that avoiding penalties is an important factor influencing decisions of landowners to seek 
assistance from his office, but noted that their role is to help farmers understand the rules ab
what they can and cannot do (for example, th

oted that it is rare that someone comes i

manager noted that t  
they have to do so 

 

Staff Views on In
We also tiv

is currently an important factor 
cause nutrient discharges to the ver,” and, in a follow-up question, if they 
important factor, wit

Education/Outreach Staff Le
Both co is e of opinions about whether 

current staff lev  in  of 
un D g

activities that causes discharge of nutrients to the Patuxent River, but 
17 respondents somewhat or strongly agreed hat staff level could be an im t portant factor.  Eight 

 strongly agreed with this statement. 

County Staff SCD Managers 

trict’s) current environ ntal education/outreach staff level… 
Strongly disagree 2 1  

2 1 
isagree 

istrict’s) environmental education/outreach staff level with sufficient 

of these respondents

 

The county’s (dis me

Somewhat disagree 
Neither agree nor d 4 1 
Somewhat agree 1 3 
Strongly agree 1 1 
 

The county’s (d
funds…   
Strongly disagree 0 1  
Somewhat disagree 0 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 0 2 
Somewhat agree 5 1 
Strongly agree 5 3 
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Educati
 

Somew

1 

The county’s (district’s) environmental education/outreach activities with sufficient 

5 1 
5 3 

 

 
actor, 16 of 17 thought so with 

fficient funding. 

) current technical assistance staff level… 
 

disagree 
 

trongly agree 0 3 

nical assistance staff level with sufficient funds…   

 
This question generated many comments from both county and Soil Conservation District 

staff.  Several county staffers, while somewhat agreeing that more funding for technical-

on/Outreach Total Funding 
We also asked this question with regard to total funding for educational and outreach

activities, not limited strictly to staff support.  The replies were identical to the previous, similar 
question. 

 County Staff SCD Managers 

The county’s (district’s) current environmental education/outreach total funding… 
Strongly disagree 2 2  

hat disagree 3 1 
Neither agree nor disagree 1 1 
Somewhat agree 3 2 
Strongly agree 1 
 

funds…   
Strongly disagree 0 1  
Somewhat disagree 0 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 0 2 
Somewhat agree 
Strongly agree 

Technical Assistance Staff Level/Funding 
While 9 of 17 county or Soil Conservation District staff somewhat or strongly agreed that

current technical-assistance staff levels are an important f
su

 County Staff SCD Managers 

The county’s (district’s
Strongly disagree 2 0 
Somewhat disagree 3 1 
Neither agree nor 2 0 
Somewhat agree 3 3 
S
 

The county’s (district’s) tech
Strongly disagree 0 0  
Somewhat disagree 1 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 0 0 
Somewhat agree 6 1 
Strongly agree 3 6 
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rence, noted that, even with sufficient funds, this would not 
entirely e 

erspective 

• “We could give people more ion, but there is no guarantee that they’ll 

e won’t change behavio , no matter how much outreach we do.”   

ths at county fairs, etc., the average citizen tends to be most interested 
it to build a deck?’ rather than learning about 

ental issues.” 

hole 

 people is not the golden lution; it needs to be made m re worth the 
e.”   

nly one forester ere are a lot of things they could have at the 
el that aren’t funded.” 

• “We need to educate people better; a lot of people just don’t understand the impact of 
their activities.”   

cated, 
e is so little of it now.  It’s currently a limiting factor.  Technical assistance 

staff is stretched pretty thin.  and develop 
information would help.”   

 District Perspective 
ation District managers also commented on the adequacy of staffing levels 

education and t nical assistance.  Several noted the distinction 
or agricultural programs, which are typically covered by state and/or Federal 

 soil conservation activities for residential or commercial developments, which 
re typically covered by fees from urban permitting.   

ugh f s, so 
quately funded.  Federal and state assistance has gone downhill lately.  
e picked up assistance,  part because counties need the help with urban 

agencies are try  to privatize some functions through the ‘technical 

 that changes decisions or how someone 

assistance staff would make a diffe
 take care of the problem.  Others noted that the real source of technical assistance is th

Soil Conservation Districts.  Responses included the following: 

County P

/better informat
follow the advice.” 

• “Some peop rsl

• “When we staff boo
in questions like ‘How do I get a perm
environm

• (With sufficient funds it would be an important factor, but) “it would have to be a w
lot” (of funds).   

• “Educating  so o
citizen’s whil

• “(Our cou --th
ev

nty has) o
county l

• “We need to educate people.”   

• “(There is) not enough staff.  If we had more resources, more people would be edu
because ther

Even an outside entity helping distribute 

Soil Conservation

Soil Conserv
for environmental outreach/ ech
between funding f
sources, and for
a

• “The SCD is woefully short on agricultural staffing.  Urban staff is paid thro ee
they are ade
Counties hav  in
permitting.  Federal ing

ctor.’”   services se
 

• “We reach a lot of people, but I don’t know how
does things.  Staff to devote to this activity is the most important factor, not how much 
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• “We already do as much education as anybody, but with more funding, sure, we could do 

anagement plans are required, but people don’t follow them.” 

rshed:  

 
mandate of adding 110 staff in the field.  One said that, by the end of 2005, about 60 to 83 staff 
had e  who is 
asked. that there are currently 60 funded positions.   

 staff 

Pfiesteria” for anything to happen.   

unding to get the word out, but they need 
fun g
implem
low for ed 
enginee blem for very rural areas.  He commented that agriculture 
secretary Lew Riley is aware of this issue.   

funding is available.  For technical assistance activities, our SCD is now well-funded, 
although in the past it hasn’t been.” 

more.”  

• “We don’t necessarily have an influence on people’s decision-making process.  For 
example, nutrient m

• Another SCD pointed out the changing nature of agricultural land use in the wate
“Much of what we deal with involves small horse farms, with lots of seminars and 
pasture walks to discuss management of these small farms.  One-third of agricultural land 
in our district had less than $2,500 in income from farming, so not a lot is required in that 
sense.” 

Two SCD managers brought up the problems with implementing fully the post-Pfiesteria

 be n added since the 1998 Water Quality Improvement Act legislation, depending on
 Another estimated 

• According to subsequent information provided by one of these managers, eight more
positions had been added during 2006, “but we are still short (of funded) positions.”   

• The reason these staff were mandated, according to another manager, is that Pfiesteria 
was a human health issue.  His response to the part B question that said, “with sufficient 
funds,” was “Ha. Ha.  We need another 

This manager’s view is that his district has the f
din  to get the work done for BMPs.  His district only has two people to work on BMP 

entation with farmers.  A challenge for southern Maryland is that salaries are typically 
 these jobs, and qualified, trained people are recruited away, especially by urban-bas
ring firms.  This is not a pro
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Level of
ion District staff members to assess whether or not 

they a
asked if
important factor in influencing the decisions of people to refrain from activities that cause 
disc r
rephras acts.   

 

The co CD 
person
Strongl
Somewhat disagree 4 3 
Neither

   
Stro l
Somew
Neither agree nor disagree 1 0 
Som
Strongl
 

 

luencing people to refrain from activities that cause 
discharges of nutrients to the Patuxent River.   

In all areas of the watershed, county staffers noted the difficulty for inspection staff to 
keep up with the pace of development.12  This applied both in counties that have sediment and 
erosion control enforcement delegated by MDE, and in the counties for which MDE is 
responsible for enforcement.  One delegated county provided information from a 2005 internal 
inspection audit, which noted that each inspector was responsible for 106 sites, for a total of 693 
acres per inspector.  As the audit noted, this is an “unrealistic area of coverage per inspector.  
This inspector to site ratio is resulting in increased enforcement actions, complaints, and 
compromising the quality of development.”   

                                                

 Staff for Monitoring Existing Permitted Sites 
We asked county and Soil Conservat

 h ve adequate staff and other resources to enforce existing laws.  For county personnel, we 
 the level of staff for monitoring existing permitted sites/facilities is currently an 

ha ges of nutrients to the Patuxent River.  For Soil Conservation District managers, we 
ed this question slightly to refer to the monitoring of existing sites with BMP contr

County Staff SCD Managers 

unty’s (district’s) staff level for monitoring of existing permitted sites (or, for S
nel, of existing sites with BMP contracts)… 
y disagree 1 1  

 agree nor disagree 1 1 
Somewhat agree 2 1 
Strongly agree 2 1 

The county’s (district’s) monitoring staff level with sufficient funds…

ng y disagree 0 0  
hat disagree 0 1 

ewhat agree 4 2 
y agree 5 4 

The response to the initial question about the effectiveness of current monitoring and 
inspection staff levels was mixed, with six staffers somewhat or strongly agreeing with the 
statement, and nine somewhat or strongly disagreeing with the statement.  However, there was 
widespread agreement that more staff resources would make a difference:  Fifteen of 17 staffers
somewhat or strongly agreed that, with sufficient funds, the county’s or Soil Conservation 
District’s staff level for monitoring of existing sites (or existing best-management-practice 
contracts) could be an important factor in inf

 
12 Among the recommendations from participants in a joint MDE/Maryland Department of 
Planning conference in fall 2005 was that “MDE should seek increases in State funding to 
increase the number of staff that enforce sediment and erosion controls.” (Nemazie 2005) 
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he challenge in meeting the state 
require

ral 
 

MP contracts and nutrient managem ervation Districts 
ave an enforcement role, it is by he ctions ent and erosion 

anager.  He agreed that more 
 would be helpful in re cing nutrient discharges, but noted that the 

tricts would be that the additional staff resources would be 
r the head, but to make sure that the BMPs are working properly and 

“it wo ld make a big 

nd of the spectrum, a m mewhat disagreed th t the staff level (now 
ould be an important factor influencing the decisions of farmers to 
rging practices.  His view is that “farm s don’t put in a best 

tice because the state tells him to do so; rather, he does it to save soil because 
elihood.” 

0 
Somew

Both county and MDE officials pointed out t
ment that permitted sediment and erosion control sites be inspected every two weeks. 13  

As one county staffer put it, “one of the issues is having enough time to inspect, and putting fear 
into people who would violate.”  

The county and Soil Conservation District staffs play very different roles, with the 
conservation districts not having a formal enforcement responsibility. In the case of agricultu
programs, the Maryland Department of Agriculture is the primary agency involved in monitoring
B ent plans.  To the extent that Soil Cons
h lping with inspe  of approved sedim
control plans, and, before the fact, in helping develop and approve those plans. 

one SCD mThe SCD role is perhaps best illustrated by 
funds for monitorin dug
distinction for Soil Conservation Dis
used “not to beat people ove
to help them.”   

Another SCD manager took a somewhat harder line, suggesting that u
difference if nutrient management plans were enforced.”   

At the other e anager so a
or with more funds) is or w

ent-discharefrain from nutri er
acmanagement pr

he soil is his livt

Technical Assistance (Best Management Practices) Cost Share 
 
 County Staff SCD Managers 

The total amount of cost-share available for best management practices… 
Strongly disagree 2 0  
Somewhat disagree 2 2 
Neither agree nor disagree 2 

hat agree 0 3 
Strongly agree 0 2 
 

 

                                                 
13 As one MDE staffer pointed out, an increase in the number of stop work orders can be 
a function of not enough inspectors or inspecti

seen as 
ons.  Inspectors (whether from the county or state, 

if not delegated by MDE) are supposed to inspect sites every two weeks.  But if a permittee 
knows that is unlikely, then the permittee might figure that he or she can get away with doing 

ittee 
top 

something.  When an inspector comes back, say, six weeks later for a surprise visit, the perm
might have an unpermitted practice in place to the point where the inspector has to issue a s
work order. 
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Strongly disagree 

ost share.  Two 
county y, 

tions 

e.” 

this reg

ailable 

eone to adopt a BMP.  I sell certain 
BMPs, for example, manure management, as ways of better utilizing a resource, not from 
a ‘protecting the river’ standp

 Treatment Plants 
nd funds for cover crops and other BMPs, both at the state and Federal level.  

al programs have onerous paperwork, and you need to beat the bushes and 
d to get them th gh the Federal requ ments.   

rs are available for BMPs ut you need to knoc n doors to get 
armers to take advantage of  cost-share program  

• “Cost share has historically been more reactive than proactive, and the program has at 
times perversely rewarded the bad players, criticized the good players.”  

County Staff SCD Managers 

With sufficient funds, the total amount of cost-share available for best management 
practices…   

1 1  
Somewhat disagree 0 2 
Neither agree nor disagree 2 0 
Somewhat agree 1 1 
Strongly agree 2 3 
 

Four county staffers didn’t reply, since their offices don’t provide BMP c
 staffers noted the challenge of funding for urban stormwater BMPs on private propert

with one commenting specifically about the lack of resources for private community associa
to maintain/upgrade these systems.  Another staffer from a rapidly urbanizing county suggested 
that the availability of agricultural BMP funds is less and less a limiting factor.  “There are only 
maybe four dairy operations left in the county, and with horse farms, agriculture is not the main 
source of incom

Soil Conservation District managers, who typically are much more heavily involved in 
assisting landowners with BMP cost-share, suggested a range of opportunities and challenges in 

ard. 

• “A bigger issue is the shrinking land base and number of farmers; more dollars av
doesn’t necessarily get you more of a practice.  A bigger influence would be increasing 
the percentage of cost-share.  That’s why CREP is so big in Maryland.”   

• “You need to show a good return financially for som

oint.” 

• “There is a lot of funding out there, such as the flush tax for Wastewater
(WWTPs) a
But the Feder
hold someone’s han rou ire

• “The dolla , b k o
people/f  the s.”

• “This year, there is $1.4 million for cover crops, and everyone who asked will get 
something.”   

One SCD manager cited an example of a farmer installing a manure shed/lagoon that 
required him to move cattle in a way that turned out to be more damaging to a stream, even 
though he received funding for the structural BMP.  He is working with an MDA technical 
committee to make MACS more proactive.   
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ffluent Taxes/Charges 
rrent 

E
We asked both county and Soil Conservation District staff their views about the cu

and possible effectiveness of emission or effluent taxes or charges in influencing the decisions of 
people to refrain from scharges of nutrients to the P tuxent River activities that cause di a . 

County Staff SCD Managers 

ent taxes or charges are currently important factors… 
ee  

ew

 

0 0 
Neither

ee 0 0 
 

whom s
factor i ischarges of 
nut n

stormw ounty, a stormwater utility fee that appears on the 
residential water bill, “but it is
this u
incentiv
other B
annual 

rviewed, 
one sta vious surface would 
work.  The staffer then noted that “pocketbook is
wil g
increas  have to 
incr s looked 
into sto with 
aerial photography, but the question posed was, “How do you collect the tax?” 

tly 

 been 
utility fee based on the percentage of impervious 

surface, which would be dedicated to improvements in green infrastructure.  “If people are aware 

 
 

Emission or efflu

S
Som

trongly disagr 6 2 
hat disagree 0 0 

Neither agree nor disagree 4 3 
Somewhat agree 0 0 
Strongly agree 0 0 

If emission or effluent taxes or charges are increased, this could be an important factor… 
Strongly disagree 1 1  
Somewhat disagree 

 agree nor disagree 2 3 
Somewhat agree 6 1 
Strongly agr

This question generated a range of responses, particularly from county staffers, most of 
trongly disagreed that emission or effluent taxes or charges are currently an important 

n influencing the decisions of people to refrain from activities that cause d
rie ts to the Patuxent River. 

Several mentioned the opportunities and challenges for implementing or increasing a 
ater utility fee for residents.  In one c

 not significant enough to be noticed.”  For commercial operators, 
 co nty fee is more noticeable.  “The best way to make a difference would be through an 

e program:  if the fee were, say, $100 per year, and a homeowner put in a rain garden or 
MP to reduce water quality impairments, which would then reduce the amount of the 
fee, that could change some behavior.”   

In another county, in which staffers from two different departments were inte
ffer wondered whether taxes on fertilizer or percentage of imper

sues drive people, but these are people who are 
lin  to pay anything to have their green lawn.”  The other staffer strongly disagreed that 

ed taxes or charges would make a difference, saying that they would really
ea e before fees/taxes influenced behavior.  This staffer also noted that the county has 

rmwater fees based on percentage of impervious surface.  This could be calculated 

In another county, the staffer strongly disagreed that emission taxes/charges are curren
an important factor, but somewhat agreed that they could be if implemented.  In this county, 
there is currently an annual wastewater fee, which goes to WWTP upgrades.  There has also
discussion about the concept of a stormwater 
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e fee, and the fee is sufficient enough to affect behavior,” it could make a 
differen

es, with 
o declining to answer the question, and three neither agreeing nor disagreeing with the 

atements.    One manager, however esn’t think taxes or 

 to Inspecting Properties 
olate environmental law ey know no one will come on their 

on?  We asked county and Soil Conservation District staff if “legal 

enough to understand th
ce.  “And if residential fertilizer bags are taxed enough, yes, that could make a 

difference.” 

Soil Conservation District managers had less to say about emission or effluent tax
tw
st , strongly disagreed, saying that he “do
charges will influence anybody.”   

Legal Issues Related
Do people vi s because th

property to witness a violati
issues (i.e., property rights) related to inspecting properties are currently important factors in 
influencing the ause discharges of nutrients to decisions of people to refrain from activities that c
the Patuxent River.” 

 
 County Staff SCD Managers 

 

 disagree 

trongl

strict staff members, however, believe this is 
absolut  

r 
 when you catch one, it spreads and others don’t 

do it.” 

trespassing sign.  
He poin

 

Strongly disagree 0 1 
e Somewhat disagre 3 2 

rNeither agree no 1 1 
omewhat agree 2 1 S

S y agree 4 2 
 

To summarize these responses, some staff believe that their county or district has 
sufficient inspection authority and ability to deter individuals who otherwise might think they 
can get away with something.  Other county and di

ely not the case, and that many individuals take the approach of begging forgiveness if
caught, rather than seeking permission.   

County Perspective 
Some counties noted that increased use of aerial surveillance is making it increasingly 

difficult for noncompliant landowners to remain undetected. “We had the State Police fly ove
one property,” said one county staffer.  “Usually

 In another county, a staffer referred to the state’s Article 66b, which provides zoning 
inspectors the right to enter people’s property in Maryland. This relates to the right given to 
counties to develop land-use regulations.  They have no problem getting on properties, and can 
also observe from neighboring properties.  Other counties also pointed out that they do have 
access to inspect stormwater management BMPs, and that a lot of violations are inspected 
because of complaints. 

In another county, though, a staffer noted that there has been a problem getting on 
properties, with a requirement that a property has to be posted with a visible no 

ted out that enforcement officers have been sued over access, but noted that, if there is an 
open permit, this is not a problem.  This same county also has difficulty inspecting certain 
properties because it does not have use of a suitable boat for observations from water.   

Staff members interviewed in another county noted that current laws protect the property
owner, although if they receive a complaint, they can knock on the door.  One mentioned that 
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 they 
way with it).    One staff member cited a study of another river in the county (not 

the Pat

ctive: 
ed that they let farmers know they are 

n 

h 

operty for compliance.  However, another district manager said that, with 
utrient management plans, he’s hearing a lot of comments from farmers who think that “no 
ne’s going to enforce it.” 

es, Frequency of Prosecution, and Equity of Enforcement 
d Soil Conserva n District personnel several questions in order to 

terrent effects of penalties and prosecution for violations of environmental 
s were mixed, from both county and Soil Conservation District staff:  Nine of 

e 17 interviewees somewhat or strongly disagreed that the level of fines is currently an 
importa s, and 

ly an important factor in influencing the decisions of 
 activities that cause discharges of nutrients to the Patuxent, only four of 

the 16 s

hat 

ly 
nses 

t from county and from Soil Conservation District staff, with three of the 
seven S actor. 

they observe by both boat and helicopter, but weeks can go by before that might happen.  “There 
are lots of cases where citizens have violated the Critical Area Act because they figured
could” (get a

uxent), which identified all the dump sites (for oil filters, batteries, etc.), but county 
personnel were not permitted to go on private property to inspect the sites.  “The only thing 
overriding (this situation) is a human health hazard.” 

Soil Conservation District Perspe
Most Soil Conservation District managers not

coming to inspect, since they consider themselves to be a resource for the farmers, rather tha
having an enforcement role.  Two district managers noted that Critical Area aerial photography 
is common now to get buffer violators, and that people are aware that they can be caught throug
aerial photography.  One said that compliance is “not an issue any more because of aerial 
flights.”  One commented that, if a farmer is in a cost-share program, the SCD and MDA have a 
right to inspect the pr
n
o

Level of Fines/Penalti
We asked county an tio

understand the de
laws.  The replie
th

nt factor in influencing people to refrain from activities causing nutrient discharge
eight of the 16 who answered saying that frequency of prosecution was influencing people to 
refrain from activities causing nutrient discharges. 

While eight of the 16 staffers strongly or somewhat agreed that the frequency of 
prosecution for non-compliance is current
people to refrain from

omewhat or strongly agreed that frequency of prosecution was deterring polluting 
activities. 

To help understand their views on whether environmental laws are enforced in an even-
handed fashion, we also asked county and SCD staff if they thought equity of enforcement is 
currently an important factor in influencing the decisions of people to refrain from activities t
cause discharges of nutrients to the Patuxent River.  Overall, interviewees were mixed in their 
responses, with six somewhat or strongly agreeing with the statement, six somewhat or strong
agreeing with the statement, and five neither agreeing nor disagreeing.  However, the respo
were somewhat differen

CD staff strongly disagreeing that equity of enforcement is an important deterrent f
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s 

1  
4 2 
1 1 

Somew

1 3 

Strongl

ver…  

2 
Somew

cdotal comments provided in interviews of county and Soil Conservation District 
personn

• “Our county is starting to collect now, with rumors about people having to pay.  It is 
enough of a factor for people to know that they can be prosecuted.  Critical Area Act 
(CAA) regulations are now better understood than in the past.  On the other hand, he said 
that judges don’t like hearing zoning cases; if there is a reason or method to postpone or 
throw out the case, they will.   

• “The state has just increased the maximum CAA fine to $10,000, but (our county) hasn’t 
adopted this yet, with the maximum still $500.   

 County Staff SCD Managers 

The level of fines/penalties typically imposed in your county is currently an important 
factor in influencing the decisions of people to refrain from activities that cause discharge
of nutrients to the Patuxent River… 
Strongly disagree 0 
Somewhat disagree 
Neither agree nor disagree 

hat agree 1 3 
Strongly agree 2 0 
  

The frequency of prosecution for non-compliance is currently an important factor in 
influencing the decisions of people to refrain from activities that cause discharges of 
nutrients to the Patuxent River… 
Strongly disagree 4 1  
Somewhat disagree 2 2 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Somewhat agree 0 1 

y agree 2 0 
 

Equity of enforcement is currently an important factor in influencing the decisions of 
people to refrain from activities that cause discharges of nutrients to the Patuxent Ri
Strongly disagree 1 3  
Somewhat disagree 1 1 
Neither agree nor disagree 3 

hat agree 3 1 
Strongly agree 2 0 
 
 

Ane
el provided a range of opinions about fines and frequency of prosecution. 

County Perspective: 

• “Usually when you catch one, it spreads and others don’t do it.”   

• “Yes, penalties (fines) can be effective but stop-work orders are what really hurts.  Fines 
are way too low:  Our County has a $1,000 maximum, which could be per day but in 
practice is really per event.”   
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• “I am aware of maybe one case that was prosecute wenty years in the 
rs, 

of fines in the county is n high enough, and only the m st egregious cases go 
even then, they don’t necessarily get a conviction.”  

 is more of a factor.  We haven’t impo  one yet, but we send a 
 and most people/companies have been 

lots of wealthy people who just pay.” 

ollars know what they n and cannot get away with, though.  They are in 
ing an ordinanc o that they can go after contractors.”   

ent is pretty equal.” 

• “Small businesses are likelier to clean up to address a violation.” 

forced pretty equitably ut a lot of times it is fficult to pursue all the way 
.” 

nty personnel mentioned that, in addition to build
tired police officers for CAA enforcement, which increases chance of conviction.   One of 
ese counties noted that they have the highest civil citation rate for Critical Area Act violations 

of any 

onservation Districts are not considered to have enforcement authority, 
SCD e  fines, penalties, and 
pro u

• s) 
l is better than most counties, over more than two decades, 

re, 

 
• 

 
• uch a minimal fine, people go ahead anyway.”   

 

d within the past t
county.  Enforcement is usually done through fines and stop-work orders.  For builde
paying fines is part of doing business.  What really affects them is to give a stop-work 
order, which gets their attention much more.” 

• “The level ot o
to court, and 

• “The threa sedt of a fine
notice of violation first (which is rare),
cooperative.  Fines range from $500 to $1,000 per day, with each day considered a 
separate offense.  Forest conservation fines are minimal.  Bonds are very small, so 
developers can walk away from them.” 

• “Fines for CAA violations have been considered low and not a deterrent, although they 
were just increased.  Still, there are 

• “Guys with d  ca
the process of rewrit e s

• “Enforcem

• “Developers can’t get away from stormwater regulations very much, but have more 
influence through zoning changes and variances.” 

• “Laws are en , b  di
through a court case

 
Two cou ing inspectors, they have hired 

re
th

jurisdiction, and that they have received criminal convictions.   

Soil Conservation District perspective: 

Although Soil C
 p rsonnel offered a range of comments about the deterrent effects of

sec tions in their district/county, regardless of who has enforcement authority. 

“The authority is there, but not the level of fines that’s needed.  Although (my county’
urban erosion/sediment contro
I have found the enforcement of urban/suburban areas to be very spotty.  For agricultu
though, there is hardly any prosecution.” 

“In our case, penalty equals revoking the plan.”   

“People know nobody gets fined.  S
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f 

 

 
 with the 

process
sedime  cited 
MDE f his Soil Conservation District board.  His view is 
that there is not enough prosecution.  He said that the process is complaint-driven, with 
com a  
to estab plaints are 
eith p
man e
times, t

Point and Nonpoint Enfor
and non-point-source 

enf e  
SCD t the 
nutrien as out of their area of expertise. 

 
 County Staff SCD Managers 

irst, w

4 
Not strict (rarely enforced) 1 1 

0 0 
Decline

f required 
nut n
Imp v
Very st
Modera annually) 1 5 

ot strict (rarely if ever monitored) 1 2 
Non i 1 0 

eclined to Answer 7 0 
 

Enforcement of compliance with point-source pollution laws received relatively high 
marks from both the county and Soil Conservation District staff, with nine of the 17 interviewees 

• “People in our county are more concerned now with having to pay a fine if caught.  The
best way to reduce pollution would be to increase the level of fine.”  (Note:  at the time o
the interview, this county was going through a process to increase the level of its fines, 
which was previously capped at $500.)   

• “Critical Area aerial photography is common now to get buffer violators, and people are 
aware that they can be caught through aerial photography.” 

Another Soil Conservation District manager expressed considerable frustration
, noting that “fines are not high enough to influence people.”  He pointed out that 
nt control violations have a ceiling set by MDE, not by the county or district, and he
or not following up complaints made by 

pl ints referred to MDE or the county by agreement. MDE or the county then asks the SCD
lish a solution, then MDE enforces it.  In his district, eighty percent of com

er erceived problems or neighbor-to-neighbor feuds.  Only two times in 17 years as SCD 
ag r has he found a complaint to involve a significant smoking gun WQ problem.  Both 

he complaints were referred to MDE, and no action has been taken since. 

cement 
We asked county and SCD staff two questions about point-source 

orc ment, with the latter focusing on nutrient management plan requirements.  Typically,
 s aff declined to answer the point source question, and county staff declined to answer 

t management plan question, noting that the issue w

F e asked how they would describe the level of environmental enforcement in their 
county/district for point sources of water pollution: 
Very strict (always enforced) 1 0 
Moderately strict (usually enforced) 5 

Nonexistent (never enforced) 
d to Answer 3 2 

 

We then asked how they would describe the level of monitoring/enforcement o
rie t management plans in their county/district under the Maryland Water Quality 
ro ement Act: 

rict (plans typically monitored at least annually) 0 0  
tely strict (monitored less frequently than 

N
ex stent (never monitored) 

D
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say  
Conser
didn’t r
Suburb ly meets its limits.   

enf e
urce ource jurisdiction.  “They are 

nderst

 
ame 

 to do this.  
xpect them to roll in.” 

We also received comments from the Soil Conservation District about urban nonpoint 
urces, reflecting the SCD role in helping craft sedime con ban 

ility.  It’s ironic, as there 
 whole county.” 

ing that enforcement of these laws is moderately strict (usually enforced).  One Soil 
vation District manager did not offer a rating of point source enforcement because he 
eally know how effective the enforcement is, but his sense is that the Washington 
an Sanitary Commission (WSSC) general

Still, only one of the 17 staffers said that such enforcement was very strict (always 
orc d).  One county staffer expressed the opinion that, in his county, enforcement of point 

pollution laws is not very strict because MDE retains point-sso
u affed at MDE and can take a long time to address an issue.  The response is somewhat 
faster by MDE if (our county) calls them about it.” 

With regard to the nutrient management plan regulations that are now being implemented 
in the state of Maryland, most Soil Conservation District managers think that enforcement is 
moderately strict, with plans monitored less frequently than annually.   

Although two managers commented that MDA’s enforcement of nutrient management 
plans is getting better because it now has more resources, none of the managers thought that 
enforcement of nutrient management plans could be considered strict at this stage.   “We would
get very strict compliance if they put people in the field,” one manager noted.   “This is the s
mentality as for farm plans.  You have to go out and work with people to get them
You can’t just send a letter and e

One manager, emphasizing the arm’s length from enforcement activities for the Soil 
Conservation District personnel, noted that he doesn’t know how many people have had spot 
checks or enforcement of nutrient management plans by the state.  He has not been contacted by 
anyone and doesn’t know who gets spot checked.   

so nt and erosion trol plans.  For ur
nonpoint sources, a district manager from one non-delegated county expressed the view that 
sediment and erosion control by MDE is not strict.  “We used to be a delegated county, but MDE 

 so MDE took back the responsibdidn’t think it did a good enough job,
are only two MDE inspectors for the
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ll at 
 

 refrain from activities that 
cause d

Strongl

Somewhat agree 

2 
Somew

0  
Somew

County Staff Perspective: 

• “There is not a politician who wouldn’t say that they don’t have the political will to 
improve the Bay.  But that doesn’t mean they are willing to raise taxes to pay better or 
hire more staff.  The state talks a big game, but if you want help going to court, they are 
too busy.  I don’t see any Federal involvement.” 

 
• “The Critical Area has the most political support in the county.  The mindset is that the 

Critical Area is very holy.” 
 

• “People will do what they want to do.” (This staffer strongly disagreed at all three levels 
of government.) 

 
• “There is more activity at our county level, where there is a very strong political will.” 

 
• “There has been a heightened awareness of the Critical Area during (the current County 

Executive)’s tenure, who stated a zero tolerance policy for CAA violations.  Historically, 

Political Will 
We also asked each county and SCD staffer if he or she thought that clear political wi

the county level, at the state level, and at the Federal level to improve Bay water quality is
currently an important factor in influencing the decisions of people to

ischarges of nutrients to the Patuxent River: 

 
 County Staff SCD Managers 
 
...at the county/SCD level… 

y disagree 2 0  
Somewhat disagree 2 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 2 2 

1 2 
Strongly agree 3 3 
 
...at the state level… 
Strongly disagree 1 0  
Somewhat disagree 2 1 
Neither agree nor disagree 1 

hat agree 5 4 
Strongly agree 1 0 
 
...at the Federal level… 
Strongly disagree 2 

hat disagree 2 0 
Neither agree nor disagree 2 3 
Somewhat agree 3 4 
Strongly agree 1 0 
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not been that aggressive.”  This staffer also commented positively on the active 

• “In our county, political will is way below the level of concern for schools and public 
safety.  Sixty percent of coun ental 
activities.” 

 somewhat disagreed at t  state and Federal level, too:  “The flush tax is a 
pedient way to say that the state did something, but its initial focus is on 

on’t affect behavior or land use.  Senators 
 touting dollars secured a ederal level.  Environmental groups have influence 

deral level, but there are alm t no active environ ntal groups in our county.” 

 District Perspective 

 passed, but the dget is not there to follow up.  Schools and public 
ome first.” 

on a tributary strategies team

ore important th state or Federal governm
d members in our district are very environmentally progressive.” 

trict has taken significant (progressive) positions at trump the county’s 
 

• “Farmers are not very happy with the state, as more and more regulation cuts into the 
mple, farmers now have to get a pesticide application license, and 

to 

t if the SCD were involved in 

e farmers believe it.”  

it has 
involvement of Riverkeepers in the county watersheds.   

 
• “There is some support at the county level, but it’s minimal; political will at the staff 

level is much stronger.” 
 

ty budget is for schools; one percent is for environm

 
• This staffer he

politically ex
wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), so it w
are always t F
at the Fe os me

 

Soil Conservation

• “The laws have been  bu
l always csafety wil

 
• “I see a lot of foot-dragging”  in which he has been active. 

 
rict is m• “(Our) Dist an the ent in influencing 

people.  Boar
 

• “(Our) dis  th
”position.

 

bottom line.  For exa
there is no longer a soil testing lab at the University of Maryland—the soil has to go 
Delaware to be tested now.  I also do not see a lot of respect from farmers for Federal 
programs like the (Federal) Environmental Quality Incentive’s Program (EQIP), which 
are not run very well and which changed rules halfway through the program.  The 
leadership at the SCD level is a positive factor, bu
enforcement, then it would lose the farmers’ trust, and the farmers would just go ahead 
and do whatever they wanted.  Because the SCD has the farmers’ trust, if the SCD says 
something—good or bad—th
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Discus
The interviews concluded with an open-ended question that provided the county and Soil 

Con r  
regard rovements to control of nutrient discharges in their county or 
district.  These might include scientific, economic, or political factors, or ones at scales (i.e., state 
or F e
asked w
making nts in the level of nutrient discharges.  The open-ended question resulted in 

sponses that highlighted a wide range of issues. 

Cou y 
• 

county whether to take this on or not.”   

partment) is very strong in the county.”   
 

s 

 the 
es, 

are in 

, 

 
• 

cts are 

 

• “The biggest constraint is that the eastern 40% of our county is designated for growth.  
There is a huge demand for growth in our county because of the excellent school system.  
The county can’t afford to buy agricultural easements any more, as they are going for 
$30,000 to $40,000 an acre.  Pollution levels will only increase, given the population 
growth that’s going to happen.  There is not a lot of public recognition about what our 
lifestyle means in terms of impacts on the environment.” 

sion of Key Factors 

se vation District staff to discuss any factors they thought were important to consider with
to the ability to make imp

ed ral) not necessarily under the control of the staffer’s office.  In general, staffers were 
hat they see as the opportunities and constraints faced by their county or district in 

 improveme
re

nt Perspective: 
“The most important thing is sediment/erosion control.  We are not currently a delegated 
county from MDE, so this could be improved.  The process is complaint-driven, and 
MDE does not devote much attention to (our) county.  To some extent, it is up to the 

 
• “The (environmental protection de

• “Stormwater maintenance had been an issue in the past.”   
 

• “Everyone is fighting for funds without increase in taxes.  Some educational outreach ha
been affected negatively by this situation.” 

 
• “Other factors for our county include the increase in development of large churches in

agricultural areas, infill development, and replacing smaller houses with large on
which cause drainage issues from tree removal, etc.  The best streams in the county 
the agricultural areas, with impervious surface a bigger issue for streams.”   

 
• “What about atmospheric sources?  What economic incentives are there for car drivers

businesses, etc. to reduce air pollution (that affects the Patuxent and the Chesapeake 
Bay)?” 

“Most land is privately owned, so you have to change behaviors.  That’s extremely 
difficult to impossible, with decades of people wanting green lawns.  Here are the biggest 
issues:  1) people not wanting to change behavior 2) environmental issues and affe
felt downstream and are not obvious and 3) government can only do so much about 
development/land use, with land use being the biggest factor.  (Our office’s) budget is $2
million/year, which is weighed against developers in our county with hundreds of 
millions of dollars.”   
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omplaint-driven.” 

 

ical 

s.  Ninety-five percent of my time involves 
tion practices already being implemented; 

ld be losing soil and going out of business otherwise.” 
 

• 

 
• “Eighty-one of 110 mandated agricultural positions have been filled by the state.”   

 
• “In terms of our county’s stage of development, the county is moving more toward 

pportunity to not make the 
same mistakes as other counties.” 

 
• rams for purposes of reissuing (sediment and 

erosion control) delegation.  Sometimes a county might not want to have enforcement 

 
• 

 
• “There is a different clientele now in our (county/district), with more horse farmers, less 

id 

 
• arn is not considered a commercial structure, which would require 

a sprinkler, emergency lighting, etc.  The county code was expanded this year into what it 

 

• “Our program is 99% c

• “Junkyard cars are a problem.  One has 150 cars.” 

Soil Conservation District Perspective 
• “For the Patuxent, it is easiest to point fingers at farmers, because they have less polit

representation.  There are more urban votes in the legislature.  The real problem is 
wastewater treatment plants, particularly during high rain events. There are too many 
people, and there are issues with septic tank
writing plans that verify the good conserva
farmers wou

“The county is heading toward build-out.  The development pressure in our county is 
enormous, as families are attracted to the county because of its excellent schools.”   

enforcement/compliance.  At the same time, they have an o

“Every two years, MDE evaluates local prog

delegated to it.  For years, our county politicians had that view.” 

“(Our county) is seeking delegation from MDE, which is a good sign, but it would also 
be good to see what pitfalls have occurred in other counties.” 

 
• “MDE has two inspectors for all of our (non-delegated) county, which is not enough, 

because they had other responsibilities as well, other than sediment control.”   

traditional farmers.  The new horse farmers don’t have a conservation ethic of a 
traditional farmer; their ethic is the horse.  Being designated as an agricultural property in 
our county is a get-out-of-jail-free-card,” since agricultural use means you don’t have to 
get a grading permit.  For example, a 56,000 square foot riding arena was built that d
not require a stormwater or grading permit.   

“Another example:  a b

calls ‘agriculture.’  So now it doesn’t just encompass production, but also processing, 
such as vegetable packing facilities and wine, which used to have to be in a commercial 
zone.”   
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• “MDA considers a plan valid for ten years; our SCD considers a plan valid for one year, 
t drops for corn, for example, and a farmer 

goes into beans, that should require a different plan.”   
 

• “The source of funding for the SCD is critical, as the SCD is at the beck and call of the 
or urban issues, so that’s what they’ll focus on; if MDA, 

 
• 

g 
e.  Some of these will 

start failing soon, as they have about a 25-year life span.” 
 

• se 
have been taken over by homeowners associations.” 

 
• “Better inspection of urban sediment and erosion control is needed.” 

 
• o 

 the Department of Natural Resources.  This used to 
be a 50% cost-share, but it is now a no-interest loan program with no cost-share.” 

 
• 

 
 
 

with the reasoning being that, if the marke

funder.”  (County funding is f
they’ll focus on agriculture.) “In our case, MDA funding comes with strings attached, but 
there are no strings attached from the county.”   

“More funding is needed for retrofits of stormwater management systems in older 
communities that were built before (current standards were adopted).  (Current fundin
is) nowhere near adequate, and needs to be almost a 100% cost-shar

“Better inspection and maintenance of stormwater structures is needed, as a lot of the

“Restore funding for the non-structural shoreline erosion control program, which used t
be a grant program administered by

At the Federal level “there is an opportunity for funding in the next Farm Bill.” 
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